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Abstract 
Circular staplers are used to join two hollow organs together from within, a 
procedure known as intraluminal anastomosis. A typical application would 
follow an excision from the food tract, where two ends need to be joined. 
A detailed study of what surgeons want from circular stapling technology was 
undertaken. Generally, it was found that surgeons want circular staplers 
which can allow greater access to awkward surgical sites, and which can 
facilitate the development of surgical techniques which are more minimally 
invasive than those permitted by current instruments. The specific 
conclusions from this study were refined to produce a product design 
specification (PIDS) for an ideal circular stapler for minimally invasive therapy 
(MIT). Circular staplers approximate tissue together before joining it ("firing" 
the stapler). An MIT version would have to approximate tissue and fire the 
stapling-cutting driver via a flexible extension. Knowledge of the extent to 
which tissue might be safely compressed was inadequate. The firing force, 
which limits the choice of remote actuation means, was also unknown. 
A test rig was designed to allow tests which, in conjunction with a materials 
testing machine, could emulate the approximation and firing functions and 
record the loads of both. A measure of the expulsion of intracellular 
potassium solution from the porcine intestines used was also measured with 
the tissue compression tests. The combined load and potassium output 
compression results indicate that porcine gut wall generally may experience 
some form of mechanical yielding from around 0.19 mm/ mm compressive 
strain. The various components of the firing load were identified and 
recorded. The biggest firing load recorded was approximately 1500 N 
The resulting analysis of the data has led to a clearer understanding of the 
constraints within which circular staplers should be designed (both generally 
and for MIT), as well as a theoretical account of how the design constraints 
imposed by the stapling function may be lessened. An example of a design 
which utilises this knowledge is given. 
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Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
The circular surgical stapler is used to perform internal procedures known as 
intraluminalo anastomoses*, where two hollow organs are joined together 
from the inside. Intraluminal anastomosis usually follows the resection of a 
hollow organ, where, for example, a diseased section of bowel has been 
excised, leaving two ends to be joined together. The instrument is one of a 
family of five basic surgical stapler types, three of which have been adapted 
to meet the demands of what is now known as the new surgery, i. e. Minimally 
Invasive Therapy (MIT). Briefly, the general aims of MIT include greatly 
reduced entry incision size and only highly localised interference with the 
internal organs during therapy, leading to far quicker recovery rates and 
reduced post-operative pain. The three staplers whose designs have been 
adapted for MIT have configurations which can easily pass through the 
cannulae (port-holes which allow passage through the abdomen, typically 
010-12 mm) which are used frequently in MIT. Unlike these other three 
stapler types, circular staplers have proven to be more difficult to adapt for 
MIT. Some of the available circular staplers represent attempts to allow less 
invasive techniques, although none provide the surgeon with the facility for 
truly MIT intraluminal anastomoses. In theory, any part of the digestive tract 
may be anastomosed. In practise, approximately 80% of the 50 000 circular 
staplers fired each year in the UK are used in colo-rectal surgery. This is 
partly because surgery of the colon is needed more frequently than that of 
other parts of the tract, but also because other potential sites, e. g. the upper 
oesophagus, are difficult to access with the current instruments. Within such 
inaccessible areas, a curative but high short-term risk anastomosis procedure 
may have to be rejected in favour of a palliative procedure which is easier to 
achieve, e. g. instead of excising an awkwardly placed and growing cancer 
from the gullet, the surgeon might have to insert a tube through the diseased 
area, ensuring passage for food before the disease runs its course. In 
comparison to such a course of action, the surgeon may consider it fortunate 
if the options include the following of an excision with a hand-stitched 
anastomosis, despite the fact that such manual suturing is very demanding 
and time-consuming. 
0 lumen. The space in the interior of a tubular structure such as the intestine or an artery (hence 
intraluminap - * anastomcnis. An operative union of two hollow or tubular structures, e. g. divided ends of intestine. 
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The overall objective of the work documented in this thesis is to provide 
knowledge that might lead to the development of a MIT circular stapler and 
the techniques for its use. The new system should significantly reduce the 
size and number of entry incisions required for procedures in which circular 
staplers are already commonly used, and widen the range of applications for 
circular stapled anastomoses, particularly in very small work envelopes which 
are difficult to access. 
The first chapter is derived from the initial information search and collated to 
present circular stapled anastomosis to a readership who are assumed new 
to this surgical technology and its applications. This collation includes: an 
outline of the basic concept of anastomosis and the kind of equipment which 
has been and is currently used to perform it; where it is used and in what 
circumstances; an outline of MIT; details of features specific to currently 
available models; and other instruments which are similar or analogous to 
circular staplers, including available instruments and those which exist only in 
the form of prototypes and published or patented concepts. An element of 
appraisal is included in the review of existing designs, leading to an 
appreciation of the state of the art and its current limitations. 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Since their introduction to the Western World in 1967, surgical staplers have 
become hugely popular, successfully replacing many tedious, prolonged and 
demanding hand suturing procedures with a speedy and accurate placement 
of staples. The staples themselves, made from titanium or stainless steel 
wire, are normally approximately one third of the size of those found in paper 
staplers. 
Staplers are to be found in many branches of modern surgery. In Accident 
and Emergency units, for example, skin staplers are regularly used for the 
suturing of cuts in the skin, firing staples individually, with cosmetically 
superior results to the hand stitching of such wounds. In theatre, ligators are 
used to seal off small internal vessels such as arteries or veins by inserting 
single staples as ligating clips. Closure or joining of larger soft organs, such 
as the bowels, the oesophagus, the stomach and the lungs, are often 
performed with staplers. In one firing, arrays of staples (often thirty or more) 
2 
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are inserted in linear or circular configuration, just as rows of hand-stitched 
sutures would be. Such devices are now established as safety 
improvements, producing fast, regular rows of staple sutures, often in difficult 
to access areas. Open wounds can be sealed quickly and with significantly 
less surgeon fatigue, leaving less scope for infection or human error [1-6]. 
The five basic forms of surgical stapler are: circular, linear, linear cutting, 
ligating and skin staplers [2]. The linear, linear cutting and ligating staplers 
have variants which are designed specifically for MIT [2]. Many internal 
procedures which utilise circular staplers are further enhanced by the use of 
one or more of the other stapler types (excluding skin staplers, which are only 
used for external skin closures). 
Currently, there are two major manufacturers, both of whom produce their 
own versions of all of these instruments. The United States Surgical 
Corporation (USSC), with it's recent acquisition of 3M's surgical stapling 
facilities, has approximately 75% of the world market share. The USSC's 
subsidiaries include AutoSuture UK. Any further reference to USSC products 
should be taken to include those provided by Auto Suture UK. The only 
major rival in this fiercely competitive world market is Ethicon, a Johnson and 
Johnson subsidiary. Bieffe Medital have recently entered the field with a new 
circular stapler. In sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, each of the stapler types is given 
a general description, while specific circular stapler brand features are 
discussed in section 1.6. 
1.1.1 CIRCULAR SURGICAL STAPLERS 
Circular staplers generally consist of three basic sections; the control end or 
handle, the end-effector or head, and the rigid shaft, which connects the 
handle to the head. The USSCs Premium Plus CEEA is a popular example 
(see fig. 1.1). 
Towards the end-effector, the shaft consists of three concentric shafts: the 
hollow outer shaft (to which the main body of the head is attached), which 
encompasses the hollow firing shaft, which itself encompasses theGentre- 
shaft (to which the anvil assembly attaches). The head consists of two major 
assemblies: the staple cartridge assembly and the detachable anvil 
assembly. An exploded view of a head (not brand-specific) is shown in figure 
1.2. The cartridge assembly consists of: the cartridge component, containing 
3 
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aft anvil 
end-effector (head) 
Figure 1.1. Circular stapler 
two staggered, concentric, circular arrays of approximately 15 staples 
(depending on the cartridge diameter); the casing (not shown); the staples 
driver; and, also pushed by the driver, lying concentric to and radially inward 
from the staples, a circular knife. The anvil assembly comprises: the casing; 
the anvil piece; a teflon ring; and attachment means, usually a stem which 
clips onto the centre-shaft. The anvil piece consists of an annular array of 
buckets with the same configuration as the staples. The teflon ring sits inside 
the array of buckets to align with the knife in the cartridge. The anvil 
assembly is attached to the distal end of the centre-shaft, which moves 
through the hollow outer shaft via a screw thread mechanism as the wing nut 
is turned, approximating or separating the anvil and cartridge. Inside the 
outer shaft, the hollow firing shaft is levered by the handle, so that it travels 
r-a 
shaft 
Figure 1.2. Typical circular stapler head design 
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over the centre-shaft, pushing the driver. By squeezing the handle, the 
staples are driven from the cartridge and formed against the anvil. 
Simultaneously, the circular knife is driven into the teflon ring in the anvil. 
In a common type of circular stapling procedure, the two hollow organ ends 
are joined end-on to each other, forming an end-to-end anastomosis [2]. The 
stapler enters the lumen through an incision in the organ wall(s) [5,7] or a 
convenient natural orifice (anus or mouth) [8-11], and the hollow organ ends 
are secured onto the extended centre-shaft, typically with purse-string 
sutures (see fig. 1.3) [1]. The shaft is then drawn back, approximating the 
anvil and cartridge until the apposing tissue is compressed. This 
compression is important, as it influences the residual tissue compression 
after the stapling is complete. Too much pressure on the tissue may 
eventually kill it through depletion of blood supply (necrosis) [12,13], causing 
the stapled wound structure to disintegrate, while too little pressure on the 
tissue is simply not enough to provide a sealed closure. The stapler is fired, 
and the staples penetrate the tissue and form against the anvil, while the 
knife is driven into the teflon ring, cutting out and retaining the purse-stringed 
tissue, leaving two inverted flanges of tissue joined by staples. The anvil and 
cartridge are separated a little and the anvil is manipulated through the 
stapled flange before complete stapler withdrawal. The excised tissue is 
inspected [14]. Incomplete tissue "doughnuts" indicate incomplete wound 
closure, possibly caused by loose purse-strings or a fold in the approximated 
tissue [13]. It should be stressed that poor closure can be disastrous (often 
fatal) [15,16]. If two ends of intestine are anastomosed, a leaking joint will 
result in peritonitis, where the peritoneal fluid, surrounding the intestines, 
becomes infected by the material contained by the intestines. Specific details 
of a few procedures which utilise the instrument are provided in section 1.2. 
cartridge . lumen 
Figure 1.3. End-to-end anastomosis 
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1.1.2 OTHER SURGICAL STAPLERS 
1.1.2.1 Linear StaDlers 
Linear staplers are usually used for the transection of soft organs (viscera), in 
conjunction with a scalpel [17,18]. They approximate and join lumen wall 
tissue, e. g. during a gastrectomy procedure* [5], by inserting a linear, 
staggered double row of staples into it, after which the scalpel is drawn 
along the tissue protruding from the closed head, allowing specimen excision 
and leaving a sealed wound. 
As with the circular staplers, the instruments consist of three basic sections, 
i. e. a handle, a shaft and a head which consists of an anvil mounted in the 
short limb opposite the cartridge, and the cartridge itself. The disposable PI 
(USSC), shown in figure 1.4, is a typical example. The cartridge is mounted 
in the stapler so that it may be approximated to the anvil. Approximation is 
effected by the first squeeze of the trigger. As the cartridge is pushed 
towards the anvil, the tissue is compressed, while the pin is pushed towards 
the anvil, closing the open gap between cartridge and anvil, preventing any 
escape of tissue and helping to regulate compression. 
For tissue adjustment, a release button allows easy re-approximation. A 
second squeeze of the trigger fires the staples. A scalpel is used to divide 
the tissue on the appropriate anvil side before trigger release and inspection 
for bleeding [1,2]. 
Figure 1.4. Linear stapler 
* gastrectomy. Complete or partial removal of the stomach 
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Most ranges of linear staplers are reloadable and available in three sizes, to 
suit cartridges which give staple line lengths of approximately 30,60 and 90 
mm. Also available are Different staple wire gauges, to suit different 
strengths of tissue. 
Recent developments have been seen in the mid-sized disposable linear 
staplers. The aim is to provide more flexibility in the orientation of the 
stapling heads, giving greater access to awkward areas, e. g. in low anterior 
resection [10]. The Roticulator (USSC) has the rotate-able long shaft found 
in the minimally invasive instruments. At the distal end of this shaft, the head 
articulates and can be adjusted so that the angle between the cartridge and 
the shaft suits the operation. Ethicon's Proximate Access 55 has a similar 
facility using different means. The head, which articulates through 900, is 
mounted on a long shaft which has a flexible distal end section and can be 
manipulated into the desired shape. This flexible orientation allows greater 
access and vision during the set-up procedures. 
1.1.2.2 Linear Cufting Staplers 
Fully assembled pic 
anvil 
----. cartridge 
locking nanaie 
cartridge replacement 
Figure 1.5. Linear Cutting Stapler and cartridge. 
knife channel 
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Linear cutting staplers such as the PLC (Proximate Linear Cutter, Ethicon. 
See fig. 1.5) insert two parallel, linear, staggered double rows of staples, 
simultaneously driving a knife between the two rows, dividing them up to one 
and a half staple lengths from the distal end. Linear cutters are useful if an 
organ requires transection but both cut ends must remain sealed [7,19]. 
They can also be classed as anastornotic staplers if used in procedures such 
as functional end-to-end anastomoses (see fig. 1.6) and side-to-side 
anastomoses [17,20]. 
Linear Cutters consist of two separate assemblies, which are mated together 
and locked during tissue approximation. After the alignment of tissue and 
mating stapler parts, the instrument is fired using the thumb to push the firing 
knob towards the distal end of the instrument. This knob drives the knife and 
the staple pusher along the cartridge, inserting and dividing the two double- 
lines of staples. 
Figure 1.6. Bowel resection followed by functional end-to-end 
anastomosis. 
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Because these staplers are used to perform anastomoses with different 
techniques to those required for circular staplers, an example of how this 
versatile alternative anastomotic instrument can be used (bowel resection 
followed by anastomosis) is given. With reference to figure 1.6: 
a-The bowel on either side of the section to be removed is resectioned, 
leaving the specimen and the remaining bowel ends sealed and thus 
minimising the risk of infection through leakage of bowel contents. 
b-Bowel continuity is restored by performing functional end-to-end 
anastomosis with the linear cutting stapler. Mesenteric/ mesenteric bowel 
wall alignment should be maintained. The forks enter the lumen through the 
holes which have previously been prepared for them by excising a corner 
from each sealed end. 
c-When the instrument is then locked and fired, it creates an opening 
between the two ends. After removing the instrument, the exit holes can be 
closed with a linear stapler or by hand suturing [1,2,21]. 
1.1.2.3 Ligating Staplers 
Ligating staplers (including clip appliers) are used to seal off small vessels. 
Like skin staplers (below), they do not need separate anvil components. 
The pistol-shaped LDS (Ligating Dividing Stapler, USSC) divides small 
tubular structures. Its function is similar to that shown in figure 1.6a, i. e. it 
transects a vessel leaving the ends sealed. In this case, given the much 
smaller vessel size, it inserts only pairs of staples, so that one ligating staple 
is inserted into each end. 
Sufficient length of the vessel must be mobilised near and around the point of 
division to allow instrument access. After the vessel is freed, the end-effector 
is hooked around it. On firing, two ligating staples are inserted and the blade 
driven between them, leaving the original vessel divided in two with both 
ends sealed. 
The Ligaclip 20/20 (Ethicon) and the comparable Surgiclip (USSC) both 
resemble forceps, come pre-loaded with fifteen or twenty staples and are 
disposable. They insert one clip at a time (they do not cut tissue). Some 
models have variable clip closure. Both ranges include small, medium and 
large (clip size and overall instrument length) versions [2]. 
9 
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1.1.2.4- Skin Staplers 
Skin staplers are used to close skin incisions or wounds with cosmetic results 
which compare favourably to normal sutures. This is partly because the 
closed staple crown sits on top of the skin, avoiding the crosshatching effect 
produced by sutures, and also because they effect everting closure. The 
cartridges dispense staples one at a time, giving the ability to precisely place 
individual sutures, lending to the cosmetic benefits. The staples are fired 
directly from the cartridge into the skin, which can be held in place with 
forceps if necessary. The more compact models resemble paper staplers, 
while others have a pistol-like appearance [1,2]. 
1.1.2.5 MIT Staplers 
As stated in section 1, the instruments most suited to this new surgery are the 
ones which can be used with the modern trocar and cannula combinations to 
create the narrow ports of entry associated with MIT, or simply allow greater 
access through smaller incisions [22,23]. Such instruments are often 
described as endoscopic, hence the generic term endo-staplers. The 
modified versions of the standard linear, linear cutting and ligating staplers 
are the most successful endo-staplers. Typically, the end-effector is mounted 
on an elongated shaft. The shaft is mounted on the controlling hand-piece so 
that it can rotate about its own axis, helping to control the end-piece 
orientation. Staplers had previously been too big to be used so delicately 
and remotely in sites which are awkward to access, but by allowing the 
remotely controlled entry of the miniaturised end-piece only, accessibility is 
greatly enhanced. Most MIT staplers are disposable. 
The design of the linear cutting staplers described previously provides the 
same basic staple driving mechanism for the linear-cutting endo-staplers. 
The anvil component for the endo-stapler is hinged (see fig. 1.7), with a collar 
which can slide over the hinge so that it becomes a fixed cantilever. These 
insert and divide two triple rows of staples and perform procedures such as 
laparoscopic/ thoracoscopic resections or biopsies [24,25]. The miniaturised 
end-effector of a linear cutting endo-stapler is mounted on the end of the 
shaft, so that the cartridge and anvil are in alignment with the shaft and are 
merely an extension of the shaft's axial profile. Just as with the ordinary 
linear cutting staplers, all moving parts which drive the staples within the end- 
effector are driven by a piece which travels through the main axis of the 
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cartridge. This piece is forced forward by a simple shaft which travels 
through the main hollow outer shaft when levered by the handle. 
From the USSC and Ethicon, instruments are available which provide 30 mm 
or 60 mm long staple rows. Different staple wire gauges are available for 
different tissue strengths. One of the larger models, the Multifire Endo GIA 
60, is powered so that, while approximation is manually controlled, the actual 
firing is automatic. 
Endoscopic Linear Staplers are almost identical to the MIT Linear Cutting 
Staplers. The obvious difference is that they have no dividing blade. The 
choice of staple line lengths and staple sizes is also similar to that of the MIT 
linear cutting staplers. 
Endoscopic Clip Appliers are barely different from their standard open- 
surgery counterparts. The Ligaclip LD (Ligate and Divide, Ethicon) 
endoscopically performs a similar function to the ligating dividing staplers 
described in section 1.1.2.3 (Ligating Staplers), but inserts only one clip per 
firing. It is supplied with twenty medium/ large sized clips. The more basic 
ECRA inserts the same single clip types without any cutting, with a range of 
medium, medium/large and large sized clips. Ethicon also have a range of 
re-usable clip appliers, with various options which include rotating or fixed 
shaft, three clip sizes and absorbable or non-absorbable clips. The USSC's 
clip appliers have two types of handle: pistol grip or squeeze-grip. Both types 
apply one of three sizes of single staple clips. 
Endoscopic Hernia Repair staplers are similar to the clip appliers, in that they 
allow the placement of individual staples from a cartridge of several. They 
are normally used in conjunction with a prosthetic mesh [26] 
locking handle 
cartridg / 
rigid shaft 
anviI 
The range of 
firing knob 
Figure 1.7. Linear cufting endo-stapler for MIT 
-N 
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alternatives includes the rotating shaft, various degrees of head articulation 
and different staple sizes. 
In current literature, including manufacturers' promotional literature, circular 
staplers can fall into the category of MIT instruments (an application is 
described in section 1.5.4) [27]. Ethicon and the USSC provide circular 
staplers with longer curved shafts which can penetrate deeply into more 
awkward sites, with a less invasive technique than the older models. The 
new low profile anvils allow more minimally invasive techniques as they are 
less bulky, with more manoeuvrability, particularly where the anvil is placed 
inside a narrow lumen for an end-to-side procedure (see fig. 1.12, page 19). 
The swivelling low profile anvil, a feature of the USSC's Premium Plus CEEA 
(described further in section 1.6), gives further flexibility in technique and 
safer withdrawal, relying less on external manipulation to get through the 
stapled flange. The Stealth (Ethicon) is gas-sealed, allowing it to be used 
(with a special trocar) in intra-peritoneal/ abdominal procedures which benefit 
from insufflation. The black colouring is non-reflective, for endoscopic use. 
The newly introduced circular stapler mentioned previously in section 1.1 , i. e. 
the Flexistap BC from Bieffe Medital [28], has a detachable stapling head and 
a long flexible extension. The extension (which is of a smaller diameter than 
the head) can be inserted through the mouth or anus and travel through the 
lumen with relative ease to any sites which its 60 cm length will allow. The 
head is attached at the surgical site. This significant contribution to the 
advancement of circular stapling towards fully MIT procedures is appraised in 
more depth in section 1.6. 
1.2 METHODS AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS OF ANASTOMOSIS 
TECHNIQUES IN SURGERY OF THE HUMAN DIGESTIVE TRACT. 
The awareness of certain basic facts surrounding the nature of the digestive 
tract is crucial in understanding the current limitations of anastomosis as well 
as the engineering objectives which are developed in Chapter 2. A brief 
description of the layout of the tract and the general make-up of the organ 
walls is given here. 
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1.2.1 THE HUMAN DIGESTIVE TRACT 
The basic layout of the alimentary canal is shown in figure 1.8. The 
oesophagus is a muscular tube, about ten inches long, and for surgical 
purposes is usually viewed as though it were divided into three separate 
lengthwise sections. These sections are simply referred to as the upper, 
middle and lower thirds of the oesophagus. There are two reasons for this. 
Firstly, there are general tendencies towards specific ailments within each of 
the three lengths. Secondly, the site of the lesion dictates the preferred 
surgical approach, conveniently classified by the same three lengths. The 
stomad 
small -intestine 
awanding co1c) 
Figure 1.8. The alimentary canal 
Won 
colon 
on 
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oesophagus is one of the least accessible and most dangerous (under the 
sternum, behind the wind-pipe and very near the heart) of the areas suitable 
for anastornotic operations. 
With reference to figure 1.9, the oesophagus joins the stomach at the 
oesophagogastric junction, or the cardia, immediately behind the heart. The 
stomach itself lies on the lower left hand anterior of the rib cage. The highest 
part, the fundus, is on the left of the cardia. The main body of the stomach, 
beneath the fundus, has two flanks: the greater and lesser curvatures. The 
antrum is the lowest part of the stomach, while the pylorus is the exit route. 
The stomach has a sphincter at each end; the oesophageal sphincter and the 
pyloric sphincter, which is the stomach's exit control valve. Maintenance of 
the supply of blood to the stomach is important in the context of gastric 
stapling procedures. Those vessels which must be treated with the most 
respect are: the left and right gastric arteries, the left and right gastroepiploic 
arteries, the splenic artery via the vasa brevia and the gastroduodenal artery. 
The integrity of the nerves should be maintained where possible, especially 
that of the vagus nerve, which is not only the most important nerve for control 
of the stomach, but also integrates the control of the stomach with that of the 
other major organs to which it is connected. 
oesophagus-.. - 
fundus 
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Figure 1.9. The stomach 
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The intestines can also be further divided. The small intestine is about 6.5 m 
long and around 2.2 cm wide. It starts with the duodenum, followed by the 
jejunum and finishing with the ileum. The duodenum is about 28 cm long, 
extending from the pylorus to the junction with the jejunum at the level of the 
first or second lumbar vertebrae on the left side. The jejunum is about 2.5 m 
long, lying between the duodenum and ileum. The ileum is the third portion 
of the small intestine, over 3.5 m in length, extending from the junction with 
the jejunum to the ileocecal valve. At this junction with the large intestine, or 
colon, the appendix and cecum are to be found. The colon, which is about 
1.5 m long and 6.5 cm in diameter, consists of the caecum, the ascending 
colon, the transverse colon, the descending colon and the sigmoid colon, 
which meets with the rectum and finally runs into the anal canal. 
In general, it may be said that the wall of the entire digestive tract is 
structured from basically the same type of tissue layers. One of the 
exceptions is that of the serosal layer, a protective outer coat which can 
regenerate itself very quickly, insulating any outer wounds from the 
immediate environment. While most of the Gastro-Intestinal (GI) tract has a 
serosal layer, the oesophagus has none. 
muscular layers 
OESOP 
Figure 1.10. Layers of the digestive tract in cross section 
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Normally, an anastornotic joint between two sections of GI tract will be made 
so that the two ends are inverted before being brought together, i. e. they are 
serosally appositioned. The inner layer of the GI tract is a coating of mucosa, 
so that if an everting anastomosis were effected, it would be mucosally 
apposit oned. 
Of the other tissue layers which constitute the intestinal walls (see fig. 1.10), 
the one which lies directly behind the mucosa, i. e. the sub-mucosal layer, is 
of the greatest concern to those who practise any kind of suturing in this 
area. The sub-mucosal layer is the toughest one, and has to be included in 
each bite of a suture. If it is missed through too shallow a bite, the suture 
may tear through the organ wall. 
1.2.2 ANASTOMOSES PROCEDURES 
It has been previously stated that stapling is already established as a safety 
improvement, because it dispenses with hand stitching. Hand-stitching, 
however, has frequently to be resorted to for anastomosis procedures. 
Although most of this section is dedicated to procedures for circular stapling, 
a brief account of the options for hand-suturing is given here. This account 
includes a comparison of stapling with hand-stitching, explaining in more 
detail why staplers are preferred. 
1.2.2.1 Hand-suturing v stapling 
As with any hand-suturing work, the decision must be made as to whether or 
not to use continuous or interrupted sutures. For simplicity's sake, 
continuous suturing may be thought of as inserting one continuous helix of 
thread, where each helical pitch represents one tissue bite. Interrupted 
sutures are a series of discrete, individual stitches, where one piece of thread 
is used for each bite. 
Continuous suturing offers the advantage of speed, since between the first 
and final stitch, the surgeon does not have to be concerned with the tying off 
of stitches. It can contribute to even-ness of pressure on the sutured wound, 
since the tension on an individual bite will be partly transmitted along the 
single thread to its neighbouring stitches. One disadvantage with continuous 
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suturing is that if any one stitch is flawed, it may affect the integrity of 
adjacent stitches. 
Interrupted sutures take longer to perform because they are a series of 
complete individual sutures, where each stitch has to be tied off before the 
next one can be inserted. If there is varying thickness in the tissue to be 
joined, the level of control over the tissue compression is greater with this 
technique. There is no interdependence on suture integrity between one 
stitch and the next. If speed were never critical, interrupted sutures would be 
safer than continuous. 
In both cases, the surgeon requires adequate space to manoeuvre the 
needle and thread without interfering with adjacent body parts. Again, in both 
cases, care has to be taken with each bite, in accuracy of spacing and in 
ensuring inclusion of the tough sub-mucosal tissue layer [41]. The regularity 
of the compression set by each bite has to be maintained through the 
surgeon's judgement, over a period of time where there are several other 
potential distractions from the theatre in which he/ she is in charge. The 
biggest concern of all is again compression-related: if the two open ends 
which are to be joined are not evenly aligned, they will be difficult to stitch 
properly. Bearing in mind that there is little likelihood of an exact match in 
diameter and wall thickness between two lumen ends, the task of maintaining 
even-ness of alignment around the entire circumference of an anastomosis is 
difficult. A tiny error in judgement can accumulate over a number of stitches, 
le 
Figure 1.11. Poorly aligned hand-stitched anastomosis 
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so that towards the last few stitches, it becomes apparent that there is too big 
a difference between the length of unstitched wall diameters (see fig. 1.11). 
In trying to avoid such an embarrassment, the surgeon must maintain an 
even-ness of pressure on the very compliant tissue, which is achieved purely 
by experienced judgement. 
Circular stapling compares very well with hand-suturing of anastomoses. 
With reference to figure 1.3 (page 5), if the two lumen ends to be joined are 
evenly bunched around the cartridge and anvil by the drawn purse-strings, 
there is no concern for maintaining even tissue alignment, since it is easily 
provided when setting the purse-strings (the purse-string sutures are far more 
crude than normal sutures and are easily inserted by hand or by a purse- 
string instrument). There is no possibility of accumulated error in the 
stitching since the entire circumference is sutured simultaneously. The 
staples have to penetrate the entire tissue thickness before they reach the 
anvil, so that, provided the purse-strings have been inserted correctly, the 
inclusion of the all-important sub-mucosal layers is guaranteed. Since there 
is far less need for any needle-work (i. e. none but for the purse-strings), the 
space required for work is significantly reduced. Regarding the level of 
compression which the tissue is put under, this is regulated in terms of 
change in tissue thickness, and staplers ensure a uniformity in the 
compressed thickness which would be difficult to achieve by hand 
(admittedly, there is some controversy over this point, as discussed in 
Chapter 2). The greatest advantage is the speed with which staplers 
operate. 
1.2.2.2 Circular Stapli 
Despite the necessarily complex classification of the many practical 
applications of circular stapled anastomosis, each of which has its own 
individual combination of techniques, it is possible to simply and accurately 
classify any such procedure using a rationalised model, in the form of a five- 
stage programme, showing the choice of techniques for each stage [29]. 
Before describing the stages in full, it should be known that: 
Each of the two organs may be joined end-on or side-on, producing end-to- 
end, end-to-side, side-to-end or side-to-side anastomoses (see fig. 1.12) [71 
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14,19]. The difference between end-to-side and side-to-end is procedural 
(see fig. 1.13). 
For this model, each of the two lumen to be joined are classified as follows: 
The part of the instrument that they Will contain during stapling, i. e. the 
cartridge \Mll be in lumen 1, the anvil in lumen 2. 
2 Whether the lumen is to be joined end- or side-on, i. e. end- or side- 
lumen. 
For example, in an end-to-side entero-enterostomy, where two sections of gut 
are fashioned in a T-junction (see fig. 1.12), end-lumen 1 wi II be joined to 
side-lumen 2. 
With reference to figure 1.13, the five stages are: 
Stage I- Insert the instrument 
The stapler is inserted into lumen 1 through one of three entrance types [1 ], 
listed in order of preference: 
a. a natural orifice (mouth or anus) [8,9,10,11 ], 
b. an incision already required by the op. [19], or 
c. a special incision made for the instrument [5]. 
The order of preference is on the grounds that insertion should require as few 
incisions as possible, lessening the risk of infection. 
When deciding how to approach the site, the surgeon must also consider two 
basic options, i. e. 
END-TO-END 
lumen 2 
-xi; ýiumen 1 
END-TO-SIDE 
Figure 1.12. Anastomosis types 
ach 
intestine 
SIDE-TO-SIDE 
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i. single approach (instrument with anvil attached), or 
ii. combined approach (anvil inserted separately). 
In the first instance, the anvil is extended from the cartridge, preferably before 
it travels through lumen 1, minimising the internal setting-up of the 
instrument. However, if the course of entry is awkward or unusually delicate, 
the more lumen-friendly profile of the closed head is the safer option. After 
reaching the anastomosis site, the anvil is inserted into lumen 2 [1,9]. 
In the second instance, the same entry possibilities apply to both the 
cartridge and the anvil. An anvil placement device should be considered [30], 
anvil extended 
single approach --Eanvil 
distended 
end-to-end 
L 
combined approach 
- end-to-side combined approach 
a- 
Stage Ib- side-to-end combined approach 
(insert) 
C 
side-to-side combined approach 
-E 
A 
L 
remove trocar 
L 
remove trocar 
L 
remove trocar 
- remove trocar 
purse-string 
end-lumen linear stapler - trocar 
Stage 2 thread ligator 
(secure) 
side-lumen - trocar 
Stage 3 -1 
fixed gap - sense position 
(approximate) variable gap T sense position sense pressure 
Stage 4 
fixed closed staple height 
(fire) variable closed staple height --E dependant on 3 (gap-set) 
independant of 3 
external manipulation 
Stage 5 compliant staple line 
(withdraw) 
compliant anvil 
attach anvil 
Figure 1.13. Five-stage model of anastomoses procedures (see text for 
full descliption of letter codes) 
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particularly when the anvil enters through an orifice prior to the cartridge. 
There are six possible entry sequences: 
A: Cartridge inserted into end-lumen 1, anvil attached to main instrument 
before inserting anvil into end-lumen 2 [8]. 
B: Cartridge inserted into end-lumen 1, anvil attached to main instrument 
after inserting anvil into end-lumen 2 [10]. 
C: Cartridge inserted into end-lumen 1, anvil attached to main instrument 
after inserting anvil into side-lumen 2 [31]. 
D: Cartridge inserted into side-lumen 1, anvil attached to main instrument 
before inserting anvil into end-lumen 2 [6, 32]. 
E: Cartridge inserted into side-lumen 1, anvil attached to main instrument 
after inserting anvil into end-lumen 2 [5]. 
F: Cartridge inserted into side-lumen 1, anvil attached to main instrument 
after inserting anvil into side-lumen 2 [5]. 
This choice would be more limited without the new clip-on, easy release 
anvils, which typically have either integral or attachable trocars on both the 
detachable anvil stem and the centre-shaft of the main instrument. Similarly, 
the detachable anvil affects the options for stage 2. Stage 2 often begins 
before stage 1 is complete, e. g. lumen 1 is secured to the instrument before 
the anvil enters lumen 2. 
Stage 2- Secure lumen tissue to stapler 
A precursory task to any stapled anastomosis is the securing of the lumen 
tissue onto the instrument. The most common method for end-lumen 
employs purse-strings (see fig. 1.3, section 1.1). It is important that the 
purse-string sutures are inserted with sufficient uniformity as to produce 
regular bunching of tissue around the shaft when drawn, reducing the risk of 
folds in the approximated tissue. The purse-strings should be drawn tightly, 
so that there is little chance of part of the lumen end slipping outside the 
staples' line of fire and causing an unsealed joint. A side-lumen may be 
pierced by a trocar [10]. The trocar might be attached to a centre-shaft or an 
anvil stem, allowing either shaft or stem to be passed through a side-lumen 
wall from a cartridge or an anvil on the inside. This method does not require 
purse-strings, as the pierced tissue is already correctly contoured for 
approximation. Instruments which do not have their own trocars require other 
means to pierce walls [33]. 
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The double or triple-stapling techniques are well suited to securing the tissue 
in a minimally invasive way [10,34,35], e. g. a linear stapler closes end- 
lumen 1 before a circular stapler is pushed through the lumen towards the 
staple line. The cartridge is now sifting snugly inside end-lumen 1, while the 
centre-shaft, having pierced through the staple line, is ready for attachment to 
the anvil. A detachable anvil may be inserted into end-lumen 2 before being 
sealed in by a linear stapler. The tip of the enclosed anvil stem is 
manipulated through the staple line from outside the lumen until the anvil is 
correctly positioned against the tissue, its stem ready for attachment. 
MIT ligators, (i. e. Endo-loop (Ethicon) or Surgitie (USSC)) can be used to 
secure end-lumen to the shaft or stem, but require the trimming of excess 
tissue [36], creating a need for further access. 
For all procedures which require a combined approach, the anvil stem and 
shaft must be brought together before advancing to the next stage. If both 
the centre-shaft and anvil stem are required to act as trocars, current 
instruments require that one of the trocars be detached and removed before 
the anvil-stem and centre-shaft can be attached. When choosing which 
approach to take, it should be noted that the options for a combined approach 
are wider, although the remote handling requirements for a single approach 
are less demanding (see fig. 1.13) [29]. 
Stage 3- Approximate appositioned tissue 
After both lurnen have been secured onto the device, they are brought 
together by approximating the anvil to the cartridge. As the tissue is abutted, 
the balance between bringing too much and too little pressure onto the tissue 
is important, as was explained in section 1.1.1. 
Some staplers have a limited gap-set range, while others have a wider range. 
Which of the two is safer is arguable, but both rely on a final fixed distance 
for the gap-set. 
Stage 4- Fire 
When the stapler is fired, the tissue is joined as the circular row of staples 
penetrate it and are then deformed against the anvil, while the circular knife 
cuts through the secured tissue before embedding into the anvil's plastic ring, 
creating the stoma and retaining the 'doughnuts' of excised tissue. 
Penetration of the ring produces an audible, tactile crunch, indicating that 
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stapling is complete. The closed staple height is not exactly the same as the 
gap-set, and affects the pressure on the tissue joint. Although the closed 
staple height in current instruments depends directly upon the gap-set fixed 
in stage 3, this is not a necessary design constraint. 
Stage 5- Withdraw 
The anvil is withdrawn a little from the cartridge and the instrument rotated in 
both directions, ensuring disengagement from the wound. When coaxing the 
anvil through the flange, a degree of external manipulation is sometimes 
used. The means of a remotely controlled withdrawal is therefore an 
important consideration. The Proximate ILS (Ethicon) staplers have a staple 
line configuration which produces a relatively compliant wound structure, 
allowing the anvil to pass through the flange with minimum disruption. The 
Premium Plus CEEA (USSC) has the swivelling low profile anvil which 
provides another solution to this problem; when the anvil is extended from the 
cartridge after firing, it tilts so that its plane is almost parallel with the shaft's 
axis. When pulled through the flange, the tilted anvil's passage is no more 
disruptive than that of a button through a button-hole. Once through the 
flange, the instrument is withdrawn fully and the excised doughnuts inspected 
[14]; the doughnuts' condition indicates the condition of the anastomotic joint, 
i. e. incomplete doughnuts indicate incomplete wound closure, sometimes 
caused by insecure purse-strings or a fold in the approximated tissue [14, 
13]. 
For any anastomosis, the largest stoma possible should be created, i. e. the 
inverted flange should be as small as possible, while the largest diameter of 
staple rows should be used, leaving the diameter of the wound as near as 
possible to the lumen diameter and reducing the risk of stricture. The largest 
head size possible should therefor be selected, but the tissue should not be 
stretched, as this traurnatises the mucosa, introducing another source of 
healing complications. For this reason, the head diameter should be no 
larger than the lumen diameter [29]. 
1.3 HISTORICAL REVIEW 
Although surgical staplers have become commonplace in the West over the 
past three decades, research into the possibilities for mechanical devices to 
assist in the joining of anatomic structures has been going on for almost two 
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centuries [1,2]. The earlier attempts were concentrated around anastomosis 
procedures. The first recorded success was that of Denans' rings for bowel 
anastomoses in 1827 [1,2,37]. This simple design (see fig. 1.14) consists 
of an inner cylinder, relatively long in comparison to the other two shorter, 
wider cylinders, or rings. The tissue at the ends of the cut bowel segments is 
inverted inside the wider rings (one ring for each end), which are then slipped 
over the ends of the longer cylinder until they meet around the midpoint. The 
tissue which is held in compression will eventually die from a lack of blood 
supply, but not before the appositioned tissue immediately adjacent to it has 
bonded naturally. Since the tissue which has died was also the tissue which 
was holding the device in place, the device is no longer attached to the 
bowel. It is released and passed along the bowel with the flow of stool and 
ejected from the body using this natural flow. It was the first of several 
devices to rely on tissue death (necrosis) through compression for release of 
the device [2]. 
The myth of the need for inverted apposition for all anastomoses appears to 
have been generated by the sequence of events chronicled here in brief: 
In 1812, Benjamin Travers showed clearly that a sutured everting 
anastomosis healed satisfactorily in animal experiments [38,39]; In 1826, 
Henroz demonstrated the success of his animal experiments with articulated 
rings (see fig. 1.15), which were armed with alternate pins and holes. The 
rings were slipped around the bowel ends, the bowel ends everted over them 
and caught by the pins, and then the two rings snapped together, pins and 
Figure 1.14. Denan's Rings 
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holes engaging, producing a mucosa-mucosa everting anastomosis [1]; Also 
in 1826, Lembert referred to "Ies belles experiences" (the lovely experiments) 
[1] of Travers without actually spelling out Travers's clear conclusions, which 
possibly lead to some misinterpretation [38,39]; In 1893, Senn reported that 
Henroz's rings "must have proved a failure, " since they. relied on eversion of 
the bowel ends [37,39]. He was writing as though it had been established 
that serosal/ inverted apposition was critical for any safe anastomosis. 
Henroz was misquoted and Travers was either misquoted or ignored. Senn's 
conclusions were taken, wrongly, to be factual. Whether or not he had 
misunderstood Lembert's view of Travers's work, or whether the original 
mistake was indeed Lembert's (which would still mean that Senn, with a 
reputation for clinical scientific professionalism, had not properly checked up 
on his sources or followed up with any experiments of his own) remains a 
mystery. Even some of the sales literature from the 1980's states the 
importance of serosal apposition. 
Although several individuals had proposed the use of cylinders in various 
hybridisations and variants combining Denan's outer rings and Henroz's pins, 
this type of device never really became popular until 1892, when the famous 
Murphy button (see fig. 1.16) was introduced [1,2,37,40]. This device 
made non-sutured anastomoses of most of the intestines possible, rather 
than being limited to work on the large bowel. The button consisted of two 
hemispherical end-caps mounted on thin cylinders, one of slightly smaller 
diameter, which inserts into the other. The end caps would be inserted into 
the cut ends of intestine, which would then be purse-stringed, leaving the 
0 
Figure 1.15. Henroz's Rings 
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cylinders protruding. The smaller cylinder would then be inserted into the 
larger and the two end-caps approximated until the purse-stringed tissue was 
suitably compressed. The device would be released by pressure necrosis 
and ejected from the body, as in Denan's rings (see fig. 1.14). Like the other 
similar devices which would be released into the flow of stool by pressure 
necrosis, the Murphy Button occasionally impacted inside the lumen [2]. 
Humer HCjltl, of Hungary, designed the first stapler, which he presented as an 
instrument for use in gastrectomy at the Second Congress of the Hungarian 
Surgical Society in 1908 [1,2,38]. HCjltl's instrument was similar in principle 
to today's linear cutting staplers (see section 1-1.2.2), in that it inserted four 
parallel lines of staples. Although ideal for the transection of viscera which 
leaves the cut ends sealed, the actual incision was not performed by the 
stapler. The instrument was massive, weighed 3.5 kg and was complex and 
tedious to assemble. The von Petz clamp, introduced in 1921 at the Eighth 
Annual Meeting of the Hungarian Surgical Society, was the next descendant 
[1,2,38]. Like modern linear staplers, it inserted only two parallel rows but 
was more ergonomic, which might explain why it was used regularly in many 
surgical clinics for the next three decades. 
After World War 11, Androsov in Russia developed stapling instruments for 
blood vessel anastomosis and these were later modified for intestinal 
anastomosis. The 1950's saw Moscow's Scientific Research Institute for 
Experimental Surgical Apparatus and Instruments make the most significant 
progress towards the families of instruments in common use today [2,4,38]. 
In 1960 the Russians developed a gun-like stapling machine (PKS-25) which, 
introduced intraluminally, produced an end-to-end inverted oesophago-jejunal 
Figure 1.16. Murphy Bufton 
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anastomosis [5,41,42]. Subsequent development of this instrument resulted 
in the KTs-28, which was used in colorectal anastomosis and later developed 
into the now famous SPTU gun [2,3]. 
In 1963 Hallenbeck, and two years later Brummelkamp, described a device 
for end-to-end colorectal anastomosis in anterior resection of the rectum [1]. 
However, these instruments were overshadowed by the subsequent 
introduction of the SPTU and EEA devices, both of which could be utilised in 
a wider range of applications. In 1970 the Boerema button (a device similar 
in principle to the Murphy button) was disclosed, intended for the transection 
of the oesophagus for varicose veins [1]. 
Although the original Russian designs came about through well-conceived 
objectives, these heavy, complicated devices required hand loading and were 
awkward to use in areas where access is limited, and the circular models 
inserted less haemostatic (inhibiting bleeding) single-rows of staples. Now 
unavailable, the Russian models were still competing in the 1980s [40,42, 
43]. The design principles of the Russian staplers were adopted in 1967 by 
the United States Surgical Corporation (USSC), who proved to be better 
equipped to produce more reliable, safer staplers [1-3]. These metal 
instruments were autoclave-able and reload-able. In the early 1980s, as 
competition grew, the first plastic, disposable models appeared, some of 
which are reload-able in a single case [2]. The newer models, which exhibit 
the control, safety refinements and sleek looks which industrial designers and 
ergonomists can bring to a design, have not radically departed from the still 
successful design principles conceived by their Russian forebears [1-3,21], 
although skin staplers, first produced in 1969, appear to be a uniquely 
Western invention [1]. 
1.4 SURGICAL APPLICATIONS 
This section is written under the assumption that the reader has no more than 
the elementary knowledge of surgery which has already been presented in 
this chapter. The generalised procedures presented here provide what the 
author regards as the minimum of surgical knowledge required to appreciate 
the context within which this engineering research is based. Appendix 11 
which is the result of an extensive review of the subject, presents selected 
surgical procedures with significantly more depth. 
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From the large amount of literature available on the subject, there are few 
articles which conform to any exact standard of surgical opinion, particularly 
regarding surgical procedures. The descriptions presented both below and in 
the more detailed Appendix 1 take a populist approach, so that if a general 
procedure is described for a particular ailment of one area of the anatomy, it 
is derived from the most recent opinions of the many, with an occasional 
cautionary note from the few. 
1.4.1 OESOPHAGEAU GASTRIC WORK 
For most oesophageal work, the usual patient position is flat, face up 
(supine). The most popular approach to tumours of the middle oesophagus 
employs the Ivor Lewis technique [18,44,45,46], which combines an 
incision across the diaphragm (laparotomy) and another on the right side of 
the thorax (right thoracotomy). The laparotomy is performed first. This 
incision allows entry to mobilise the stomach, freeing it of adhesions and 
severing some of the less crucial arteries and nerves. This tends to mean 
that the left gastric and gastroepiploic vessels are severed, while the right 
gastric and gastroepiploic vessels are preserved [33]. The gastric 
mobilisation also includes freeing the near (proximal) duodenum, a stomach- 
freeing means which is known as a Kocher manoeuvre [20,33]. The Kocher 
manoeuvre is performed because the stomach has to travel up to meet the 
oesophagus inside the chest, and so needs some "slack" from the intestines. 
After mobilisation of the stomach in the abdomen, a right thoracotomy 
through the bed of the resected sixth rib is made. This incision allows entry 
to perform the excision of the lesion. Typically, the oesophagus is transected 
using only a scalpel, while the upper part of the stomach is transected using 
a linear stapler [18,20,40] (see Linear Staplers, page 6), allowing excision of 
the diseased tissue specimen (oesophagogastrectomy. See fig 1.17). 
To join the remaining stomach and oesophagus (oesophagogastric 
anastomosis), the correct size of stapler is selected, so that the cartridge 
diameter is as near as possible to the lumen diameter without exceeding it 
[40]. The purse-stringing of the oesophageal remnant is performed using 
hand-suturing or the purse-string device, ensuring that the purse-strings are 
no more than 2-3 mm apart [18,47] (thereby avoiding excessive bunching of 
tissue around the stapler shaft) and that mucosa and muscle are included in 
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each bite (thus, the sub-mucosal layer in between these two is also included 
in each bite). The detached anvil is inserted into the oesophageal remnant 
and the purse-string is tied carefully around the anvil stem [47]. The main 
body of the instrument enters the stomach via a small incision in the stomach 
wall (gastrotomy) [14,47]. The end of the centre-shaft has a trocar, either in 
the form of a detachable piece or an integral part of the shaft, depending on 
the stapler brand. During this stomach insertion, the trocar is withdrawn 
inside the cartridge. Once the cartridge is positioned against the upper part 
of the stomach, the centre-shaft's trocar is advanced through the cartridge, 
allowing the shaft to pierce and pass through the stomach wall. The 
detachable trocar is removed if necessary and the anvil is connected to the 
centre-shaft. The shaft is withdrawn again, approximating the anvil and 
cartridge [14,47]. After the stapler is fired and withdrawn (as in section 
1.2.2.2), the gastrotomy is closed with a linear stapler. 
1.4.2 GASTROINTESTINAL WORK 
Billroth's operations are a good example of gastrointestinal work, commonly 
used for disorders of the lower stomach and duodenum, e. g. duodenal ulcer 
[481. 
Preparation of the stomach is similar to that required for oesophageal/ gastric 
work described in the previous section. In the case of the Billroth I 
procedure, a linear stapler is used to transect and close off the unwanted 
portion of stomach before proximal dissection. The duodenum is then 
transected and the specimen removed. A gastrostomy is made to allow the 
oesophagus 
pursestdng 
staple 
lines 
gastric remnant 
stapler shaft 
stomach and oesophagus 
fully mobilised 
entails ligation of short 
gastric, left gastric and left 
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supply through arcades 
supplied by right gastric 
and right gastroepiploic 
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Figure 1.17. General oesophagogastric anastomosis following 
oesophagogastrectomy procedure 
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circular stapler into the remaining stomach, without the anvil, and the stapler 
(with trocar attached) exits the stomach through a small stab wound. The 
anvil is attached and snugged into the duodenum, which is then 
approximated end-to-side to the gastric remnant and anastomosed [1,5]. 
The Billroth 11 is slightly different in that it leaves a limb of duodenum which 
shunts off from the main intestine. The centre-shaft pierces the stomach wall 
as above. If the old EEA stapler is used, the anvil is attached to the centre- 
shaft before entering the duodenum at the anastomosis site via a small 
purse-stringed slit. The purse-string is tied and the anastomosis completed 
[5,49]. If a modern instrument is used, the detached anvil may enter the 
duodenum at the cut end and be fed through to the site [30], piercing the 
lumen wall with its trocar before connecting to the centre-shaft and 
commencing as above. The duodenal stump is closed with a linear stapler. 
1.4.3 COLONIC WORK 
Stapled anastomoses benefit both curative and palliative rectal cancer 
treatment, anywhere up to around 7 cm from the anal verge [11,50]. Since 
this 7 cm is an approximate figure, varying with surgeons' opinions and 
patients' dimensions, a more accurate definition of Low Anterior Resection 
might be as used by Kirkegaard: "a resection of the rectum and distal sigmoid 
where the anastomosis is made below the pelvic peritoneum using rectum 
devoid of serosal coat" [11 ]. 
oesophagus 
staple line 
duodenum 
staple line 
'2 
a nastomosis 
Billroth I 
6. 
stomach anastomosis staple lines 
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Figure 1.18. Billroth's operations 
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A lower midline (abdomino-perineal) incision is made (this incision is for the 
excision of the tumour and surgical manipulation of the viscera; it is not an 
entry wound for the stapler). The inferior mesenteric or superior 
hemorrhoidal vessels are ligated and the rectosigmoid mobilised, then the 
site of resection chosen 2-5 cm below the tumour, and a further length of 
rectum cleaned for fat 1 cm further distally. The distal portion is then purse- 
stringed using the purse-string instrument, after which the first transection is 
made, using the edge of the still clamped purse-string instrument to guide the 
scalpel. The procedure is repeated on the proximal side of the tumour, but 
with around 10 cm for clearance of the tumour [1,35,50]. 
At this stage, there are two basic alternatives, i. e. the circular stapler is 
introduced through the anus with or without the anvil attached. In the first 
instance, the anvil is approximated to the cartridge, the sphincter dilated and 
the instrument pushed through the anus, after which the anvil would be 
separated by extending the instrument's shaft [9,10]. The lower purse-string 
would then be tightened, enfolding the cartridge, after which the anvil would 
be manipulated into the upper lumen and similarly purse-stringed securely [5, 
51]. The alternative is to enter the anus without the anvil, attaching it after 
both purse-strings are secure [40,52). 
1.5 MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERY (MIT) 
Arguably, the drive towards minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has been 
developing for millennia, at least as far back as the MIS diagnostics of 
Hippocrates 11 (460-375 BC). However, it is only since 1986 that we have 
seen rapidly accelerated developments in this direction, hence "The New 
Surgery" [53]. The first MIT staplers, or endo-staplers, appeared in 1990. 
Several terms have become popular in describing The New Surgery (or 
closely related concepts), including minimally invasive therapy, minimal 
access surgery, keyhole surgery and endoscopic surgery. 
1.5.1 SURGICAL ADVANTAGES 
In surgery on the soft organs within the torso, the advantages of minimally 
invasive therapy in comparison with conventional surgery may be 
summarised as follows: 
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* The small port incisions involve very little abdominal wall muscle division 
and result in excellent cosmetic benefits [23]. 
Rather than giving a reduced view, the remote viewing provided by 
endoscopes actually benefits the surgeon with a magnified view of the 
operating field [23,541. 
In conventional surgery, organs often need to be mobilised and brought 
out of the body, to allow work on the mobilised organs themselves or to 
access the organs which lie behind them. In (ideal) MIT, no organs are 
brought out of the body, so that the degree of organ mobilisation is greatly 
lessened. This reduces tissue damage through retraction, handling and 
drying out of organs [23,55]. Further, the reduced severing of arteries 
(devascularisation) and nerves (enervation) associated with mobilisation 
procedures reduces the chances of poor tissue blood supply (ischemia) 
[10], thereby increasing the chances of good (blood-dependent) healing 
[51,56]. Severing nerves can interfere with the control of flow of materials 
through the digestive tract, since the flow is driven by peristalsis through 
(nerve-controlled) muscle contraction. Other unwanted effects of 
enervation include colostomy bag dependency, created through loss of 
sphincter control [9,11 ]. 
o The highly localised, minimal level of surgical interference results in 
reduced wound trauma. Because there are fewer incisions, the patient 
experiences less pain [35], with the added advantage of a significant 
reduction in wound sepsis [11]. Because of the reduced tissue trauma, 
the risk of unwanted formulation of internal adhesions is reduced [53]. 
Since the reduction in surgical wounds means that reduced healing is 
required, the patient can expect both a far quicker recovery and a rapid 
convalescence [57]. 
1.5.2 TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The most significant reason for the recent popularity of MIT is undoubtedly 
the developments made in the field of imaging; while several surgeons in the 
past have predicted the advent of popular MIT, accurately envisaging its 
advantages, they could rarely practise it because of the limitations in imaging 
systems [22]. MIT is now commonly practised because of the realised 
potential for fibre-optic based flexible endoscopes, with very small diameters, 
steerable end-sections and their own light sources [53]. They are normally 
connected to television monitors on both side of the patient, giving the 
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surgeon a high quality image [23], with the added bonus that it can be video- 
recorded for detailed analysis and training. 
The use of Ultrasound and Computerised Tomography (CT) X-ray imaging 
techniques has increased alongside the developing MIS applications of 
active removal (ablation) of tumours [53]. Several new techniques, all 
dependent on guidance, allow treatment of tumours within solid organs. Pre- 
operative scanning can map the location of tumours within the body and 
stage them, allowing surgical planning. During treatment, ultrasound gives 
the speediest guidance feedback, indicating the position of a needle or fibre, 
but CT is more precise. Thermal necrosis can be detected after treatment, 
since it can be distinguished as an area of zero enhancement. Residual 
tumour also enhances differently to normal tissue. This approach is currently 
being tested on liver, breast, prostate and lung tumours. 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can give excellent anatomical detail and 
high levels of soft tissue contrast, making it a potentially valuable guidance 
tool for diagnosis and therapy. Current difficulties centre around the poor 
access provided by the magnet configurations and the use of other 
equipment within a magnetic field, although manufacturers have recently 
produced wide ranges of MRI compatible equipment. A widening of 
applications might include guided intervention during endoscopic journeys to 
awkward sites, to execute laser, chemical or mechanical tissue ablation and 
chemical or laser discectomy. 
In addition to imaging technology, other kinds of development in surgical 
technology have been necessary to allow the recent MIT advances. One 
such development is that of the equipment which creates the enlarged 
internal workspace in front of the operation site, to allow instrument 
manoeuvrability and unimpeded vision for the endoscope [53]. The two most 
common means of achieving this workspace are mechanical lift devices 
(retractors) [58], which enter the body as a thin linear-shaped device before 
spreading out in one plane in a fan shape, and, particularly in the abdomen, 
gas inflation (insufflation), usually withC02 [36]. Some versions of the 
cannulae which allow instrument passage through the trunk have a small 
valve which is built into their outer wall. This valve is used to allow the flow 
of gas into the body. An O-ring maintains the seal between the instrument 
shaft and the inner wall of the cannula, so that the instruments can pass 
through the cannula without releasing the CO, from the body. 
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As in most surgery, tissue is cut during MIT, so a simple, quick and reliable 
means of stopping bleeding (haemostasis) is required. The general choice 
for haemostasis in MIT is high frequency (> 300 kHz) current coagulation or 
direct mechanical pressure [53], the latter of which is inherent to stapling. 
Any surgical instruments have to either be suited to re-sterilisation 
procedures or be disposable. The most common means of sterilisation are 
autoclave and ethylene oxide bath. Either of these methods put constraints 
on the instrument designs, since the materials have to withstand 
temperatures of 121 *C (autoclave) or chemical assault (ethylene oxide). The 
designs must be robust enough to cope with such environments and be of a 
suitable geometry such that all surfaces will be exposed to the sterilising 
agent and can be cleared of all unwanted matter. This means that the 
instruments have to be of a simple design or be easily dis-assembled into 
simple components. The ideal range of MIT instruments is suited to access 
through small diameter cannulae. For the instrument designer, this 
compounds the already demanding constraints of sterility requirements [53]. 
1.5.3 CURRENT LIMITATIONS AND DISADVANTAGES 
While there is no doubt that advances in MIT are beneficial to the patient, it is 
equally indisputable that MIT procedures take longer and are more 
demanding on the surgeon [23,57]. It is also likely that surgeon training may 
be improved. The UK Govern ment-backed investigation into the new 
surgery, possibly prompted by the media focus on the controversy which 
challenged the validity of the whole field, revealed that the most controversial 
area was training [59]. Previously, it was accepted that new technology is 
easily assimilated into the surgeons' repertoire. When MIT started to grow in 
popularity, many surgeons assumed that they could quickly acquire the skills 
for MIT just as they had for any other new developments. It is alleged that 
such a misjudgement may have cost some patients dearly. 
The now recognised specific training needs for MIT practitioners highlight the 
extent to which working with the new surgery requires additional skills [57], 
most of which centre around physical limitations which are not imposed 
during open surgery. These include working only with (two-dimensional) 
endoscopic vision, thus creating the problem of no sense of depth of field 
[23]. Punctured organs resulting from stab wounds from instruments whose 
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proximity to the injured organ was ill-perceived were not uncommon [59]. The 
pivoting effect of the cannulae means that every mechanical movement is 
done in reverse. Tactile sensing via the remotely controlled end-effectors Is 
very limited. The surgeon's vision, via the TV monitor, is completely 
dissociated from his/her hand movements [53]. 
1.5.4 A CIRCULAR STAPLER-DEPEN DENT MIT PROCEDURE 
As stated in section 1.1.2.5, circular staplers can be used in some MIT 
procedures, particularly in cases where the instrument can enter through the 
anus. A simplified representation of Laparoscopically Assisted Total 
Colectomy [35] provides a good example of this kind of application. With 
reference to figure 1.19 (overleaf), 
a. Port 1 is a 10 mm trocar, used for the laparoscope. The trocars at ports 
273 (12 mm) and 4 (5 mm) are all used for instrument insertion. The 
sigmoid and ascending colon are mobilised, the mesenteric vessels are 
ligated with endoscopic clip appliers then divided. The large mesenteric 
pedicles are ligated with a vascular EndoGIA 30 before division. The 
remaining vascular ligation and division required is performed in a similar 
manner. The rectum is divided by the EndoGIA, as shown. 
b. Entry port 1 is transformed into a4 cm incision, through which the now 
freed colon is removed. The remaining colon is then freed and pulled 
through the incision, so that the entire colon and proximal ileum are outside 
the abdomen. 
c. The ileum is separated from the colon outside the abdomen, after which 
a purse-string suture is placed around the ileum end. The anvil of a circular 
stapler is placed into the ileum and the purse-string tied, securing the ileum 
to the anvil's stem. 
d. The ileum and anvil are placed back into the abdomen. A slotted 
anoscope is used to dilate the anus, allowing easy insertion of the circular 
stapler into the rectum [60]. The anoscope is withdrawn and removed from 
the stapler by passing the stapler shaft through the anoscope's slot. The 
stapler's trocar is advanced through the stapled rectal stump and removed, 
allowing the anvil stem to be connected to the centre-shaft of the main 
instrument, which is then closed, fired and withdrawn through the anus. 
This simplified procedure is unsuitable for malignant disease, since tumour 
cell seeding can occur in tissue which comes into contact with excised 
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cancers, which would make the area around the abdominal incision very 
vulnerable [35,36]. In more complex instances where the tissue to be 
removed is cancerous, the method of excision may be adapted to suit 
laparoscopic tissue retrieval devices [61 ]. 
1.6 CIRCULAR STAPLERS- CURRENTLY AVAILABLE MODELS 
The EEA (End-to-End Anastomosis, USSC), the first Western-built circular 
stapler, was introduced in 1977. This stainless steel model has a straight 
shaft, resembling a pistol which is held upside down. Like the descendant 
EEA instruments, the closed staple height is approximately 2 mm. It can be 
re-sterilised and reloaded with Disposable Loading Units (DLUs). All other 
circular staplers are disposable. 
The range of instruments which has evolved since the EEA's early success 
has lead to the wide variation of surgical technique discussed in section 1.2. 
The later EEA models and the Proximate ILS (Intraluminal Stapler, Ethicon) 
D 
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Figure 1.19. Laparoscopically assisted total colectomy 
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range share the options of curved or straight shafts. The curved shaft is 
suited to anastomosis sites which are difficult to access, particularly 
oesophageal. The clip-on, easy release anvils common to all later 
instruments are more streamlined than the older screw-on models, for easier, 
safer, less traumatic intraluminal travel with either integral or attachable 
trocars, on both the detachable, anvil-bearing stem and the centre-shaft (see 
fig. 1.1). If a procedure requires that the anvil be inserted separately, the 
stem allows for greater manipulation of the detached anvil. It also allows the 
anvil and cartridge to approach the site from different directions, reducing 
potential cancer cell seeding from the anvil passing over the site into an 
unaffected adjacent area. 
The modern disposable EEA range [62] includes the following (approximate) 
head sizes: 21,25,28 and 31 mm outer diameter, creating stomas of 11.4, 
15.01 18.0 and 21.2 mm, respectively. The staples are configured to give a 
rigid wound structure, resisting stricture. The Premium Plus CEEA features a 
low profile anvil (see fig. 1.20) [63] which, when extended from the cartridge 
after firing, swivels about its shaft to a position almost perpendicular to its 
working position, allowing it to slide through the inverted stapled flange with 
minimum resistance or disruption. 
The Proximate ILS [64] has an adjustable gap-set range of between 1 mm 
and 2.5 mm, which gives the same safe range of closed staple height. This 
feature is designed to combat anastornotic dehiscence by preventing 
pressure necrosis, since it gives direct influence over the tissue compression 
during and after stapling. The staples are configured to produce less rigid 
staple lines, aiding passage of the anvil through the tissue flange during 
It 
Figure 1.20. Swivelling low profile anvil 
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withdrawal and giving the anastomotic structure more flexibility. The bevelled 
edge on the anvil also aids atraumatic withdrawal. The range of head sizes 
for both the straight and curved versions is 21,25,29 and 33 mm, giving 
respective stomas of 12.4,16.4,20.4 and 24.4 mm. 
The new Flexistap BC (see fig. 1.21) from Bieffe Medital [28,65,66], 
addresses some of the shortfalls of its contemporaries in circular stapling for 
MIT. A detachable stapling head is mounted on a long flexible shaft. The 
shaft can travel up to 60 cm through the alimentary canal from the mouth or 
anus. Unlike most circular staplers, the head's cartridge assembly which 
contains the staples and the knife is the most distal part of the assembled 
instrument, while the anvil assembly which receives the staples and the knife 
during firing is proximal to the end of the shaft, allowing the single cable in 
the flexible shaft to control both the tissue approximation and the stapler 
firing through the direct cable-transmission of a tensile load from the hand- 
grip. The stapler is available with shaft lengths of 25,40 and 60 cm, each of 
which can be fitted with cartridges of 21,25 and 29 mm diameter, producing 
respective stoma sizes of 13.8,17.8 and 21.8 mm. 
In open surgery applications, the head is removed so that the shaft can enter 
through the mouth or anus with greater ease, since the shaft is of a lesser 
diameter than the smallest cartridge. During such a manoeuvre, the head- 
connection at the end of the shaft is covered with the rounded protective cap 
(supplied) to minimise the risk of possible tissue damage. When the capped 
end of the flexible shaft reaches the anastomosis site, the surgeon gains 
access to it through an incision. This same incision is used to remove the 
cap and attach the stapling head. Depending on which type of anastomosis 
is being performed (i. e. end-to-side, side-to-side, etc. ), the incision may also 
cartridge 
trocar \anvil 
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Figure 1.21. Flexistap BC 
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be used to attach and remove the detachable trocar from the anvil assembly 
and to attach the cartridge and anvil assemblies to each other before tissue 
approximation. 
Although this device goes some way towards bringing circular stapling into 
MIT, it does have limitations. Theoretically, it can enter the anus or 
oesophagus with the head attached and be used in procedures which are 
truly MIT, such as double or triple stapling (e. g. laparoscopically assisted 
total colectomy, as in fig. 1.19). However, this entails the possible use of only 
the distal trocar, since an ancillary trocar, fitted to the anvil as in figure 1.21, 
requires the use of an extractor tool to remove it [66]. In most cases, this 
would allow end-to-end anastomosis only, assuming that no extra entry 
incisions were made. In practise, surgeons complain that to get the head of 
this stapler to the anastomosis site using the "MIT" method for bowel work is 
difficult and very time consuming. This is partly due to the shaft, which flexes 
with difficulty at room temperature (when surgeons put this complaint to Bieffe 
Medital staff, they are told that it just needs to warm up), so that it can only be 
fed into the body in small steps, while at body temperature its minimum radius 
of curvature is 10 cm, or approximately double the curvature of the least 
challenging bends in the bowel. The lack of guidance to take the head 
through bowel bends might also contribute to the difficulty experienced during 
MIT insertion, while the relatively long head (circa 88 mm) is likely to drag on 
the clinging bowel wall and encounter difficulty in negotiating anatomical 
bends. Unlike other instruments 7 
its lack of holes on either end create 
resistance due to a pressure difference between the two ends of the head. 
The issue of unassisted remote withdrawal of the distal assembly through the 
stapled flange is not addressed, which means that extra-luminal interference 
is taken for granted. An MIT application for the oesophagus is unlikely, since 
the problems encountered by surgeons who have attempted to use this 
device in MIT bowel surgery will be more pronounced in the gullet. 
The Flexistap's price makes it an expensive option for a single patient 
instrument. Prices are E225, E340 and E380 for staplers with 25,40 and 60 
cm shaft lengths, respectively (without cartridges). Since a single cartridge 
costs El 65, the minimum cost for a single use of the 60 cm instrument is 
E545. The USSC's most expensive disposable model is the Premium Plus 
CEEA (E278), which competes with the curved ILS (F-301) and Stealth (E340) 
from Ethicon, although the Flexistap is the only disposable model which can 
be reloaded, bringing the cost per firing down in cases where a single patient 
requires several firings (all prices quoted from 1998). 
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1.7 PATENT SEARCH- ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS 
Several patented designs for instruments and equipment, other than the 
commercially available staplers described previously, were regarded as 
relevant prior art in the field. Some of these are stapling instrument designs 
which are simply not available as manufactured products, while others are 
thought to be analogous or relevant to the field. A few brief descriptions of 
some of these patents are given below. Only circular stapling alternatives 
are covered here, reflecting the wider range of patented designs. All 
surveyed patents are in the bibliography. 
1.7.1 Flexible surgical stapler assembly [671. 
One of several previous designs which provide the user with a circular stapler 
which has a flexible shaft between control unit and end-effector. The 
objectives are very similar to those described in the Product Design 
Specification (PDS) in Appendix ii. It is also claimed that the control unit and 
flexible cable should be suitable for other stapling head assemblies, e. g. 
linear staplers. A further claim is that the instrument has certain easily 
replaceable components, especially those which have direct body contact, 
which are disposable, allowing some cost savings. 
The device allows the control of approximation and firing using one cable, 
which runs through the flexible shaft, from the control unit to the head. 
r 
Figure 1.22. Flexible surgical stapler assembly 
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Basically, the shaft is a sheathed spine whose It vertebrae" have holes in their 
centres. The cable runs through the head until it reaches the anvil, to which 
it is attached by a cable retainer. A tensile load on the cable will first pull on 
the anvil shaft, approximating the tissue, before pulling both the anvil and 
cartridge (in fixed position relative to each other) towards the staples' driver 
(whose resistance is provided by the flexible spine), forcing the staples into 
the anvil. The anvil is removable from the anvil shaft, so that staple 
cartridges can be inserted into the stapling instrument. The intended 
cartridge is a standard USSC type, with screw-on anvil. 
This design, in the opinion of this writer, has been cleverly and economically 
thought through. However, the functionality, while relying on its own unique 
design, is very similar to that of the Flexistap BC (see page 39), and has the 
same limitations regarding available choice of anastomosis type, due to the 
anvil assembly which does not have a trocar and has to be screwed on to its 
shaft. 
1.7.2 Gastrointestinal staplescope [681. 
This is a hybrid of two existing instruments: the flexible, steerable endoscope 
and the circular stapler. The endoscope terminates at the distal end of the 
stapler head. The head is controlled from the handle, as is the steerable 
endoscope. More than one head design is presented, all of which try to get 
round the problem of approximation which does not rely on several cm of 
rigid shaft. One of the solutions simply employs cables which, when pulled 
through the extension, draw the anvil to the head. Another head concept 
attempts to negate the need for a separate purse-string device, using an 
array of rotating, spiked sprockets, mounted to rotate from the outer edge of 
the cartridge to the shaft, to take the edge of the lumen wall and wrap it 
around the centre-shaft as a purse-string would. 
The amount of manual interference required to ensure properly aligned 
approximation of anvil and cartridge makes the head embodiments suggested 
here unlikely to give the surgeon more freedom than current staplers, and 
could possibly make the approximation more hazardous. The alternative of 
securing tissue to the centre-shaft without purse-strings is dangerous; the 
bunching of the tissue has to be more regulated [47] than that which this 
design can provide. 
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1.7.3 Surgical apparatus for delivering the anvil of an anastomosis device 
[301. 
This is an attempt to overcome the current need for awkward manual anvil 
placement and orientation at the site of anastomosis. The apparatus allows 
anvil delivery through the lumen, beyond the distal end of the anastomosis 
site. The anvil is detached and left there until after the excision of unwanted 
tissue. The excision is then made, the main body of the stapling instrument is 
inserted into place, and the anvil is brought back down for attachment to the 
stapler's shaft, at which point anastomosis is performed in the usual way. 
Since the anvil will be left out of easy reach just prior to the time when it is 
needed, a means is provided to retrieve the anvil back through to the 
anastomosis site. If the cut lumen end has been left sealed (e. g. made with a 
linear cutter), the anvil shaft also incorporates the now popular integral 
trocar, for ease of retrieval. 
The delivery mechanism consists of an elongated hollow shaft with a rod 
running through its length, stopping short of the distal end. The cavity left at 
the distal end can contain the anvil stem, so that the anvil casing is the most 
distal part. Once the anvil has reached the delivery site, the rod is pushed 
through the shaft to detach it. 
The delivery site is distal to the anastomosis site, and the anvil is drawn from 
the delivery site by grasping its shaft with forceps and pulling it to the lumen 
end. A "tail" (of thread) may be attached to the anvil to assist in retrieving it 
(see fig. 1.23). 
Figure 1.23. Anvil delivery system 
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1.7.4 Surgical stapler apparatus with flexible shaft 1691. 
This stapler simply gives all of the functions of the EEA (without the new 
swivelling anvil. See fig. 1- 1) and its curved and disposable relatives, with 
the addition of shaft flexibility in one plane only. This makes it able to 
emulate straight or curved shafts, with the added advantage of at least 
partially meeting the objective of being able to negotiate anatomical bends. 
Of the three main sections in this instrument, the flexible shaft is the only one 
which is significantly different from the commercially available EEA staplers 
(the patent is held by the USSC, who also hold the EEA patents). The 
flexible shaft mechanically transmits the approximating and stapling forces 
and motions while curved, resisting the tendency to straighten. 
It is known that this device was marketed in the mid eighties for a short period 
before being withdrawn. Costs are not available, but the flexible section is 
clearly more complex to produce than a curved rigid shaft, which gives almost 
the same end result to the surgeon, so it can only be assumed that the limited 
flexibility did not compete with the rigid curved options. 
1.7.5 Variable diameter circular stapler for surgical stitching of hollow organs 
r701. 
The patent title gives a fair self-description. It is intended as an accessory to 
the EEA staplers, whose major advantage (within limits) is to have staple 
p 
b"l- li 
Figure 1.24. Surgical stapler apparatus with flexible shaft 
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rows with a diameter which can exactly match the best fit for any individual 
lumen. 
The anvil assembly consists of an array of small plate-like components, each 
with two anvil buckets near to and parallel with the outer edge and a third 
bucket lying inward from and in between the others. The array is configured 
so that the familiar circular double row of anvil buckets is created. The plates 
can slide radially, giving the anvil assembly its diametric variability. The 
staples themselves are mounted so as to behave in a similar way, grouped in 
slide-able units of three. 
The staples are configured so that there are two staples in the outer 
circumference for every one in the inner. This is a poor arrangement for the 
desired haemostatic staggered double row, since the inner row effectively 
has every alternate staple missing. Varying the anvil diameter from minimum 
to maximum would make the staple rows even less closely packed and so 
even less haemostatic. 
1.7.6 Compression device for the anastomosis of hollow organs r7l 1. 
This alternative means to circular stapling gives a similar end result. It holds 
two lumen ends mucosa-to-mucosa, under a large compression. The 
appositioned tissue immediately outside the compression zone will be held 
together until a natural union occurs. After the anastomotic union is effected, 
the compressed tissue necrotizes, the device fragments, and all unwanted 
material, from both the device and the tissue, is absorbed by the stool and 
carried through the system. 
Although the basic principle is not unique or even new, it is developed with 
the intention of overcoming the difficulties of using biodegradable materials, 
relied on by similar devices such as the Valtrac BAR (Biofragmentable 
Anastomosis Ring, Davis and Geck) [72]. When the BAR is put in place, 
there is a point when the material loses its mechanical integrity. The factors 
affecting the rate of degradation up to this point (e. g. intraluminal acidity) vary 
widely. The time of mechanical breakdown is therefore very difficult to 
predict. This is a major problem, since if it breaks up too soon, the 
appositioned tissue at the anastomosis will separate, having had too little 
time to heal. If it takes too long to disintegrate, the device may necrotize the 
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tissue as desired but remain whole and adopt some awkward orientation 
within the lumen, creating a blockage through impaction [2]. 
The compression device overcomes these problems by ensuring that it will 
break up when the compressed tissue is necrotized, whilst avoiding 
premature breaking. 
Three components are brought together to comprise a hollow cylinder shape. 
The form of the cylinder is as in figure 1.25, so as to accommodate the 
slipping of tissue into place and provide the desired compression. The entire 
device is actually broken into predetermined fragment components during the 
last phase of assembly at the site of anastomosis. It is held together by the 
compression on the fragments, which are configured to interlock in an 
enmeshed cage-like structure until necrosis is complete. At the point of 
necrotic release, when the dead tissue parts from the now healed wound, the 
compression is lessened, the cage structure consequently collapses and the 
fragments (whose sizes have been designed to be safe) enter the flow of 
stool, with no danger of the structure remaining whole. 
This design appears to make sense, in that it will not need such thin walls 
and will therefore be less fragile and easier to manufacture, with a wider 
choice of possible materials (which do not have to be biodegradable) and at a 
more favourable price (compared with the BAR). Potentially, this is a good 
design for the anastomosis of bowel and intestines during open surgery, 
where there is more room to manoeuvre outside the lumen, away from 
dangerous areas such as the heart. 
0 
L 
Figure 1.25. Compression device for anastomosis of hollow organs 
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Chapter 2 Developing project objectives 
This chapter describes how the research objectives were arrived at. The 
prime objective is to contribute to the development of a MIT circular stapler. 
An overview of the surgical aims for such a stapler, derived from sources of 
surgical expertise, is followed by a more detailed account of these aims and 
the rationale behind them, along with a discussion of the implied technical 
objectives. The objectives are then presented formally in a Product Design 
Specification (PDS) [73]. The discussion often refers to the relevant parts of 
the PDS in italicised references. As the PDS needs technical cohesion, it 
highlights technical objectives whose constraints are not fully understood. 
The engineering research needed to better understand these constraints is 
then examined, leading to the formulation of research hypotheses. 
2.1 CLARIFIED OBJECTIVES 
The project objectives are drawn from limitations of the state of the art as 
perceived by others in the field. In prioritising the objectives, emphasis is 
placed on opinions on the performance of current devices and user- 
requested developments. These opinions were solicited during formal 
meetings, informal discussions in and around theatre, attendance at a MIT 
symposium, and from various publications. Published authors aside, 
individuals consulted included thoracic, cardiothoracic and general surgeons, 
anaesthetists, nursing staff, and marketing staff from stapler suppliers. 
Contradictory opinions and objectives stipulated by manufacturers and 
surgeons received close attention, since defining or quantifying engineering 
constraints for a device is inherently difficult when expert opinion on basic 
requirements is divided. 
2.1.1 SURGICAL OBJECTIVES- OVERVIEW 
Without exception, everyone consulted believed that a circular stapler with a 
long flexible shaft would almost certainly meet the two primary objectives: 
1. Expand the range of procedures by facilitating wider access to the anatomy 
2. Significantly advance circular stapling procedures into the realm of MIT. 
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The existence of several patents for staplers with long flexible shafts and the 
arrival of the Flexistap (see page 38) lend further weight to the assertion that 
there is a demand for such devices [66]. Hence, two assumptions are 
included in the PIDS: 
1. A circular stapler for MIT should have a long flexible shaft fl. 2j. 
2. The universally employed design principles for the stapling and cutting 
functions of such a stapler should not be radically altered fl. 1,1.2,1.7, 
1.8j. 
While the reader is asked to accept the benefits of assumption 1 as self- 
evident fl. 2,1.5j, the benefits are outlined in Appendix 3. The primary 
objectives include improving accessibility to perform the proven anastomosis 
technique of stapling and cutting (1.1,1.2,1.6- 1.9J. Radical change to this 
anastomosing means would be unsafe without extensive research of its own, 
hence assumption 2. 
Tailoring the general advantages of MIT to suit circular stapling procedures, 
the overview of surgical objectives is completed. Thus, an MIT circular 
stapler should 
- reduce the number of entry incisions by increasing access via natural 
orifices 
reduce the size of any necessary entry incisions to a minimum 
require only localised organ interference from entry point to anastomosis 
site 
travel through the entry route with ease 
be capable of combined entry 
require minimum, uncomplicated in situ handling 
allow remotely controlled tissue approximation 
allow confirmation of safe tissue approximation 
" allow remotely controlled firing 
" confirm firing 
" allow withdrawal through stapled wound with minimum handling 
2.1.2 DETAILED SURGICAL OBJECTIVES 
To develop a fuller understanding of the surgical objectives and how they 
might be achieved, the procedural stages required for MIT circular stapling 
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were examined. Any limitations in this understanding of the objectives and 
technical problems which a circular stapler might have in meeting them could 
then be brought to light. 
2.1.2.1 Instrument ent 
One major shortcoming of the Flexistap BC (the only available circular stapler 
with a long flexible shaft. See section 1-6) is its limited flexibility, which 
makes a quick, easy MIT entry difficult. Since flexible endoscopes travel with 
ease to any potential GI anastomosis site, the stapler shaft should flex as 
easily (1.10,1.141 and safely fl. 15,1.16,15.18,15.19,17.9] as the most 
robust of such endoscopes. However, since it is highly improbable that the 
Flexistap designers have overlooked this obvious scope for improvement, 
consideration must be given as to why the shaft flexibility is less than ideal. 
Since no Flexistap sample was available, a Premium Plus CEEA 31, whose 
stapling and cutting means are similar to those of the Flexistap, was 
examined. The CEEA design was found to provide a mechanical advantage 
of approximately 10 times the user-applied force. Since 5th percentile 
woman (assumed the weakest user) can exert 255 N of force on the firing 
lever, it is strongly anticipated that the forces required to fire a cartridge will 
greatly exceed a few Newtons. The Flexistap is designed to transmit the 
firing load from the handle to the head via a cable which runs through the 
shaft. The shaft provides the reaction to the firing load. Significant shaft 
displacement during firing would render the instrument too dangerous, so it 
would appear that shaft flexibility during entry has been compromised for 
rigidity during firing. One project objective is to obviate this design problem 
by placing an actuator in the head, so that the stapler may have a suitably 
flexible shaft which will remain static during firing fl. 28,1.29). 
As well as requiring the smoothest, least frictive entry fl. 17,15.18,15.19, 
17.5,17.8), an increase in accessibility through natural orifices requires a 
reduction of the minimum entry port size, which is defined by the largest 
instrument cross-sectional area, i. e. the head, which ought therefore to be 
kept to a minimum. To maintain highly localised interference with the internal 
organs requires that the cross-sectional area of the path of entry will not 
greatly exceed that of the head (1.12). It will also often require that the 
instrument negotiate complex paths of entry, whether around organs 
(negating the need to mobilise and externalise them through large incisions) 
or through lumen in areas such as the throat or sigmoid colon fl. 10,1.16). 
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Since many of the bends likely to be encountered will be acute (in the small 
intestine) or not anatomically pre-determined (travelling between, say, an 
abdominal incision and a lumen entry point deep in the pelvis), the stapler will 
have to be guidable. In order to maintain the small entry port size and small 
cross-sectional area of the entry path, the guidability should be independent 
of entry port size (1.10). The distal end should therefore be able to move 
independently of the rest of the shaft (1.18]. 
A short head length would contribute to ease of entry for two reasons: firstly, 
when negotiating difficult anatomical bends, a short head would keep the 
difference between the maximum inside and minimum outside turning radii as 
low as possible. This would reduce traumatic lateral lumen stretching {17.21, 
and possibly increase the instrument's ability to self steer. Secondly, it would 
keep the surface contact with the internal lumen walls to a minimum, reducing 
the friction between the head's outer casing and the intraluminal materials 
which it must travel through (1.16,1.17). A well rounded head profile with an 
appropriate external material and surface finish would further contribute to 
low mucosal friction (17.5,17.8j. 
When moving an MIT stapler through natural orifices, cannulae, small 
incisions or any other porthole into the body, any tissue snagging or blockage 
which is not sensed while the instrument is either moving tissue or moving 
through tissue could lead to disaster easily (one anecdote centred around a 
surgeon who withdrew a flexible instrument (bougie) from a patient's 
oesophagus through the mouth. When he met unusual resistance, he 
ignored it, then discovered that the "foreign" material which he dragged out 
was actually the oesophagus). It is proposed that the surgeon have the 
tactile sensing of obstructions inherent to existing MIT instruments (e. g. 
catheters, bougies, guide-wire sheaths) f15.18j. This reinforces the need for 
travel through the entry path with minimum resistance fl. 17). 
2.1.2.2 Combined ent 
A stapler which does not have a detachable anvil or cartridge assembly at the 
distal end (henceforth, "end-piece". See figs. 1.20 and 1.21, pages 37 and 
38) can perform only one anastomosis type: end-to-end, single approach. A 
detachable end-piece with an integral or detachable trocar benefits the 
surgeon with the choice of approaching the site from one (single approach) or 
both (combined approach) sides of the joint. This provides seven approach 
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pages 18 and 19) [29]. Given the serious limitation imposed by a fixed end- 
piece, any new stapler should have a detachable end-piece (as all recent 
designs do). 
In a combined approach MIT procedure, entry of the detached end-piece has 
to be considered as a separate entry problem to that of the main instrument. 
Before the problem can be addressed, a design decision must be taken- 
should the cartridge or anvil be the distal part? The Flexistap is the only 
stapler which has the cartridge as the end-piece, allowing the technical 
advantage of a relatively simple cable drive for the firing mechanism (see 
page 38). A stapler with an actuator in its head would not need such a gain 
(see section 2.1.2.1). The end-piece of an MIT stapler should be an anvil for 
the following reasons- if it were necessary to introduce the end-piece through 
an incision and the main instrument through a natural orifice, an anvil would 
travel to the anastomosis site with greater ease than a cartridge, requiring 
smaller incisions, less organ interference and less handling; assuming that 
both assemblies ought to be capable of entering the body in a MIT way, then, 
since the cartridge has more weight and volume, it is necessarily the main 
instrument body, making the anvil the end-piece by default; and if the end- 
piece were an anvil of the tilting low profile variety, it would pass through the 
stapled flange far more easily and less disruptively than the cartridge could 
(1.37,1.38). 
Several theatre staff requested an anvil which flexibly extends from the 
cartridge by enough length that it could be drawn to the head via an entry 
route predetermined by the extended piece, rather than having to be guided 
flexible shaft 
ca rtridge 
LflVLL 
flexible centre-shaft 
stomach/ 
Figure 2.1. Combined entry with a flexibly extendible end-piece 
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along its own path. This would increase combined entry options, e. g. 
oesophagogastrostomy where the cartridge is fed down the throat to the 
oesophageal stump and the anvil is placed in the already open stomach 
without the need for a gastrotomy (see fig. 2.1). The centre-shaft could then 
flexibly extend from the cartridge and connect to the anvil before being drawn 
back into the flexible shaft of the main body (1.20,1.24J. 
2.1.2.3 Securinq lumen tissue to staple 
When relaxed, the lumen ends which are to be joined will most probably be in 
a position and orientation which requires manipulation. Using a single 
approach, current staplers need a means of manipulating and holding the 
tissue in the desired position while at least one of the known techniques for 
securing both lumen to the stapler (see page 21) is applied. Using a 
combined approach, the detached anvil can manoeuvre independently of the 
main instrument [2], so the fixing of the tissue to the head is easier, but the 
tissue, with separated anvil and cartridge assemblies attached to it, still has 
to be manually manipulated to connect the anvil to the cartridge. Generally 
then, the tissue has to accommodate the head. 
An ideal MIT stapler head should accommodate the tissue, so that the tissue 
needs minimum manipulation and may therefore be attached to the stapler in 
the smallest space possible. It follows then that the ideal maximum extension 
of the anvil from the head should exceed the maximum distance likely to be 
encountered between two lumen to be joined in their relaxed state, while 
flexibility in the anvil orientation relative to the cartridge may help to 
accommodate awkward tissue orientation. The detachable anvil may help in 
a combined approach, but the user-requested inclusion of a flexibly 
Head open 
/ anvil / centre-shaft cartridge 
/ outer shaft 
Head Closed- centre-shaft 
withdraws into outer shaft 
Figure 2.2. Approximation from 58 mm separation 
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extendable shaft between the anvil and cartridge (see section 2.1.1.2) fl. 20, 
1.24,1.35), would be more appropriate for a single approach. 
A short head would benefit the securing of tissue to it, increasing 
manoeuvrability in a reduced minimum work envelope. It would also create a 
problem; on current models, the attached anvil extends from the cartridge by 
up to 58 mm, creating asmall workspace between them to fix the tissue to the 
head after a single approach. The 58 mm of extended rigid centre-shaft (and 
attached stem) which lies between the anvil and cartridge then withdraws 
through the (44 mm long) cartridge and into the rigid shaft in the main 
instrument body (see fig. 2.2). Assuming that an MIT stapler shaft may not lie 
straight, and that an increased head length or decreased maximum 58 mm 
anvil extension is undesirable, there is a clear discrepancy between the 
length of rigid centre-shaft to be withdrawn and the available space within 
which it can be withdrawn. The flexible centre-shaft mentioned above would 
solve the problem by withdrawing into the main flexible shaft. It is likely that 
such a feature could be incorporated using direct cable transmission from the 
handle, since it is known that the compression of similar soft tissue does not 
require excessive loading [78], although the magnitude of approximation 
forces should be confirmed. 
On a similar note to the opening point in this section, instead of the surgeon 
manoeuvring around the instrument at the anastomosis site to fix the tissue to 
it, the distal end of the main flexible shaft will have to be manoeuvrable. If 
highly localised organ interference and a reduced minimum work envelope 
are to be maintained, this requires that the distal end of the main shaft may 
be manoeuvred without moving the rest of the in vivo shaft away from the 
entry path (I. 18J. 
To allow the tissue to be fixed to the head in any side-on combination, the 
anvil stem and the centre-shaft both must have an integral or detachable 
trocar P. 6,1-9). 
2.1.2.4 Combined approach- assembly connection 
When the tissue is fixed to the head in a combined approach, the two 
assemblies must be connected. If either the stem or the centre-shaft has a 
detachable trocar, it has to be removed to allow this connection. Since this 
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involves a further technical operation, it would be an advantage if neither 
trocar had to be detached. 
The connection of the stem to the centre-shaft has to be done with ease 
(15.10), and the surgeon should sense some indication of complete 
connection. This connection should require around 3N of force, as in current 
designs fl. 21]. 
The distal end of the centre-shaft should be immobile and axially non- 
compliant (1.20) during attachment of the stem under an axial load of up to 
6N, thus ensuring that a centre-shaft which is designed to be compliant will 
provide the necessary resistance for connection (e. g., an extended sprung 
telescopic centre-shaft will not start to collapse while the surgeon is 
attempting to connect the end-shaft to it, or a flexible centre-shaft will not 
bend or buckle due to the connecting force) fl. 22). 
Since setting the instrument up for firing should not be an irreversible 
commitment to firing, the surgeon should be able to disconnect the anvil with 
ease when it is extended from the main instrument. However, it should not be 
so easily disconnected that it detaches due to small loads such as inertial or 
frictional drag produced by the lumen which it is pulling during approximation. 
Stem detachment should require approximately 9 N, as in existing designs 
fl. 23). 
2.1.2.5 Approximation of anvil and cartridge 
When the lumen are fixed to the anvil and cartridge and the anvil stem is 
connected to the centre-shaft, the tissue is ready to be appositioned by 
approximating the anvil and cartridge (1.6). The anvil may have to 
approximate to or separate from the cartridge, before or after firing. The 
actuation means must therefore be capable of performing several 
applications in two directions (1.24,1.35J. It should be noted that separation 
of conventional staplers after firing requires enough force to either disembed 
the knife from the annulus or unseat the annulus from the anvil (1.36), which 
may or may not be feasible through direct force transmission through the 
flexible shaft. Since the shaft should not experience any significant lateral 
deflection or torque-induced "whipping" when the head is being operated, the 
maximum load in both directions should be determined before the actuation 
means can be selected. 
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The control of the head approximation presents two problems, both of which 
are concerned with ensuring that the instrument can compress the tissue to a 
safe level. The first problem is in checking for possible sources of excess 
compression during approximation, e. g. inadvertent trapping of adjacent 
tissue, folds due to poor purse-stringing, or mesenteric attachments. The 
second problem is in ensuring that the determined final level of tissue 
compression is inherently safe. 
In open surgery, the surgeon may sense the first of these problems through 
direct vision of the approximating tissue. In dealing with the second problem, 
whether the instrument gives control over the gap-setting or not, the surgeon 
will normally use only visual sensing to determine whether a safe 
compression level has been achieved. Although the approximation is 
manually powered, tactile sensing of feedback would only play a role in 
controlling compression in extreme cases of excess tissue thickness, i. e. it 
only indicates when tissue is clearly being excessively compressed. 
Currently, the only means of assessing whether or not the tissue to be joined 
has been compressed to a safe level is by endoscopic inspection of the 
finished stapled joint. A slight oozing of blood from the cut tissue edge is 
taken to be an indication of optimal tissue compression, since the joint is 
neither exsanguinating nor denied vital blood flow through the healing joint, 
and will cauterise itself. However, the word "optimal" is used loosely here, 
since it is highly unlikely that the surgeon could gauge a single value of 
compression which minimises blood flow reduction and maximises sealing 
pressure on the joint. 
In MIT stapling, the first problem may be overcome by using a flexible 
endoscope to inspect the tissue which is drawn over the cartridge and anvil 
for possible sources of excess compression (17.121. Any irregularities in the 
flat, translucent tissue are unlikely to be overlooked. During approximation, 
the same endoscope or a second one may be positioned further from the 
stapler, allowing the surgeon to check for organ tensioning, which may 
change the form of the flange tissue fl 7.13). A flexible endoscope will allow 
inspection of the entire circumference f17.2). 
As for the second problem, existing MIT-compatible callipers and other sizing 
instruments may be used to give prior indication of the tissue thickness. The 
level of tissue compression must then be considered. In summary, 
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determination of compression in stapled joints should take the following 
requirements into account: 
the gap-setting must accommodate tissue of types which vary in thickness 
the cut edges inside the final joint must not leak blood (i. e. must be 
cauterised) or nutrients (which provide a culture for infections) 
the compression on the tissue must be enough to create a leak-proof joint 
the compression on the tissue must not reduce the blood supply to the 
joint to the point where necrosis and mechanical disintegration of the joint 
will ensue 
Stricture (circumscribed narrowing, or stenosis) of the GI tract is a serious 
problem whose causes occasionally include adverse reaction to CSAs. It is 
also possible that inappropriately high compression causes stricture, which 
occurs more frequently in stapled anastomosis than hand sewn joints [84]. 
Modern USSC staplers produce a single closed height of 2.0 mm, variable 
within small limits, while the staplers from Ethicon and Bieffe Medital allow a 
range of tissue compression, with some models providing staples which close 
to any height within the range of 1.0 to 2.5 mm. Since the level of tissue 
compression is important and the tissue to be compressed varies in 
thickness, it would appear that the staplers with variable closed staple height 
have an advantage over the USSC staplers in compression control. 
However, all manufacturers can legitimately cite credible references in the 
literature which claim that tissue compression requirements match the 
performance of their own instruments [3,12,13,74,75]. 
This difference of opinion raises an obvious question: should a new stapler 
have variable or fixed closed staple height? As is explained further in section 
2.1.4.1, more research is needed to establish the correct view point fl. 24, 
1.25,17.131. 
The attachment means of the stem to the centre-shaft will not resist the 
anticipated large firing forces. Thus, when the anvil reaches the desired gap- 
setting, the anvil stem must be attached to the cartridge in such a way as to 
allow the anvil to resist the firing forces. This should be automatic, as should 
the alignment of the staples and buckets, so that if the tissue is appositioned 
it is ready to be stapled and cut fl. 26,1-27J. However, it should not be an 
irreversible commitment to firing f17.14j. 
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2.1.2.6 Instrument firin-q 
As was explained in section 2.1-2.1, the likelihood that the firing forces will be 
of a high order of magnitude is strong, and placing an actuator in the head to 
fire the stapler is an established objective (1.29). The firing action is singular 
in application and direction, so the actuator must generate a large force in a 
small space, and is only required to work once. To make design decisions on 
the appropriate actuator choice, more information on the firing forces is 
required. 
The surgeon must be assured that the stapler has fired properly f15.4). In 
current circular staplers, firing is sensed through an it audible, tactile crunch 
(as described in sales literature) as the knife cuts the teflon ring, i. e. the 
primary indication of safe firing is full knife displacement, which requires full 
staple pusher displacement, thereby indicating fully fired staples by 
implication. Firing of an MIT circular stapler should not be sensed through 
head function audibility, as this may be insulated. Some linear MIT staplers 
have automatic firing [76], and imply stapler firing by confirming that the firing 
mechanism has been actuated. Since this principle has been proven safe in 
other staplers, it may be appropriate for a MIT circular stapler. 
Cells of the appositioned tissue may be damaged by impulse during firing, 
thus affecting the actuator choice. It is not an objective of this project to 
investigate such a phenomena, so any firing-induced impulse should be 
constrained to the limits already established as safe by existing staplers. 
Since these move slowly, impact of any parts which move with high load and 
speed, which may generate an impulse which might be transmitted through 
compressed tissue, should be avoided (17.20J. 
2.1.2.7 Anvil withdrawal 
As well as conforming to the requirements summarised in section 2.1.2-5, the 
staple line structure must minimise the risk of and allow an anvil to pass 
through it with minimal disruption. This raises questions about staple 
spacing, concerning the rigidity of the structure. Before 1996, it was 
generally believed that, since naturally occurring strictures may be widened 
by enforced bougie (a tapered flexible rod) penetration, then mechanical 
resistance to a constriction is an effective treatment. The safest staple line 
ought then to provide most mechanical resistance to stricture, and therefore 
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be the most rigid. On the other hand, it was also reasoned that, while the 
configuration of staples should have enough rigidity to resist stricture, It 
should also have enough compliance to allow the safe passage of the anvil. 
The issues raised here are described in more depth in section 8.1. 
An early objective of this research was to show that the optimal combination 
of anvil type and staple line need not be a compromise, so that the most rigid 
staple line may be used with the least disruptive anvil. However, in 
December 1995 the USSC introduced the Premium Plus CEEA (see section 
1.6), whose swivelling anvil slides through the flange with such ease that it 
renders the aim of anvil development for MIT outdated. An MIS stapler 
should incorporate this feature or one which meets the same objectives 
(1.38). 
2.1.3 A PRODUCT DESIGN SPECIFICATION FOR A MIS CIRCULAR 
STAPLER 
The PIDS consists of the seventeen sections considered necessary to project 
the work, from a well-researched but purely academic specification of a MIT 
circular stapler, through to a stage where commercial bodies may be 
attracted to it, with a view to producing a useful device which is actually 
available to surgeons. 
To avoid confusion with the main thesis section numbers, the PDS sections 
and any references to them in the rest of the text are in italics. 
1. PERFORMANCE 
1.1 To create a circular, inverting end-to-end, end-to-side, side-to-end or 
side-to- side anastomosis intraluminally, predominantly to restore 
continuity of the alimentary canal following resection, as may be 
performed using all models of the EEA, ILS and Flexistap BC circular 
staplers, produced by USSC, Ethicon and Bieffe Medital, respectively, 
retaining all surgical advantages provided by such staplers. 
1.2 Fully assembled instrument to consist of three basic sections: 
i. a handle or control section, which is attached to 
ii. a flexible shaft, extending from the handle to 
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N. the end-effector or stapling "head", consisting of 
a. a cartridge assembly, which itself consists of at least: a 
circular staple-cartridge containing a circular, staggered 
double row of staples; a circular knife; means of driving the 
staples and knife distally (henceforth, firing the head); a 
central shaft (centre-shaft); means of connection to the flexible 
shaft in 1.2 fi., all concentrically mounted within a casing. 
b. a low profile circular anvil assembly, which itself consists of at 
least: 
C. an anvil piece, which has a circular array of staple forming 
buckets; a teflon annulus; and a shaft (stem), all concentrically 
mounted within a casing. 
1.3 Handle in 1.2i to facilitate full control over 
i. variable gap between attached anvil and cartridge assemblies 
fi. firing of head. 
1.4 Handle in 1.2 i to facilitate partial control over head location and 
orientation. 
1.5 Flexible shaft in 1.2 ii to allow handle to drive proximal head assembly 
through entry and exit paths. 
1.6 Centre-shaft in 1.2 Na to be 
i. usable or adaptable for use as a trocar 
fi. attachable to/ detachable from the anvil stem in 1.2 &b 
N. controllably movable axially, so that it provides a variable gap 
between the attached anvil and cartridge assemblies. 
1.7 Circular array of staple forming buckets of anvil piece in 1.2 Nb to be 
configured so that, on approximation of anvil to cartridge, each bucket 
has a co-aligned staple and vice versa. 
1.8 Teflon annulus in 1.2 fii b to nest in anvil piece so that, on 
approximation of anvil to cartridge, annulus will align with and provide 
a cutting surface for the circular knife in 1.2 N a. 
1.9 Stem in 1.2 ii b to be 
j. usable or adaptable for use as a trocar 
fi. attachable to/ detachable from the centre-shaft in 1.2 X a. 
1.10 Distal end of each head assembly entering the body with attached 
flexible shaft to lead that assembly and the portion of attached flexible 
shaft entering the body through any single, chosen narrow entry path, 
from entry port (e. g. a natural orifice, cannula or incision) to 
anastomosis site, so that central axis of said assembly and shaft 
portion will not deviate from said path. 
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1.11 Where instrument entry involves more than one assembly, all 
assemblies to be joined at anastomosis site and withdrawn through 
only one exit path. 
1.12 Maximum cross-sectional area of entry and exit paths to approximately 
equal maximum instrument cross-sectional area entering body (see 
9.2). 
1.13 Central axis of entry path to reach of up to 1.2 m from point of entry, 
excluding head length. 
1.14 Flexible shaft to flex to minimum radius of curvature of 50 mm under 
bending moment of 0.8 Nm at 25' C within 1.5 s. 
1.15 Flexible shaft will not buckle during entry. 
1.16 Flexible shaft and attached head assembly will easily negotiate 
anatomical bends during entry and exit. 
1.17 All mechanical resistance to instrument travel through paths of entry 
and exit to be minimised. 
1.18 Flexible shaft to allow attached head assembly and distal 100 mm of 
shaft length to manoeuvre away from entry path at anastomosis site. 
1.19 Entire instrument should allow all known techniques of fixing a pierced 
wall or an end of either lumen to be joined to either the centre-shaft or 
stem, when the anvil assembly is attached to or separated from the 
main instrument, so that tissue from one lumen to be joined inverts 
over and envelopes the proximal anvil face and the other does likewise 
to the distal cartridge face. 
1.20 Centre-shaft to be flexible, with the exception of the distal 40 mm, 
which may be flexible or rigid. 
1.21 Attachment of stem to centre-shaft to require axial load only, not 
exceeding 3N. 
1.22 Distal end of centre-shaft to be immobile and axially non-compliant 
under axial load of up to 6 N. 
1.23 Detachment of stem from centre-shaft to require axial load of 9N only. 
1.24 When anvil assembly is connected to centre-shaft, gap between anvil 
and cartridge may vary between 280 mm and approximately 1 mm (see 
1.25). 
1.25 Two soft tissue walls of lumen to be joined to be appositioned and 
optimally compressed by closing gap in 1.24 to minimum, thereby 
approximating anvil to cartridge. Nature of minimum gap to be 
determined, whether single length or variable according to tissue 
thickness or compression. 
1.26 Anvil will self-align with cartridge before final approximation. 
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1.27 Stem will lock into main assembly on final approximation. 
1.28 Flexible shaft and head exterior will not move during firing of head. 
1.29 Stem, locking means and actuator seat to provide all reaction to firing 
load. 
1.30 Firing the head to entail: 
i. driving the staples from the cartridge into the radially furthermost 
region of the inverted tissue, through both appositioned tissue walls, 
before clinching the staples by forming them against the anvil piece, 
fi. driving the circular knife through said tissue walls and beyond, into 
the teflon annulus in the anvil assembly, trimming the tissue from a 
small margin within the array of staples, to create a stoma inside the 
circular array of staples. 
1.31 Firing stroke of staples and knife to be approximately 6 mm distally, 
depending on tissue compression variability (see 1.25). 
1.32 Head will form all staples into uniform B-shape. 
1.33 All closed staples will completely disengage from head on release. 
1.34 Final configuration of closed staples and stoma (henceforth, wound 
structure) to provide leak-proof closure throughout healing process. 
1.35 After head is fired, gap between anvil and cartridge assemblies to 
widen to any extent between 5 mm and 280 mm, at will of surgeon, as 
deemed necessary by surgeon to allow complete disengagement from 
joined tissue. 
1.36 On excession of 5 mm gap between anvil and cartridge assemblies 
during gap widening in 1.35, both assemblies will completely 
disengage from each other in every way except for connection of stem 
to centre-shaft 
1.37 Wound structure, i. e. inverted stapled tissue flange, to be conducive to 
easy, non-disruptive passage of anvil through flange during instrument 
withdrawal requiring minimal (preferably no) extraluminal assistance. 
1.38 Anvil to be conducive to easy, non-disruptive passage through stapled 
tissue flange during instrument withdrawal, requiring minimal 
(preferably no) manual interference. 
1.39 Following anvil passage through flange (as in 1.37), gap between anvil 
and cartridge may be varied between minimum and maximum defined 
in 1.24. 
2. ENVIRONMENT 
2.1 Temperature Range: 10- 400 C. 
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2.2 Pressure range: 70- 106 kPa 
2.3 pH range: 1-9 (highly acidic to mildly alkaline). 
2.4 Relative Humidity: 30-85%. 
2.5 Will be exposed to blood, mucosa, gastric juices, faecal matter and all 
other substances normally contained within GI tract. 
2.6 Will be exposed to lubricating gel. 
2.7 Will be exposed to theatre lighting. 
2.8 Will be exposed to endoscopic lighting. 
2.9 Will be exposed to wide range of electro-magnetic radiation, including 
RF and microwaves. 
2.10 To be sterile from despatch, so will be exposed to either of two 
sterilising procedures immediately prior to packaging; 
i. autoclave or 
fi. ethylene oxide bath, 
or will be exposed to irradiation between packaging and despatch. 
2.11 Will be exposed to mechanical contact with: surgical tools, such as 
graspers, clamps, needles, scalpels, implant insertion devices (e. g. 
other staplers, ligating devices); and implants, such as staples, 
sutures, clips and ligatures. 
2.12 Will be mechanically constrained by close proximity to and actual 
contact with tissue during all stages of operation within the body. 
2.13 Implanted staples will be exposed to X-rays during post-surgical 
monitoring. 
3. LIFE IN SERVICE 
3.1 6 hours (i. e. most extreme op. duration; typical likely time is 15 mins. ) 
4. MAINTENANCE 
4.1 Will be easily assembled from package. 
5. TARGET PRODUCT COST 
5.1 Less than 1998 price of the most popular current model, i. e. E278/ unit. 
6. COMPETITION 
6.1 UNITED STATES SURGICAL CORPORATION (USSC) - 
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Circular staplers: 
EEA (End-to-End Anastomosis). Reloadable. Stainless steel. 
Straight, rigid shaft. Can be dismantled and autoclave sterilised 
for re-use many times. Requires one DLU (disposable loading 
unit) per firing. Price: E1,978 per unit, F-167 per DLU. 
Premium Plus CEEA (Curved EEA). Use just once then destroy. 
Plastic. Curved rigid shaft. Swivelling low-profile anvil (excluding 
21 mm size). Ancillary trocar. Price: E278 per unit. Size range: 
0211 25,28,31,34 mm. 
ALL USSC circular staplers produce closed staple height of 2 mm, 
with a small margin for adjustment. 
Linear cutting staplers. * 
Multifire GIA (Gastro-Intestinal Anastomosis). Disposable (plastic) 
and re-usable (stainless steel) models available. Reloadable. No 
shaft. Size range: 50,60 80,90 mm staple line length. Price 
range: up to El 86 for disposables, E2,226 for re-usables, plus 
El 57 per DLU. 
Poly GIA. As disposable GIA, but with absorbable staples. Size. 
75 mm staple line length. Price: El 91. 
ILA Ontra-Luminal Anastomosis). Disposable (plastic) and re- 
usable (stainless steel) models available. Reloadable. No shaft. 
Size range: 52,75,100 mm staple line length. Staple leg range: 
3.57 4.8 mm. Price: El 35 plus E84 per IDLU for disposables; E750 
El 602 plus E51, El 07 per IDLU for re-usables. 
Multifire Endo-GIA. MIS stapler. SPURO. Plastic. Straight rigid 
shaft. Size range: 30,60 mm. 60 mm model has powered firing. 
Staple leg range: 2.0,2.5,3.5, mm. Price (respective to size): 
E2061 E327. DLU price (all leg lengths): E82, El 11. 
Multifire Endo-GIA 11. MIS stapler. SPUR. Plastic. Straight rigid 
shaft. Fits any Multifire Endo-GIA 11 DLU size. DLU size range: 
307 45,60 mm. Staple leg range: 2.0,2.51 3.5,4.8 mm. Price: 
El 11. DLU price (respective to size): E85, E95, El 08. 
6.2 ETHICON - 
Circular staplers: 
Proximate ILS Ontra-Luminal Stapler). Use just once then destroy. 
Plastic Curved or straight rigid shaft. Size range: 021,25,29, 
* Linear cutting staplers frequently are used to perform functional end-to-end anastomoses. 
SPUR (Single Patient Use Reloadable) is a useful term coined by Johnson and Johnson to describe 
instruments which are disposable but can be reloaded for use several times during a single operation. 
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33 mm. Ancillary trocar. Price per box of three: E815 (straight 
shaft); E905 (curved shaft). Closed staple height: 1.0- 2.5 mm 
(infinitely variable). 
Stealth. As I LS with curved rigid shaft, longer than I LS shaft. 
Non-reflective black colouring for use with endoscope. Size 
range: 025,29,33 mm. Price per box of three: E1,025. 
Linear cutting staplers: 
Proximate Linear Cutter. SPUR. No shaft. Size range: 57,77, 
102 mm staple line length. Price per pack of three (respective to 
size): E365, E595, E775. Price per pack of twelve reloading units: 
E9851 F-113407 E1,560. Closed staple height range: 1.5,2.0 mm. 
1.0 mm available for smallest instrument. 
ETS35 (Endoscopic Transecting Stapler). MIS stapler. SPUR. 
Straight rigid shaft. Size: 35 mm staple line length. Price per box 
of three: POA. Price per pack of twelve reloading units: POA. 
Closed staple height range: 1.0,1.5 mm. 
ETS-Flex. As ETS 35 with articulating head. Price per box of 
three: E990. 
ET 45. As ETS 35 with 45 mm staple line length. Price per box of 
three: E855. Price per pack of twelve reloading units: E1,300. 
Closed staple height range: 1.5,2.0 mm. 
6.3 BIEFFE MEDITAL - 
Circular stapler 
Flexistar) BC. MIS instrument. SPUR. Flexible shaft, length range: 
2507 4007 600 mm. Ancillary trocar. Minimum shaft radius of 
curvature at body temperature: 100 mm. Can be used 
endoscopically, primarily in end-to-end anastomoses, or for all 
anastomosis types in open surgery. Protective cap for non- 
endoscopic head entry. Price (without head, respective to length): 
E225, E3401 E380. Reloadable head size range: 021,25,29 mm. 
Single head price (all sizes): E165. 
7. PA CKA GING 
7.1 Will contain single unit. 
7.2 Will maintain sterility, i. e. packaging will remain completely sealed 
from despatch to time of opening in theatre. 
7.3 Will not be reactive to product and sterilising means. 
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7.4 Will be adequately robust to protect product integrity and sterility 
during shipping, storage and any handling experienced before use. 
7.5 Will be splash-proof. 
7.6 To be easily opened without package disintegration. 
7.7 Will allow surgical assistant to open package and present instrument 
to surgeon without contact between instrument and assistant. 
7.8 Will allow easy, single-handed removal by the surgeon upon 
presentation. 
7.9 No packing materials to be left in device after removal from packaging. 
7.10 To occupy minimum volume. 
7.11 To be shaped to accommodate batch packaging within larger 
packages or bulk storage. 
7.12 Will display clear indication of type and no. of contents. 
7.13 Will clearly refer user to operating instructions. 
7.14 Will display disclaimer in the event of misuse. 
7.15 All text to be in language of country of sale. 
7.16 Will conform to legislation for all countries with common language. 
7.17 Will display references to IPR protection in all countries of sale with 
common language (e. g. patent nos. ). 
8. QUANTITY 
8.1 Target range for first year of sale: 10% share of global market 
(estimate 100% of current global market at approximately 800,000 
units p. a. ). 
9. SIZE 
9.1 Staple dimensions- 
Wire gauge: 
Crown: 
Leg: 
Closed height: 
9.2 Head dimensions- 
Diameter range: 
Length (min. gap-set): 
Length (max. gap-set): 
9.3 Flexible shaft dimensions- 
Length: 
0.28 mm. 
4.0 mm. 
to be determined (typically 4.8 mm). 
to be determined (typically 1- 2.5 mm). 
25,28,31,34 mm. 
70 mm. 
350 mm. 
1200 mm. 
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9.4 Handle dimensions- 
Not critical, but no larger than existing stapler handles. 
10. WEIGHT 
10.1 Shaft and head will weigh no more than 0.7 kg. 
11. AESTHETICS 
11.1 Appearance will be of a sleek, "streamlined" and simple exterior, to 
appear capable of easily sliding through lumen. 
11.2 Robust appearance will inspire confidence in the instrument. The 
extension will look as though it will not collapse during entry and the 
head assembly will appear capable of accurately forming staples. 
11.3 Integrated appearance. Similarly to 11.1, it must look like one whole 
sleek instrument when fully assembled. 
11.4 Stark, clinical appearance to emphasise sterility. 
12. MATERIALS 
12.1 All materials to be non-toxic. 
12.2 Any gaseous or liquid residue or emission to be non-toxic. 
12.3 Any solid residue or emission to be non-toxic and contained. 
12.4 All materials to maintain integrity for duration in working environment. 
12.5 Able to cope with forces/ loads involved. 
12.6 All external components to be of materials which will facilitate 
manufacture of smooth, low friction outer surface. 
12.7 Exterior component of flexible shaft will be of suitable flexibility to allow 
flexion as specified in 1.14, without creasing. 
12.8 All materials to be resistant to strong acid, mild alkali and any other 
form of chemical attack likely to be encountered within the body. 
12.9 All external components to be of materials which will not plastically 
deform, cut or chip during handling by mechanical graspers. 
12.10 Staples material. titanium. 
13. PRODUCT LIFE SPAN 
13,1 Ongoing development in competitive field makes accurate prediction 
difficult, strongly anticipate competitive response, predict 3- 5 years. 
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14. STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
14.1 No stapler standards found by author or Medical Devices Agency. 
14.2 Staples should conform to ASTM Standard F 1350- 96, i. e. the 
Standard Specification for Wrought 18 Chromium- 14 Nickel- 2.5 
Molybdenum Stainless Steel Surgical Fixation Wire (UNS S31673). 
15. ERGONOMICS 
15.1 Will promote operational ease to the point of intuitive operation, by 
designing for simplicity of use and conforming to ergonomic 
conventions. 
15.2 Handle will remotely control approximation, firing and steering. 
15.3 Will allow feedback to surgeon regarding approximated tissue status 
(safe gap/ pressure set). 
15.4 Will provide feedback to surgeon regarding staple/ knife status (fired 
or not). 
15.5 Feedback may be indirect, i. e. handle may be operated by suitably 
qualified theatre staff, such as anaesthetist. 
15.7 Flexible shaft will allow a reach of up to 1.2 m penetration from point of 
entry, whilst allowing much shorter penetration without excess shaft 
length between point of entry and handle causing obstruction. 
15.9 Stem in 1.2 iii b to allow easy anvil manipulation within lumen, during 
tissue set-up at anastomosis site (as in 1.19), prior to union with 
centre-shaft. 
15.10 Stem in 1.2 iii b to easily lock into centre-shaft with automatic crude 
alignment of staples and anvil buckets. 
15.11 Attached anvil and cartridge will approximate to 8 mm gap or less with 
automatic fine alignment of staples and anvil buckets. 
15.12 Any initial user assembly will be easily performed within one minute. 
15.13 Any assembly changes during surgery, such as reloading of heads, 
will be easily performed within thirty seconds for one assembly 
operation. 
15.14 All safety controls on the handle will be operable single handedly. 
15.15 All mechanisms and controls wll be located so that accidental 
interference with any other than the one(s) deliberately being operated 
is not possible. 
15. 16 Will operate with comfortable operating force. 
15. 17 Will operate with comfortable grip for 5th percentile woman. 
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15.18 Will travel through entry path with such ease that any obstruction \Mll 
be tactile sensed. 
15.19 Will travel through \Mthdrawal path with such ease that any obstruction 
will be tactile sensed. 
15.20 Will be easily visible and discernible under various lighting conditions, 
including glare from theatre lights and endoscopic lighting. 
15.21 All visual indicators to be clear in theatre light, i. e. easy to read scales, 
non-reflective surfaces, positioned for direct line of visual contact 
during use. 
15.22 Distinctive markings and colouring will allow easy identification, 
particularly of shaft, allowing easy in situ distinction from other 
instruments in proximity. 
15.23 Number of assemblies to be kept to a minimum. 
16. CUSTOMER 
16.1 Oesophageal surgeon. 
16.2 General surgeon. 
16.2 Potentially, card io-thoraci c, pulmonary, urological, gynaecological, 
veterinary and any surgeons who already employ anastomotic 
staplers, or practise the anastomosis of wide vessels or procedures 
which require the insertion of an arcuate edge sutureline (e. g. 
pyloroplasty). 
17. SAFETY 
17.1 Will be sterile from package. 
17.2 Will not induce tissue trauma. 
17.3 Will present no danger of bio-chemical adversity. 
17.4 Will present no danger of electrocution. 
17.5 Entire instrument exterior will have no exposed sharp edges or corners 
which may traumatise or tear inner lumen wall during any stage of a 
procedure from instrument entry to exit. 
17.6 Instrument will not fragment or dismantle during use. 
17.7 Range of head diameters will allow largest possible final lumen 
diameter without stretching tissue, with means of gauging lumen 
diameter. 
17.8 Friction during entry and exit should be sufficiently low as not to 
damage or significantly displace body parts. 
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17.9 During bending of flexible shaft, expansion or contraction of shaft's 
outer surface will create no means (e. g. creasing) by which tissue may 
be trapped or damaged. 
17,10 Entry without distal head assembly attached will not adversely affect 
ease of atraumatic entry. 
17.11 Head will have two distinct phases of operation: 
i. approximation of cartridge and anvil assemblies, and 
fi. firing. 
17.12 Will allow sensing of tissue contour flaws, especially purse-string 
flaws, e. g.: 
i. folded tissue between aligned staples and anvil bucket arrays. 
ii. incomplete rings of tissue between staples and buckets. 
17.13 Will not compress tissue beyond desired final appositioned tissue 
thickness. 
17.14 Complete approximation vvill not commit the surgeon to firing, i. e. the 
surgeon may approximate, then decide to abort the procedure. 
17.15 Will provide controllable quick release of approximated tissue. 
17.16 Tensioned lumen should not be stapled together. 
17.17 Head will be incapable of firing until approximation in 17.11 i is 
complete. 
17.18 Safety locks will prevent any accidental or premature firing after 
approximation in 17.11 i is complete. 
17.19 Will be incapable of misfiring. 
17.20 Any impact created during firing will not produce significant impulse 
which may be dissipated through compressed soft tissue. 
17.21 Stapling action must provide fully formed staples. 
17.22 Final (individual) staple form and (group array) configuration must 
provide: 
i. leak-proof anastomosis; a leaking joint is a serious complication 
fi. good haemostasis, i. e. no serious bleeding, but a gentle oozing of 
blood from trimmed inside edge of newly created stapled tissue 
flange 
iii. no tissue necrosis through pressure-induced blood-flow reduction 
iv. no inter-staple tissue tension 
v. widest stoma possible 
vi. no inducement of post-operative stricture. 
17.23 Staple dimensions to be suited to tissue, regarding the followng 
relationships: 
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i. overall tissue thickness, staple leg length and closed staple 
height(i. e. the leg length should be as long as the compressed 
tissue thickness plus an extra length with which the anvil can deform 
it) 
fi. wire gauge (thickness and tensile strength) and desired tissue 
compression (i. e. the tissue compression should be well within the 
tensile strength of the staples, and the wire should not be thin 
enough to cut through the compressed tissue). 
17.24 Must remove all excised tissue. 
17.25 Will observe the traditional inspection technique of retaining excised 
'doughnuts' to allow inspection for completeness. 
17.26 No particles or objects to remain in patient (barring staples) after use. 
2.1.4 ENGINEERING OBJECTIVES 
So far, this chapter has dealt with what is required of an MIT circular stapler 
from the point of view of the surgeon, before using these needs and wants to 
develop a set of engineering design objectives in the form of the PIDS. At this 
stage, the PIDS is incomplete because certain design constraints have yet to 
be clearly defined. In this section, these constraints are discussed with a 
view to developing an engineering research programme which should provide 
clearer understanding of the constraints, so that the PIDS may be more clearly 
defined. 
2.1.4.1 Tissue compression 
In section 2.1.2.5, the question raised was whether or not an MIT stapler 
should have variable or fixed staple height. If the answer involved no other 
factors than those mentioned, it might appear that a new stapler should 
develop from Ethicon's view on staple height, since Ethicon's infinitely 
variable closed height range includes the narrower limits of the USSC closed 
height. However, if a flexible extension is a desirable objective, the control of 
variable closed height may introduce un-necessary constraints, e. g. expense, 
complexity of use or design complexity. The Biofragmentable Anastomosis 
Ring (BAR, similar to the device described in section 1.7.6) has had some 
success and is available in a small range of discrete fixed gap closures for 
each diameter [72]. A similar range of closed staple heights may provide the 
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optimal solution, or perhaps one head of each diameter might be adjusted to 
any of the range of heights, if indeed any range is necessary. 
None of this takes into account the fact that the guidelines on what is 
acceptable compression for any soft tissue type or thickness are poorly 
defined, which is because the subject of safe tissue compression is not yet 
fully understood. This means that even if the means of controlling tissue 
compression is provided, the surgeon has little more than personal 
experience to determine what limits are appropriate for specific tissue 
thicknesses and types. 
Most of the in vitro attempts at quantifying soft tissue behaviour under load 
are tension-based [77,78,79], while most in vivo means of measuring the 
effect of compression on soft tissue depend upon the analysis of blood-flow. 
There are several methods for the in vivo analysis of blood-flow through soft 
tissue, including laser Doppler velocimetry [75,80], radiographic monitoring 
of radioactive substances introduced to the blood flow [81,82], and 
photoplethysmography [83]. However, none of these can measure blood-flow 
changes due to compression with absolute accuracy, and when tissue is 
wounded the blood-flow changes for reasons associated with natural healing, 
making pressure-induced blood-flow change in cut anastomosed tissue 
difficult to isolate. Combined with the fact that the author is not licensed to 
perform vivisection, this pointed towards the objective of finding a reliable 
method of relating in vitro tissue compression to tissue damage. 
The need to find such a method would require the establishment of a suitable 
soft tissue damage assessment criterion. In trying to identify potential 
candidates for this criterion, one proposition was, crudely put, a measure of 
the fluids which are squeezed from the tissue, which might be found to be 
proportional to compression. A biochemist was consulted for an opinion on 
this, and he confirmed that the internal cellular fluid contained in soft tissue 
cells is, among other things, a solution of potassium. If some of the cells leak 
due to compression, then the potassium solution from these cells will be 
expelled. If that solution could be collected and analysed, its potassium 
content might be determined. If such a measurement could be correlated to 
compression for a given tissue type, this may then prove to be a useful 
criterion for assessing compression damage. 
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Another candidate for the best criterion was the force required to achieve a 
level of compression for a given type of tissue with a known DLU size. This 
would have the inherent added advantage of providing a knowledge of the 
magnitude of approximation forces, allowing informed choice of 
approximation means. 
In both cases, the data would be compared with the level of compression, 
which itself would have to be determined. It was decided that, since 
compression expressed as force per unit area involves one of the test 
measurements which are being compared (i. e. force), then compression 
expressed as change in tissue thickness would provide the more likely 
neutral comparison. This also has the advantage of measuring directly the 
effect of gap-set changes. 
It was decided that an attempt to quantify a relationship between tissue 
compression and damage would be useful to the development of safer 
circular staplers. Since soft tissue is compressed or approximated in many 
frequently used tissue handling and joining procedures, the scope for the use 
of such a relationship in instrument development may be significantly wider 
than circular stapler design. 
2.1.4.2 Firing forces 
The most appropriate choice of firing actuation means depends on the 
magnitude of forces involved. The forces required across the staple driver 
stroke may vary considerably, given that there are various stages of staple 
deformation and that the driving of the knife into the teflon does not occur 
consistently across the stroke. 
Because of the need to restrict impulse which is transmitted through the 
tissue, knowledge of the force and speed at any part of the stroke which 
involves impact is required before a decision on the most appropriate 
actuation type can be taken. 
It is an objective of this project to establish the required force and how it 
varies across the driver stroke for each of the three DLU sizes, for a realistic 
range of gap-settings, and to determine what effect the presence of tissue of 
a type and form appropriate for each IDLU size has on this force. Given the 
predicted high order of magnitude of the firing forces in section 2.1.2.1, and 
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that an actuator may be placed \Mthin the head, the actuator will be required 
to generate an unusually high load for such a small device. If the overall 
force for each stage of the driver stroke could be broken down into 
component forces, so that the forces required to perform each of the most 
basic firing functions at their most crucial stages could be identified, then a 
greater understanding of the required firing forces across a pusher stroke 
might be achieved. This understanding might then be used to model the total 
firing scenario, and the model could allow the prediction of the effects of 
design modifications on the required firing forces. The predicted high force 
requirements of the actuator might then be reduced. It is a further objective 
to produce such a model. 
2.2 HYPOTHESES 
The hypotheses are generated from the research-orientated engineering 
objectives. Each hypothesis is stated in bold type under its own section 
heading. A brief explanation of how attempting to prove the hypothesis Wll 
contribute to meeting the engineering objectives is given. In all cases where 
the testing of tissue is required, porcine intestines are the proposed test 
tissue type. These can be acquired from an abattoir immediately after 
slaughter, and are generally accepted as being very similar to the human gut. 
2.2.1 HYPOTHESIS 1 
In thin soft tissue, tissue damage in a transversely compressed section 
is proportional to the change in thickness at the section. Further, there 
is an optimal combination for which change in tissue thickness is 
maximised and tissue damage minimised. 
If this statement could be proved, the results would relate directly to the 
surgical objective of compressing tissue within acceptable limits, by 
establishing what is meant by acceptable tissue compression. This 
information would provide engineering constraints within which a stapling 
system could be designed which gives improved control over safe tissue 
compression. 
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2.2.2 HYPOTHESIS 2 
In measuring thin soft tissue compression damage, leakage of 
potassium solution from compressed tissue cells is a superior 
assessment criterion to change in load. 
In trying to meet the objective of establishing limits for safe compression of 
soft tissue, some kind of test would be needed to measure tissue 
compression damage. If more than one test method is attempted, the 
methods themselves would need to be appraised. It is proposed that the 
measurement of potassium solution leaked from soft tissue cells during 
compression may give an absolute measurement of tissue compression 
damage. This test might be more accurate than the proposed alternative, 
which relies on the determination of a relationship between load on the tissue 
and the change in thickness. If either of these methods proved successful, 
they would provide a means of assessing tissue damage which does not rely 
on living subjects and whose absolute results could be isolated from the 
complex mechanisms of healing in living tissue. 
2.2.3 HYPOTHESIS 3 
Current circular surgical stapling equipment design requires that an 
unnecessarily wide range of loads be applied to the driver component 
across the duration of one firing stroke. 
This hypothesis directly addresses the problem of how the components of the 
overall firing force at certain points on the driver stroke may add up to 
extreme loads. If this is the case, it might be possible to reduce the extremity 
of total load by redistributing the component firing functions so that they 
appear at different points on the firing stroke, summing to a lesser extent, or 
by redesigning the component firing functions. To achieve a reduction (and 
possibly a smoothing, reducing the scope for unwanted impulse) of total firing 
forces for each point along the stroke, the component loads would have to be 
isolated and understood. With such information, the engineering objective of 
creating a stapler which is as undemanding as possible on an actuator may 
then be aimed for. 
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2.2.4 HYPOTHESIS 4 
The force required to drive surgical staples through porcine intestinal 
tissue is independent of tissue thickness, compression or type, as is the 
force required to drive a circular knife through the same tissue. 
To prove this hypothesis, it is necessary to establish what the required 
driving force is. This is true for all stages of the pattern of forces across that 
part of the driver stroke which drives the staples through tissue, for more than 
one tissue thickness, compression and type. This is also true for the driving 
of the knife through tissue. To achieve this knowledge for different sizes of 
DLU at different gap-settings, the forces needed for staples and knife 
penetration through tissue would have to be isolated from the other forces 
across the same part of the driver stroke, which would contribute to the 
engineering objective of developing a model of the firing forces scenario. 
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Chapter 3 Experiment Design 
This chapter describes how the experiments required to test the hypotheses 
were designed. After the experimental needs are described, the proposed 
methods of implementing them are given. 
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 
The overall objective of the experiments was to provide the necessary data to 
prove or disprove the hypotheses which were established at the end of 
chapter 2. Broadly, the first two hypotheses address issues of tissue 
compression by staplers, while hypotheses 3 and 4 are concerned with the 
firing of staplers. The discussion of experimental objectives is divided into the 
same two categories, since there may be scope for the use of similar 
resources to conduct separate experiments whose objectives are from within 
the same categories. 
3.1.1 TISSUE COMPRESSION 
The purpose of this research is to establish a relationship between the 
transverse compression of thin soft tissue and any resulting tissue damage. 
In doing so, it is also required that a means of assessing tissue damage be 
established. If the relationship was established, its primary use for the author 
would be to predict safe limits for compression of soft tissue by circular 
staplers during the tissue approximation phase of their operation. Any tests 
ought therefore to include tissue compression by a stapler head. The most 
likely way of achieving this would be to build a test apparatus which could 
approximate an anvil and cartridge to a variable gap-set, allowing data of 
forms appropriate to the chosen assessment criteria to be recorded. 
A typical surgical procedure includes the piercing and cutting of tissue by the 
purse-string suture, staples and knife, respectively, all of which represent 
significant potential sources of error in the detection of potassium expulsion 
purely due to compression. It is for this reason that the tests should not 
emulate a normal stapling procedure, but should simply compress two layers 
of intestine between an anvil and cartridge (as opposed to compressing two 
appositioned lumen). 
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Regarding the tissue damage assessment criteria, a comparison is to be 
made between the suitability of the measurement of two different quantities 
associated with compression. The first of these is the force required to 
achieve a change in thickness by compressing the tissue with a known 
stapler head size. The second is the measurement of potassium expulsion 
(in solution) from tissue cells which are damaged due to compression (see 
section 2.1.2.4), which may then be correlated to change in tissue thickness, 
for a given tissue type and area of compression. It is therefore a requirement 
that there be an experimental set-up which compresses tissue and allows the 
measurement of load on the compressed tissue. The change in tissue 
thickness must be controllable. For the experiments which involve the 
measurement of potassium expulsion, the apparatus which compresses the 
tissue must do so in a way which will allow the complete collection of expelled 
potassium solution. The amount of collected potassium must be measurable 
as an absolute quantity for each test. All of these experiments involve a 
change in tissue thickness, so there has to be some means of measuring 
uncompressed tissue thickness. 
Each stapler type has its own gap-set variability, which itself can vary even 
between models produced by the same manufacturer. In order that the tests 
may be as realistic as possible, the gap-set on the test apparatus should be 
variable within the limits of the "parent" instrument from which the cartridge 
and anvil came. 
It has already been established that any compression of tissue will involve the 
use of pig intestines as a human gut substitute (see section 2.2). If porcine 
guts are to represent real human gut behaviour during experiments, then the 
design of the experiments has to account for: natural potassium leakage; the 
tendency for the guts' contents to digest the guts; and osmotic swelling. The 
natural leakage of potassium solution from the tissue cells increases with time 
elapsed from the death of the animal. The scope for error in the 
measurement of compression-induced potassium expulsion therefore 
increases as the time between the death of the animal and the execution of 
the experiments increases. Biologists generally acknowledge that this 
increase becomes too significant to ignore over a period of more than two 
days, assuming that the tissue is kept at a low temperature, optimally 40 C 
(never reaching 00 C, as freezing water in the cells would expand and 
damage cellular structures). For accurate and comparable results, the natural 
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potassium leakage must be minimised and standardised. Any experiments 
therefore have to be performed as quickly as possible after collection of the 
tissue. The naturally occurring substances within the intestines can start to 
digest the guts almost immediately after slaughter and so should be removed 
as soon as possible, giving more reason for haste in tissue preparation. 
Osmotic swelling radically alters the tissue's mechanical properties, and 
occurs when the tissue is not contained in an environment which maintains its 
isotonic (chemical) balance. To prevent osmotic swelling, the tissue must be 
contained in an isotonic fluid, and to keep the leakage standardised, the 
entire tissue has to be contained in the same isotonic solution at any given 
moment during preparation. 
Since an absolute measure of the potassium expulsion is required, it is 
important that the entire fluid expelled from the tissue be collected. The 
collecting fluid must be a non-potassium-based isotonic solution, and should 
be contained in a vessel suitable for the complete submersion of the DLU and 
the tissue sample, taken as a complete assembly from the test rig and placed 
directly into the fluid. The concentration of potassium ions in the collecting 
fluid should then directly relate to the absolute number of ions expelled during 
compression. 
3.1.2 STAPLER FIRING 
The purpose of this research is to isolate the component functions which 
constitute the firing action of a circular stapler, and to establish the load 
variation for each of those functions across a firing stroke. It is also required 
that the effect on these loads of tissue presence in the stapler be established. 
The gaining of such knowledge would allow the author to predict what is 
required of an actuator if it were placed inside a stapler head as the prime 
mover for the firing function, and possibly modify the component firing 
functions to accommodate the actuator. 
The experimental apparatus should allow the load information to be recorded 
for different sizes of stapler head, and should allow each of these head sizes 
to be fired at one wide and one narrow cartridge/ anvil gap-setting, where 
both of these settings are within the limits of normal stapler use. In order that 
the effects of tissue presence on the loads be measured, the load information 
for the firing of stapler heads of each of the chosen sizes, at both of the 
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chosen gap-settings, should be recorded with and without two layers of tissue 
of an appropriate type for the head size. The equipment should also allow 
the tissue to be in a form which would lead to the creation of an anastomosed 
joint for each test on tissue, so that the tests resemble surgical reality as 
closely as possible. 
As well as measuring the total firing load variation across a firing stroke, the 
individual components which contribute to the total firing load at any point 
across a firing stroke should be isolated and measured individually. These 
are: staples' deformation; penetration of the teflon annulus by the circular 
knife; friction of the moving part in the cartridge; and tissue cutting and 
stapling. 
The constraints put on the tissue compression experiments by tissue handling 
and preparation requirements also apply to tissue firing experiments. 
3.2 SELECTION OF APPARATUS AND MATERIALS 
After establishing what the experiments must do, the experimental equipment 
and test materials had to be found which would enable the execution of the 
experiments. 
3.2.1 TISSUE PREPARATION 
It was known that the collection and preparation of tissue for use in any of the 
experiments would take a full day. This required the use of a fume cupboard. 
No experimental facilities would be available outside normal working hours, 
so before any experiments could be carried out, the prepared tissue had to be 
stored overnight in isotonic solution in a cold room, which would store 
materials at 4' C. Since tissue is only of use for two days from slaughter, 
tests on one set of tissue had to be completed within the remaining one day. 
3.2.2 STAPLE HEAD SELECTION 
For both the tissue compression and stapler firing experiments, the DLU was 
considered the most appropriate test piece. The DLU is the only stapling 
head which can be used to reload its parent instrument (the original EEA 
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model, described in section 1.6). It could reasonably be assumed that the 
DLU would be suitable for a test rig which needed to facilitate fast reloading, 
with accurate and repeatable location and orientation. It could also allow an 
axial load to be placed on the cartridge casing or on the staples' driver, so 
that the cartridge could be driven towards the anvil during the tissue 
compression experiments and the driver could be pushed through a firing 
stroke, with the possibility of direct measurements of the loads in all cases. 
Of all of the USSC's EEA models, the reloadable EEA is by far the most 
adjustable, which means that measurements of staple firings can be made 
over a relatively wide range of gap-settings while remaining within normal 
limits of surgical use for the instrument. Although the IDLU is the least 
expensive loaded stapling head, at the time of the experiments, the price of a 
DLU was El 61, and it was initially thought that no more than eight of these 
could be purchased. Fortunately, AutoSuture UK chose to contribute a 
further thirty DLUs for experimentation, in exchange for any acquired data. 
3.2.3 TEST RIG REQUIREMENTS/ DESIGN 
For the measurement of load in any of the experiments, a materials testing 
apparatus was required. In order to fit the cartridges into the testing machine, 
a test rig had to be built. If the same rig were to be used for both the tissue 
compression and the stapler firing experiments, then, with reference to figure 
3.1, the functions required from the test rig would be: 
a: to maintain strict linear and rotational alignment between anvil and 
cartridge 
b: to allow interchange-ability of cartridges without complete dismantling of rig 
c: to provide for gap-setting variability 
d: to allow measurement of axial load onto driver 
e: to allow measurement of axial load onto casing 
f: to allow removal of complete DLU and compressed tissue as complete 
assembly, with minimum handling requirement 
The way in which the DLUs should fit to the rig might reasonably be expected 
to utilise the cartridge locating component. However, there are slight 
differences in the lengths of the DLUs, so the relevant cartridge dimensions 
were checked to ensure that the staples' pusher location would be standard 
at the start of a stroke for any DLU size. As shown in figure 3.2, the axial 
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location of the cartridge is controlled by a face inside the cartridge locating 
component which acts as an end-stop as it meets the end of the EEA outer 
shaft. The distance between this meeting point and the start point of the 
driver stroke was found to be a standard 7.0 mm for each DLU size. The 
cartridge's bayonet pins are used to lock the cartridge onto the instrument 
after it has been positioned. If the bayonet pins were to be used by the test 
rig to suspend the cartridge in accurate alignment with and distance from the 
anvil, then they also must have a standard position on the cartridge locating 
component. The distance from the end face of the cartridge locating 
component to the face which abuts to the EEA outer shaft is a standard 10.9 
mm for all DLU sizes, and the distance from the end face to the bottom of the 
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bayonet pin is, at 7.7 mm, also standard. Since the position of the faces 
which engage during loading and firing are all standard relative to the bayonet 
pins, then the rig may depend on the bayonet pins to suspend the cartridges 
at a standard position. 
The test rig design which was though to be most suitable is shown in figure 
3.3. It was designed to be used in conjunction with a Lloyd 10 000 Materials 
Testing machine. The block would screw onto the base of the testing 
machine and provide a rigid base for the rest of the rig. The anvil is attached 
to the post, which is threaded to mate with the rotating anvil nut. The post 
has a milled flat along its length, so that its cross-sectional shape reciprocates 
with the D-shaped hole in the centre of the anvil (see figure 3.4), preventing 
rotation of the anvil. This allows vertical movement of the anvil assembly 
along the post, maintaining its fixed horizontal orientation, by rotating the nut. 
The cartridge is held manually against the centre part of the plate. The slide 
is then pushed along the runners until it sits against the cartridge (see figure 
3.5), effectively creating two vertical slots, one for each bayonet on the 
cartridge (see figure 3.4), providing vertical alignment and preventing rotation 
of the cartridge. The extended forks at the front of the slide act as end-stops 
for the cartridge bayonets in their slots. The hinged plate is then swung over 
the cartridge and the sponge compressed against the top edge of the 
cartridge, so that the bayonets are held firmly against the slide, preventing 
any vertical motion of the cartridge. The lock is swung over the depressed 
hinged plate and hooked onto the opposite post, thus fixing the position of the 
cartridge in space. The gap between the anvil and cartridge may then be 
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varied by turning the nut. By simply turning the slide around, the cartridge will 
be held in vertical alignment with the freedom to move another 3 mm down 
(since the forks described above are no longer in contact with the cartridge 
bayonets), more than enough to allow tissue compression tests over the 
maximum possible gap-set range. Neither the hinged plate nor the pusher 
component are used here, the applied force coming from the collar which is 
directly attached to the load cell. 
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The prongs at the lower end of the staple pusher assembly, when fitted to the 
load cell on the testing machine, align with the staple pusher inside the 
cartridge, providing the means to drive the staples. 
3.3 TESTS 
3.3.1 TISSUE COMPRESSION TESTS 
The tissue compression tests are required to provide information on the range 
of forces required to compress the range of (uncompressed) thicknesses of 
tissue types likely to be encountered by the three sizes of DLU available, to 
the range of desired compressed tissue thicknesses. 
Since these tests do not involve the firing of cartridges, they do not 
necessarily require new DLUs. In fact, since the tests should have no 
an rig 
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Figure 3.5 DLU in test rig for firing tests 
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destructive effect on the DLUs, it is only necessary that one spent DLU of 
each size be acquired for the performance of any number of tissue 
compression tests, since each of these may be re-used in tissue compression 
tests as often as is required. Since the cost of DLUs is high, this will help to 
stretch the research budget further. 
The time available for one set of these tests is limited to one working day, and 
the set has to be completed within that day, since the testing machine was 
not available for two consecutive days, and also since the tissue could only 
be used for one day, which meant that continuation of a series of tests on 
different days would have to involve tissue from different animals. 
3.3.2 STAPLER FIRING TESTS 
There is a large discrepancy between the perceived ideal set of tests and the 
actual tests planned for. This is primarily due to the high cost per DLU. The 
perceived ideal would include the testing for each of the forces isolated 
below: 
1. Firing of a loaded DLU* 
2. Firing of a loaded DLU with tissue* 
3. Knife penetration of teflon ring* 
4. Knife penetration of tissue and teflon ring* 
5. Deforming open staples (or closing staples)* 
6. Closing staples with tissue* 
7. Driver friction 
8. Staples friction 
* Should be repeated for different gap-set, so a total of 14 DLUs are required 
for a full set of tests. 
Statistical validity requires at least two repetitions of the above tests, bringing 
the total number of DLUs required to 42. 
Cross-correlation of the results for each of the three DLU sizes should be 
attempted, so the overall total DLU requirement would now be 126. 
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At the time of testing, 1 IDLU cost El 61, so the cost for the experiments, in 
terms of DLUs only, would be P-20,286. Since the entire research budget was 
less than one sixth of this figure, another test strategy had to be developed. 
The actual tests were planned to minimise the required number of DLUs and 
maximise the acquirable information. Not all of the firings require the 
cartridge to be loaded, so that some of the tests may be carried out using 
spent cartridges, and some of the required information may be deduced from 
the test data through implication (e. g. the penetration of the knife into the 
teflon ring occurs in two comparable test types, although only one of those 
tests types was designed primarily to give information on this force. It was 
assumed that the figures for this force could be isolated from the results of the 
other experiment type and both sets of figures compared). For any IDLU size, 
there are nine types of firing tests (or five, excluding gap changes in 6): 
1. Fire full DLU without tissue 
2. Fire DLU without tissue or staples 
3. Fire DLU without tissue or knife 
4. Fire DLU without tissue, staples or knife 
5. Fire full DLU with tissue 
6. Repeat 1,2,3 and 5 for different gap-setting 
Every test performed is repeated once. For each cartridges size, test types 1 
to 4 are performed in sequence at the 1.3 mm gap-setting. The gap-setting 
on the test-rig is then adjusted to 1.7 mm, after which the test sequence is 
performed as for the previous gap-setting. Test type 5 is performed for all 
DLU sizes consecutively, at both gap-settings, minimising the time spent 
between tests by the tissue samples. This sequence should allow all tests on 
the same type of tissue (e. g. small intestine) to be performed on the gut of 
one animal (since, even with optimal storage conditions, the tissue should not 
be kept for more than one day), and reduced the potential for change in 
tissue properties with time between tests, keeping the test conditions as 
stanclardised as possible. 
The two gap-settings were chosen because, since the 1.0- 2.5 mm gap-set 
range of the existing Ethicon staplers (which use staples of a longer leg 
length) is wider than the maximum DLU range, it follows that as wide a range 
as is realistically possible ought to be examined. The gap setting on the EEA 
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can vary by approximately 1 mm. However, the gap-set limits were found to 
vary slightly among the different DLU sizes. Since there was a very 
constraining time limit on the period of use of the test equipment, it was 
decided that the same value of wide and narrow gap should be applied to all 
of the tests if possible, reducing the number of set-up procedures, which are 
time-consuming and difficult to repeat. For this reason, the largest recorded 
small gap and the smallest large gap were recorded. These were 1.2 mm 
and 1.8 mm. Since the measurements are not made with absolute certainty, 
due to the parallax error inherent to the Vernier arrangement of the 
instrument's gap-setting gauge, the range of 1.3- 1.7 mm was used. Thus, a 
small and wide gap setting could be used which are within the realistic 
boundaries of use for all cartridge sizes. 
3.3.2.1 Experimental Method 
As explained below, the test sequence may be completed with thirty-six DLUs 
(twelve for each size). However, the need to be economical with the 
cartridges extended to the practise of obtaining 4.8 mm staples from out- 
dated linear cartridges (the term "out-dated" refers to the life span of the 
sterile packaging, i. e. once out-dated, a surgical package is commercially 
useless and so free to opportunistic researchers; it has no implications for the 
condition of the staples). It was decided that the knife need only be removed 
from two cartridges of each type, so when test types 2 and 3 were performed 
for the wider gap setting, the repeat tests should utilise these staples along 
with the staples and teflon rings from any spare DLUs when they were 
available in the right size, otherwise they would use the same teflon ring as 
was used in the previous firing. 
The proposed test sequence is comprised of the following stages: 
i. Adjust gap-setting on test rig to 1.3 mm. Fire fresh 25 mm DLU. 
ii. Repeat 1 with a fresh DLU. 
iii. Replace the now cut teflon ring in the now empty DLU from 1 with the 
fresh ring from the knife-less 25 mm DLU intended for 5, since this new 
ring is otherwise redundant. Push the pusher back to the start position 
and fire the DLU from 1 again. 
iv. Repeat 3 using the now empty DLU from 2 and the teflon ring from 6. 
V. Fire a knife-less 25 mm DLU. 
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vi. Repeat 5 with the remaining unfired knifes DLU. 
vii. Fire the now empty knifes DLU from 5. 
viii. Repeat 7 with the now empty knifes DLU from 6. 
ix. Repeat 1-8 for 28 and 31 mm DLUs- 
x. Adjust gap-setting on test rig to 1.7 mm. Reload both knifes DLUs of 
each size with staples from linear cartridges. Repeat 1-6 and 9. 
A. Adjust gap-setting on test rig to 1.3 mm. Fire fresh 25 mm DLU with 
tissue, creating an end-to-end anastomosis. 
xii. Repeat 11 with a fresh 25 mm DLU. 
xiii. Repeat 11 and 12 with fresh 28 and 31 mm DLUs. 
xiv. Adjust gap-setting on test rig to 1.7 mm. Repeatll-13. 
The tests would provide the following direct results for each gap-set and DLU 
size: 
Test type 1 (stages i and ii) = total firing force without tissue (2 results) 
Test type 2 (stages iii and iv) knife penetration force plus friction (2 
results) 
Test type 3 (stages v and vi) staple deforming force plus friction (2 results) 
Test type 4 (stages vii and viii) = friction (2 results) 
Test type 5 (stages xi and xii) = total firing force with tissue (2 results) 
Assuming that the operating forces within a DLU are repeatable for each DLU 
size and that the force requirements introduced by the presence of tissue are 
variable between samples, then from the directly recorded data, other results 
may be inferred for each gap-set and DLU size: 
Staples and knife are fired in test types 1 and 5, while tissue is cut and 
stapled only in test type 5. Assuming that cutting and stapling are not 
precisely simultaneous, then the tissue stapling and cutting forces ought to be 
calculable ("Result 1" is a result of a test type 1, etc. ), i. e. 
Result 5- Result 1= force required to cut and staple tissue 
After these results are known, an attempt might then be made to establish a 
model which describes how the DLUs'firing forces range across the full 
extent of their operating extremes, and the extent to which of the component 
firing functions contributes to those extremes. 
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Chapter 4 Tissue compression tests 
In chapter 2, it was established that a greater understanding of the load- 
bearing capacity of thin soft tissue in transverse compression is required 
before the necessary level of control over tissue compression during circular 
stapling procedures may be determined. This chapter documents the 
experimental investigation into the compression of two appositioned pieces of 
thin soft tissue held between an approximated cartridge and anvil. 
The experiments involved the approximation of each of the DLU sizes to 
several different gap settings, compressing two different types of tissue. The 
change in tissue thickness was recorded for each experiment, as was the 
variation of force with increasing displacement of the cartridge towards the 
anvil. Subsequent recordings were made of the level of potassium expulsion 
from each sample. The data collected from these experiments could then be 
used to appraise how changes in both load and potassium (K) expulsion 
compare with change in tissue thickness, thus contributing to the proving or 
disproving of hypotheses 1 and 2. 
4.1 OBJECTIVES 
The primary objective was to generate the data required to quantify what is 
meant by safe tissue compression. With such information, the most 
appropriate means of driving and controlling the compression of tissue when 
approximating the anvil of a remotely controlled circular stapler to its 
cartridge might be determined. Conformity to the constraints of controlled 
tissue compression is an ideal design requirement for many MIT instruments 
[54]. 
Much of the work done to determine the relationship between soft tissue 
compression and damage has relied upon the determination of changes in 
blood-flow [12,80-83]. This provides a "snapshot" picture of a complex long- 
term dynamic situation (including healing-related blood-flow change) which is 
not fully understood, and requires living subjects (which are not available to 
the author). A further objective of the experiments was to find some criteria 
which, when compared with the change in tissue thickness (or some closely 
related quantity), might provide a simpler and clearer means of assessing 
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tissue compression damage. Since soft tissue cells contain a fluid which is, 
among other things, a potassium solution, it was hoped that this solution 
could be collected from tissue whose cells have burst due to compression, so 
that the level of potassium collected could be measured and related to the 
level of compression, providing the basis for a model which could predict safe 
compression levels. The load required to compress the tissue to each of the 
determined thicknesses could also be measured. The data provided by these 
tests might then establish which (if either) of the two quantities, i. e. force and 
the level of potassium expelled from burst tissue cells, is the better soft tissue 
compression damage assessment criterion. 
4.2 MATERIALS 
Large and small porcine intestines were used as a human gut substitute. The 
transport of these required polythene bags which could be sealed, a large 
seal-able bucket to contain them, four litres of isotonic Ringers solution and 
approximately one kg of ice. The guts were prepared in a fume cupboard, 
using two large deep trays, more Ringers solution, 0.9% sodium chloride 
solution, a scalpel and Straight Canadian (surgical) scissors. Between 
preparation and use, they were stored overnight in a cold room, at 40 C. 
Distilled water, a2 litre flask, a magnetic stirrer, standard Ringers solution 
tablets, 99.9% pure sodium chloride (NaCl) crystals and a balance were 
required to prepare the solutions. 
One DLU of each size was required. These only had to be intact, not 
necessarily unfired, since no staples or knives would be fired. 
The test rig described in chapter 3 was mounted onto the Lloyd 10 000 
Materials Testing machine, driven by Lloyd's Dapmat (version 3.05) software 
from a PC. A 500 N load cell was used, and a collar was pinned to the load 
cell so that its lower face would abut with the upper surface of the cartridge. 
Figure 4.1 shows the test rig in place on the testing machine, loaded with a 
DLU. The close up picture in figure 4.2 shows the collar in contact with the 
cartridge. 
Vernier callipers were used to measure tissue sample thickness. 
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Two 100 ml beakers were used, one to measure out a standard volume of 
0.9% NaCl solution, the other to collect the potassium solutions in. Sample 
Figure 4.1. Tissue compression test apparatus set-up 
Figure 4.2. Cartridge placed in test position 
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collection tubes, with closures, were labelled, one for each test, allowing the 
solutions to be sealed and stored in a manageable order. 
A Jenway PFP7 Sodium/ Potassium flame photometer was used to measure 
the potassium levels in the collected solutions. De-ionised water was used to 
zero the photometer. A standard solution of 500 ppm potassium was used to 
prepare an array of 500,50,5 and 0.5 ppm potassium solutions, using de- 
ionised water, a pipette, a small flask and four 25 ml beakers. 
4.3 METHOD 
The guts were regarded as a mild biohazard and were handled using surgical 
gloves. The recommended inoculations for working with such material were 
taken. The use of guts presented the single most difficult aspect of managing 
the experiments, as the natural leakage of potassium from the tissue 
increases with time elapsed from the death of the animal. Biologists 
generally acknowledge that this increase becomes too significant to ignore 
over a period of more than one day. The scope for error therefore increases 
as the time between the death of the animal and the execution of the 
experiments increases. The rate of this leakage is also dependant upon the 
tissue's immediate environment. To keep the potassium leakage minimised 
and standardised, the experiments were performed as quickly as possible 
after collection of the tissue, and the entire tissue was contained in the same 
solution at any given moment during preparation. 
Figure 4.3. Jenway PFP7 Sodium Potassium flame photometer 
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4.3.1 GUT PREPARATION 
The entire gut was collected from an abattoir immediately after slaughter and 
placed into a plastic bag containing quarter strength isotonic Ringer's 
solution, previously prepared by dissolving standard Ringer's solution tablets 
in distilled water. Submersion in this solution would help to preserve the 
tissue's chemical properties and prevent osmotic swelling. To prevent any 
drying out of unsubmerged tissue, the air was expelled from the bag before it 
was sealed. The contents of guts will start to digest the guts almost 
immediately after death, altering their mechanical and chemical properties, so 
it was important to empty them as quickly as possible. Since this effect is 
temperature dependant, and their transportation to the laboratory could take 
up to two hours, the bag was contained in a sealed bucket with more Ringer's 
solution and another plastic bag containing ice. The ice bag was sealed so 
that melting ice would not affect the concentration of the surrounding isotonic 
solution. During the entire gut-sanitising process, through to the tests, the 
gut was kept wet in isotonic solution. On arrival at the laboratory, the tissue 
was transferred into one of two large deep trays, both containing fresh 
Ringer's solution. The trays were placed adjacent to each other in a fume 
cupboard. A scalpel was used to perform the delicate task of separating the 
folds of intestine, from each other and from the mesenteric adhesions, from 
the duodenum to the ileoecal valve. As the gut was freed, it was fed into the 
second tray. It was found that by maintaining the wholeness of the small 
intestine during this stage, it would be instrumental in emptying itself to a 
large extent. The objective of the gut preparation was to produce forty pairs 
Figure 4.4. Preparation of tissue samples 
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of cleaned square samples of both large and small intestinal tissue (a total of 
160 pieces). The samples had to be cut to the smallest area which would 
allow the perimeter to clear the widest anvil circumference with a few mm 
overhang, so that, while the minimum of handling would be required 
(reducing the potential for extraneous potassium solution release), no part of 
the compressed tissue would be immediately adjacent to a cut edge (which 
might yield a misleading high potassium level). Each sample was cut to 
approximately 4 cm long. The Canadian scissors were used, firstly to cut the 
separated guts into manageable sections, then to cut the guts open, adhering 
as much as possible to the line of the mesentery, so that any remaining 
attachments would be outside the samples' compression zones. The 
sections were then cleaned thoroughly using more isotonic solution before 
the desired 4 cm sample lengths were cut from them. The process was then 
repeated for the large intestine. Ringer's solution is easily available in bulk 
and is custom made for this type of work, which is why it was used during 
preparation. However, Ringer's solution is potassium-based, making it 
inappropriate for the experiments, since these require measurement of a 
potassium solution. Five litres of another isotonic solution, 0.9% sodium 
chloride (NaCl), were prepared and used for three purposes: firstly, a bath of 
isotonic solution in which the tissue could be cleansed of Ringer's solution 
and excess potassium leaked during it's preparation; secondly, a fresh bath 
into which the cleansed samples could be stored while awaiting tests; and 
thirdly, as the standard solution into which the experimentally expelled 
potassium would be dissolved. 
4.3.2 TISSUE COMPRESSION AND POTASSIUM SAMPLE COLLECTION 
The levels of compression-reduced tissue thickness to be tested had to be 
determined before the compression tests could be executed. These levels 
should allow the final compressed tissue thickness, t, to be expressed relative 
to the uncompressed thickness, T, for each test. Previous research has 
shown that CSAs in dog colons appeared to heal best when the tissue was 
compressed to t= 75% of T [12], and it is known that some surgeons will 
compress tissue to t= 50% of T during anastomosis (generally regarded as 
quite extreme). The range of values for t, expressed as a percentage, W, of 
T, should encompass both of these figures, which is why an arbitrary range of 
values of W= 90%, 75%, 65%, 55% and 45% was proposed. However, if the 
value of t for each test was based on Tfor each sample, then, since no two 
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samples are of identical thickness, the materials testing machine would have 
to be set up for each individual test. The machine requires a relatively 
lengthy set-up procedure, so that changing the test parameters between all 
individual tests would be very impractical in a situation where expedience is 
important (the test equipment was available for very limited periods of time, 
and tests of this nature cannot be carried out over more than a few hours, 
since the physical characteristics of the guts may otherwise change 
significantly). It was decided that five sets of tests would be carried out for 
both tissue types, where absolute values of t would be used. These values 
would be calculated according to t= WT,,,,,, where T,,,,, is the largest 
uncompressed sample thickness found (see next paragraph), for each tissue 
type. Thus, for any test set-up (e. g. small bowel tissue, W= 75%) the cross- 
head of the testing machine would be driven through the same distance, 
compressing all samples to the same final thickness, and since no sample 
would exceed Tmax, no sample would begin the test in compression. The 
actual tissue thickness, T, was recorded for each test sample before 
compression, after which the real change in tissue thickness could be 
calculated for each test. During the small intestinal tissue tests, the W= 90% 
value produced very low readings. For this reason, Wwas modified to 85% 
for the large intestinal tissue tests. 
To determine Tm,, for the small intestine samples, fifteen randomly selected 
samples of small intestine were lifted from the bath. The samples were 
placed on tissue paper and lightly dabbed to remove the excess fluid, then 
placed flat on a dry surface. Vernier callipers, accurate to 0.02 mm, were 
then extended before being brought down slowly until they made contact with 
the tissue, as shown in figure 4.5. The readings are given in table 4.1. The 
top row, "No. ", gives the sample numbers, while the second, "thin", gives the 
small bowel sample thicknesses. The lowest row, "thick", shows the same 
measurements for large bowel tissue. Tmax for the small intestine samples 
was found to be 1.10 mm, while the widest large bowel wall was 1.40 mm. 
No. 123456789 10 11 12 13 14 15 
thin 1.06 1,10 1.08 1.10 1.00 0.94 1.02 0.88 1.10 1.04 1.00 0.98 1.02 1.08 1.00 
thick 1.28 1.36 1.14 1.34 1.36 1.40 1.28 1.20 1.38 1.36 1.12 1.00 1.30 1.38 1.28 
Table 4.1. Random tissue sample thicknesses (measurements in mm) 
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The test rig was used to suspend the cartridge and anvil in alignment with 
each other as they would be when mounted on the stapler. The axis of 
alignment coincided with the primary axis of the testing machine to which it 
was fixed. The collar, attached to the 500 N load cell on the machine's cross- 
head, is shown suspended above the cartridge (see fig. 4.2). 
Although the cartridge and anvil are held in alignment by the rig, there is no 
fixed gap between them; the anvil is fixed in space but the cartridge can slide 
along its own vertical axis without rotating, allowing the testing machine's 
cross-head to drive the cartridge (via the 50ON load cell) from the 
uncompressed gap to a pre-determined gap, compressing tissue as it would 
under normal surgical conditions. 
The first tests were carried out on 25 mm DLUs with small intestine samples, 
compressing them to 90% of 2T,,, (since two layers of tissue were 
compressed, just as in surgery) for tissue of that type. The anvil was fixed 
onto the post on the rig, and the cartridge aligned above it so that the 
cartridge was resting on the anvil (the rig was designed so that, when placed 
in position in the rig's upper plate, a cartridge would self-align). The cross- 
head was brought down so that the collar was almost in contact with the 
cartridge, after which its height was finely manipulated, manually gauging the 
gap between the cartridge and the pusher until the gap matched the value of 
Tmax for small intestinal tissue. This cross-head position was then marked by 
Vemier calipers*. -. 
tissue sampl 
flat surfac 
Figure 4.5. Measurement of tissue thickness 
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the software as the zero position. The distance to be travelled by the 
cartridge, Ah, was calculated as it was for all of the experiments- 
Ah =H- WH, where 
h= distance between the anvil and cartridge 
H=h,,,,,, = T,,,,, for tissue sample type, 
W=% of Tmax to which test sample thickness will be reduced, and so 
WH =t= final compressed tissue thickness 
The cross-head was raised and the cartridge removed before a section of 
tissue was selected from the bath. Its thickness was measured and recorded 
before it was placed flat over the anvil. A second tissue sample was then 
measured and placed flat on top of the first one. The cartridge was then 
carefully put back in place, resting freely on top of the tissue, so that the two 
layers of tissue were lying flat in between the cartridge and anvil. The cross- 
head was returned to the zero position, before commencing to approximate 
the cartridge to the anvil, compressing the tissue to the desired value of t. 
The results were recorded on disc, including the graph of load against 
displacement, and the cross-head was raised. As quickly as possible, the 
anvil's nut was unscrewed. This action had to be performed delicately, and 
the author's gloved fingers could only approach the nut from 
beneath, avoiding contact with the tissue. The whole assembly of cartridge, 
anvil and tissue was then transferred into a 100 ml beaker containing 40 ml of 
0.9% NaCl, as explained below. The experiment was repeated three times. 
A further four tests were performed on thin tissue with the 25 mm DLU for 
each of the values of WH, excluding the value where W= 55%. The whole 
series of tests was then performed for a 28 mm DLU with thin tissue, again 
excluding the 55% value. In a separate session, the test series was 
performed on a 28 mm DLU with thick tissue, omitting the value where W= 
65%. This was repeated for a 31 mm DLU. The tests which were excluded 
were cancelled because of the constraint of time for any one test session. 
Had the tests been carried out in sequence, the available time would have 
elapsed before the full range of tests could have been carried out. Since the 
samples could only be used in one session, some of the tests had to be 
sacrificed. The 75% value tests were considered too important to lose, as 
these would be compared with those of Chung's [12], and the most extreme 
compression tests were retained since later extrapolation of the results to 
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meet these extremes would be more blind than interpolation of mid-range 
values. 
It was important that virtually all of the fluid expelled from the tissue during 
each test was collected, so that an accurate measure of potassium expulsion 
could be made. The collecting beaker had to be big enough to contain the 
tissue and allow the anvil and cartridge (on which fluid would be found) to be 
immersed in the standard 0.9% NaCl solution, but the volume of the solution 
had to be as low as possible, thus keeping the K concentration as high as 
possible, reducing the scope for error. It was initially thought that a 50 ml 
beaker was appropriate, as it could just allow the complete immersion of the 
largest IDLU with a little clearance and keep the volume of collecting fluid 
down. However, after a failed first attempt at these experiments, it was found 
that ease of tissue and DLU immersion was greater facilitated by a larger 100 
ml beaker and 40 ml of liquid, where the tissue sample could be swirled 
around lightly with reduced risk of further compression due to awkwardness 
of its handling in such a confined space. Before each test, a balance was 
used to weigh out the NaCl solution, using the same beaker each time to 
dispense it into the sample beaker. After each sample was collected, the 
collection beaker was rinsed with a little NaCl and dried with a paper towel, to 
avoid an accumulation of potassium from previous tests. Only small volumes 
of the collected samples required for the later photometer tests were then 
transferred into sample collection tubes, which were sealed with their 
closures before the excess sample volumes were disposed of. 
4.3.3 POTASSIUM MEASUREMENT 
The flame photometer was used to measure the K content in the fluid. When 
setting up the flame photometer, two things have to be borne in mind: 1. The 
instrument has a single scale for it's digital readout (0-199). Thephotometer 
is calibrated by the user so that the range of readouts for any set of tests lies 
as near to the high end of the scale as possible without going off the scale, 
so that error in the readings is kept to a minimum; 2. As the readings move 
towards the extreme low end of the scale, the error in the reading becomes 
too great to be of any value. 
For a first attempt at standard isation, de-ionised water was used to set the 
photometer's reading to zero, and an array of test samples was made up from 
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a pre-prepared standard solution containing 500 ppm K. The test samples 
consisted of the undiluted 500 ppm K solution and dilutions of 50,5 and 0.5 
ppm K, and the photometer was set to produce readings of 100,26.0,4.5 and 
2.7, respectively. At this setting, the de-ionised water produced a reading of 
0.1 
7 
Mich, given the instrument's tendency to fluctuate at lower readings, 
was regarded as acceptably close to zero. 
Photometer readings were then taken of six of the test samples, each 
selected to represent a broad range of the wider array of test specimens, and 
labelled according to its place in that array. The readings were: 
Sample Al 7 A5 F17 E17 El E3 
Reading 7.6 6.2 19.4 16.2 21.4 12.6 
The reading for the 50 ppm K solution was taken to be the most appropriate 
standard for comparison, since it left a margin for the highest of the selected 
sample readings to be exceeded during the tests without greatly exceeding 
the others. The photometer, whose maximum reading is 199, was reset so 
that the 50 ppm solution now read 100 and the de-ionised water read 0.1. A 
further set of readings were taken for 50,5,0.5 and 0.05 ppm K standard 
solutions, producing readings of 100,17.1,10.0 and 2.6, respectively. As 
seen in graph 4.1, the photometer readings of the standard samples have a 
near-linear relationship with the sample concentration, with the exception of 
the tail at the beginning of the slope. With the writers' benefit of retrospect 
when analysing the data, all of the sample readings lie within the linear 
range, so the lowest value was knocked out to produce the final linear 
standard graph 4.2, against which all of the sample readings would be 
gauged. 
The readings are given in tables of results in section 4.2.3, along with their 
conversion to p. p. m., calculated according to the equation for the line in 
graph 4.2: 
8.55 + 1.83x eqn. 4.1 
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Graph 4.1. Photometer readings of standard K solutions 
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Graph 4.2. Linear interpolation of graph 4.1 readings 
4.4 RESULTS 
Graph 4.3 gives an example of the load deformation curve for the 
compression by a 25 mm DLU of small bowel tissue, from relaxed thickness 
to 0.99 mm. The full set of graphs is given in appendix 2. 
The data associated with the maximum compression for each test is 
presented in tables 4.2- 4.5. Each table header gives the values: H, the gap- 
setting from which the cartridge moves (which equals the largest sample 
thickness for tissue of that type); T, the specific sample thickness for any 
individual test; and t, the final thickness to which the tissue will be 
compressed, as in figure 4.6. t is calculated for each of the four percentage 
values of largest sample thickness (WI-1) to which the test samples were 
reduced. 
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The left hand column of each table gives: TEST, the test number; F, the 
recorded maximum compressive force; T, the uncompressed sample 
thickness; D, the compressed tissue strain; K, the potassium level readout 
from the flame photometer; and ppm, the count of parts per million potassium, 
deduced from K using equation 4.1. 
AT Referring to figure 4.6, if D is tissue strain, then from D=- and t=h, 
T 
D=I-h eqn 4.2 T 
Thus, for each sample tested, an accurate value of D can be derived from the 
final anvil/ cartridge gap-set h and the initial tissue thickness T. 
The inner and outer radii of the cartridge surface which compresses tissue 
are measured to the chamfered edges. For each DLU size, the radii and 
tissue-compressing surface area were: 
25 mm DLU: rl = 8.8 mm, r2 = 11.8 mm; area = 194.2 MM2 
28 mm DLU: rl = 10.6 mm, r2 = 13.6 mm; area = 228.1 MM2 
31 mm DLU: rl = 12.2 mm, r2 = 15.2 mm; area = 258.2 MM2 
tissue 
(2 layers) 
T H widest gap (initial setting) 
h narrowest gap (final setting) 
T uncompressed tissue thickness 
t= compressed tissue thickness 
Figure 4.6. Experimental gap-setting and tissue thickness 
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Lloyd Instruments Data Analysis Package 
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Graph 4.3. Small bowel tissue compressed to W= 45% by 25 mm DLU 
I 25mm DLU with thin tissue (H = 2.20 mm) 
W 90% 75% 
t t=1.97 mm t=1.65 mm I 
TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
F 0.23 0.72 0.65 1.03 1.33 1.34 1.45 1.72 
T 1.97 2.00 2.12 2.10 1.80 1.80 1.88 2.04 
D 0 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.12 0.19 
K 45.9 39.7 34.5 32.5 21.7 21.3 22.2 13.0 
nnm 2041 17-02 14.18 13.09 7.19 6.97 7.46 2.43 
w 65% 1 45% 
-+ t t=1.43 mm 1 t=0.99 mm 
TEST 9 10 11 12 17 18 19 20 
F 2.75 2.02 2.71 3.70 33.11 31.09 31.97 47.68 
T 2.16 1.98 2.00 2.12 2.20 2.16 2.18 2.20 
D 0.34 0.28 0.29 0.33 0.55 0.54 0.55 0.55 
K 24.4 24.9 18.3 30.0 28.9 36.2 32.1 39.7 
ppm 8.66 8.93 5.33 11.72 11.12 15.11 12.87 17.02 
Table 4.2.25 mm DLU compressing thin tissue 
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28mm DLU with thin tissue (H = 2.20 mm) 
W 90% 75% 
ItI t=1.97 mm 
I 
t=1.65 mm 
TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 
F 1.37 0.76 0.95 0.72 1.41 1.68 1.60 
T 2.18 2.18 2.00 1.90 1.86 1.88 1.92 
D 0.10 0.10 0.02 0 0.11 0.12 0.14 
K 42.4 45.2 33.3 36.0 38.8 39.9 48.3 47.7 
)pm 1 Ö., -Du zu. u; i lö. öz 1 ö. uu 1 b. bö 21.72 21.39 
w 65'/o 45% 
t=1.43 mm t=0.99 mm 
TEST 9 10 11 12 17 18 19 20 
F 2.56 2.75 2.75 5.88 27.28 29.22 31.39 34.29 
T 2.00 2.12 2.04 2.20 2.18 2.10 2.20 2.16 
D 0.29 0.33 0.30 0.35 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.54 
K 33.2 41.2 27.7 19.1 40.3 40.3 36.8 35.1 
ppm 13.47 17.84 10.46 5.77 16.98 16.98 15.44 14-51 
Table 4.3.28 mm DLU compressing thin tissue 
28mm DLU with thick tissue (H = 2.80 mm) 
W 85% 75% 
ItI t=2.38 mm t=2.10 mm I 
TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
F 0.04 0.11 1.30 1.60 2.75 0.53 1.11 1.76 
T 2.44 2.56 2.58 2.70 2.76 2.20 2.36 2.60 
D 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.24 0.05 0.11 0.19 
K 84.0 57.3 48.8 55.2 42.5 32.1 27.1 45.6 
DPM 41. ZÖ Zb. b4 z1.99 ZDA' l1ö. 0 ID lZ. öl IU. 14 ZU. 4-10 
w 55% 45% 
t=1.54 mm t=1.26 mm 
TEST 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
F 4.88 1.98 3.93 6.22 15.83 7.55 25.18 3.51 
T 2.40 1.88 2.52 2.52 2.76 2.54 2.72 2.28 
D 0.36 0.18 0.39 0.39 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.45 
K 53.8 45.1 68.0 68.5 62.7 77.2 51.5 56.1 
ppm 24.73 19.97 32.49 32.76 29.59 37.51 23.47 25.98 
Table 4.4.28 mm DLU compressing thick tissue 
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31 mm DLU with thick tissue (H = 2.80 mm) 
W 85% 75% 
t t=2.38 mm t=2.10 mm 
TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
F 1.76 1.56 0.19 1.37 1.18 2.33 0.34 2.02 
T 2.76 2.58 2.40 2.58 2.36 2.66 2.14 2.46 
D 0.14 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.11 0.21 0.02 0.15 
K 57.1 52.6 40.5 56.9 56.5 58.5 35.9 40.8 
DPM Z-4. U1 11.40 ZOAZ zo. zu Z t. %JU 14.9ö 
w 55% 45% 
t=1.54 mm t=1.26 mm 
TEST 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
F 14.08 2.33 2.79 14.42 8.01 35.67 5.49 8.35 
T 2.78 2.12 2.30 2.80 2.24 2.80 2.08 2.42 
D 0.45 0.27 0.33 0.45 0.44 0.55 0.39 0.48 
K 83.4 77.8 93.4 65.3 73.8 72.1 73.2 76.1 
ppm 40.9 37.84 46.37 31.01 35.66 34.73 35.33 36.91 
Table 4.5.31 mm DLU compressing thick tissue 
For each combination of tissue type and DLU tested, graphs 4.4- 4.7 use the 
raw data to draw early comparisons with the maximum strain for each test 
with both the maximum load and the total potassium expulsion. 
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Graph 4.4.25 mm DLU compressing thin tissue 
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Graph 4.7.31 mm DLU compressing thick tissue 
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4.5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
These results are exploited further in chapter 6, where an attempt is made to 
correlate these results and define a theoretical most reliable means of 
predicting safe levels of tissue compression damage. 
4.5.1 TISSUE COMPRESSION AND COMPRESSIVE FORCE 
The early indications in graphs 4.4- 4.7 seem to show that compressive load 
increases approximately exponentially with increasing strain. When 
considering this soft, visco-elastic material in compression, the reader might 
consider it reasonable to imagine a relatively large initial reduction in 
thickness with very little change in the force required to increase this 
reduction, until the material increases in stiffness to the stage where 
continuing decrease in tissue thickness is accompanied by an increasing rate 
of change of the required compressive force, until the force required to 
compress it further rises so sharply that it could not feasibly continue rising 
with such increasing gradient, since it appears to tend towards an asymptote, 
(very) approximately defined by D=0.6 (F -> oo). Assuming that this is the 
case, any increase in strain beyond the asymptote would have to result in a 
change in the tissue structure. Given that a 60% reduction in tissue 
thickness (i. e. D=0.6) is marginally in excess of what experienced surgeons 
usually regard as the extreme limits of safe tissue compression, this early 
interpretation is perhaps encouraging, since it seems to be indicating that soft 
tissue will certainly be traumatised at around this level of compression, which 
would be in some agreement with surgical experience. 
4.5.2 TISSUE COMPRESSION AND POTASSIUM EXPULSION 
With a cursory glance at graphs 4.4- 4.7, it seems that the relationship 
between potassium expulsion and tissue compression is less likely to be 
definable in clear mathematical terms than that of compressing force and 
reduction in tissue thickness. However, the figures for potassium expulsion 
do seem to cluster for similar experiments, and even if there is not an obvious 
curve type which might fit these graphs, the results at least fit into a band- 
width which is not wide enough for them to be reasonably dismissed as 
completely erratic at this early stage. 
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Graphs 4.4 and 4.5 both seem to show that the level of potassium expulsion 
from thin tissue actually dropped with increasing force until the mid-level of 
compression. This may well indicate that potassium expulsion is of no use as 
a criterion for compression damage assessment, or that the execution of 
experiments such as these requires finer, more sensitive techniques and 
equipment than those used. Alternatively, it may simply be the case that 
these graphs are inappropriate for the presentation of this raw data. It may 
be true to say that the earlier stages of compression may expel more fluid 
than the more energy-demanding later stages, although the cumulative effect 
of compression would always be such that more compression produces more 
fluid. However, if the fluid is not dispelled, it may be re-absorbed when the 
tissue is relaxed, more so by more compressed tissue, perhaps explaining 
why the accumulated fluid seems to drop in the early stages. It may also be 
true that potassium will be expelled far more readily from damaged cells near 
the outer surfaces of the compressed tissue, or even that outer tissue layers 
are more damaged than inner ones (or vice versa). 
Graphs 4.6 and 4.7, both of which give thicker large bowel tissue 
compression results, appear to show some general increase in potassium 
expulsion with increasing strain, which might indicate that potassium 
expulsion is a more useful damage assessment criterion for large bowel 
tissue than for small intestinal tissue. 
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In accordance \Mth the objectives which were established in chapter 2, this 
chapter deals with the experimental determination of the engineering 
requirements and constraints associated with the firing of the staples and the 
knife within circular staple cartridges. 
The experiments include the firing of different sizes of DLUs at different gap 
settings, with and without large and small bowel tissue, recording the 
variations of axial firing load across a single driver stroke during staple 
deformation and penetration of the circular knife into the teflon annulus. 
Each of the patterns of load variation are isolated for staples' deformation, 
knife penetration and friction. 
The changes in geometry of the staples and the deformation of the teflon 
annulus are examined and an attempt is made to identify the key changes in 
geometry and to relate these to the patterns of change in force when a DLU is 
fired. 
5.1 OBJECTIVES 
The overall objective was to determine the requirements of an actuator which 
could drive the firing from within the cartridge. The loads borne by the 
cartridge and anvil during the firing part of a stapling operation therefore had 
to be established, quantifying where possible, so that optimal and safe limits 
could be set. Later work was also dependant upon the data on loads, i. e. the 
generation of a theoretical model of the overall firing forces. Such a model 
would open up the possibilities for greater control of the stapling process, and 
allow the potential effects of design modifications to be greater understood. 
Specifically, the desired information was, 
The relationship between force and driver displacement over the length 
of a full driver stroke for the firing of each size of DLU 
ii. The variation of force over a full stroke for the firing of staples for each 
size of DLU 
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iii. The variation of force over a full stroke for the knife's penetration into the 
teflon annulus for each size of DLU 
iv. The friction from the moving parts of the cartridge across the driver 
stroke 
v. The identification of any key points during the deformation of the staples 
vi. The identification of any key points during the knife penetration 
vii. As i, ii, iii, v and vi with intestinal tissue 
5.1.2 ASSUMPTIONS 
In section 2.1.1, the reasoning is given for the assumption that the 
established basic designs for the stapling and cutting functions should not be 
radically changed. It follows that the parts of a new stapler head mechanism 
which directly perform these functions would be very similar to the older ones, 
e. g. the staples, knife, anvil and plastic annulus would be similar in material 
and dimensions, the cartridge size range would be similar, etc. (as detailed in 
the PIDS, section 2.1.3). It is assumed then that the loads required of the 
actuation means will be similar to those of existing models, and that tests on 
existing models will therefore give a good indication of these loads. 
The experiments utilised a materials testing machine which is normally used 
for tensile or compressive load testing, but not normally expected to give 
good positional control of the cross-head. The slow cross-head speed used 
during the experiments, necessary for accurate control of the cross-head 
position, was assumed not to affect the behaviour of the staples. 
Teflon is known to behave differently at room temperature (250 C) when 
compared to internal body temperature (38" C). It is assumed that the worst 
case will be that where the force requirements are highest, i. e. where the 
anvil is not in the body long enough to experience significant temperature 
change from room temperature, and that experiments carried out at room 
temperature are therefore valid. 
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5.2 FORCE MEASUREMENT 
5.2.1 MATERIALS 
DLUs of size 25,28 and 31 mm diameter were used. The DLUs were 
supplied with stainless steel staples. 
The moving part within the DLU which directly contacts the staples Wll be 
called the "driver", while the forked piece which enters the cartridge to push 
the driver will be called the "pusher" 
The test rig described in chapter 3 was mounted onto the Lloyd 10 000 
Materials Testing machine, driven by Lloyd's Dapmat (version 3.05) software 
from a PC. The close up picture in figure 5.1 shows the test rig in place on 
the testing machine, loaded with a DLU and tissue sample. The pusher, 
attached to the 5 kN load cell on the machine's cross-head, is shown 
suspended above the cartridge. 
Figure 5.1. Test rig 
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Although the rig was manufactured to give precise alignment of the cartridge 
and anvil, the annular piece and shaft shown in figure 5.2 were designed later 
to allow the test rig to emulate the original stainless steel EEA stapler's 
alignment of the cartridge with the pusher, after a few expensive misfirings 
were attributed to poor pusher alignment. The annular piece (henceforth, the 
"aligner") replicates the end of the EEA outer shaft, while the shaft and inner 
shafts, with the pins which ensure the alignment, even if at the expense of 
some unwanted friction. 
In order to test stapling forces in isolation from the knife's cutting forces, two 
cartridges of each size were mounted on a lathe, where the knives were cut 
out (internally) at 8 mm from the sharp end, as in figure 5.3. 
The stainless steel purse-string device from the USSC was used to insert 
purse-strings, as were six Ethicon combined needle and prolene2/0 suture 
packs. 
Figure 5.2. Annular piece for pusher alignment 
knife 
cartridge 
component 
teflon ring 
anvil 
- knife cut out 
Figure 5.3. Cartridge before and after knife cut out 
casing 
knife 
,, cartridi, 
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As in the experiments described in the previous chapter, porcine intestine 
was used as a human gut substitute. The same materials were required for 
tissue sample preparation as before, with the exception of sodium chloride, 
since, unlike the previous experiments, the fact that Ringers solution is 
potassium based is irrelevant to these experiments. 
5.2.2 METHOD 
Each cartridge size was subjected to all of the test types described in section 
3.3.2, performed using the test sequence described in section 3.3.2.1. 
Because of the slight difference in DLU lengths, the same (28 mm) DLU 
(henceforth referred to as the standard DLU) which gave a reading of 1.2 mm 
at minimum gap-set on the gun was used to set all gap-setting adjustments 
on the rig between tests of different types, keeping the relationship between 
stroke and DLU orientation standard, as it would be on the EEA stapler. 
The test rig was mounted onto the base of the Lloyd's machine. The hinged 
plate was in the open position and the slider removed. The cartridge from the 
standard DLU was placed into the rig and the cartridge's bayonet pins were 
located in the horizontal plane against the limiting faces on the rig's main 
plate. The cartridge was then lifted a little while the slider was pushed along 
the slides, before the cartridge's bayonet pins were lowered onto the slider's 
forks. The hinge plate was then brought down and locked so that the cushion 
held the cartridge firmly against the slider, at a fixed height on the rig. The 
pusher was placed into the cartridge, so that the pusher was engaged with 
the cartridge's driver, resting freely. Since there was no anvil in place, there 
was adequate room for a finger to manually inspect the position of the driver, 
ensuring that it had not slipped from the start position of its stroke. The 
cross-head was then lowered slowly to the correct height to allow the pusher 
to be pinned to the load-cell. The now stationary cross-head was holding the 
pusher, pinned to the load cell, so that it was suspended in contact with the 
driver at the start of its stroke. In all of these tests, the cartridge position in 
the rig would not vary (for different gap settings, the anvil height would be 
adjusted), so, using the software to define parameters for this type of test, the 
height of the cross-head at this point was set as the zero point, from which all 
further tests would start. In reality, this zero point was difficult to reproduce 
as the series of tests was performed over several sessions. Two other 
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software driven test parameters were defined at this point: the staples' driver 
stroke (6.1 mm), and so the downward movement of the cross-head; and the 
cross-head speed, which had to be limited to 10 mm/min, otherwise the 
stroke could not be controlled accurately. The cross-head was raised and 
the cartridge removed from the rig. The standard DLUs anvil was attached to 
the rig's shaft, ensuring that the flat periphery of its D-shaped hole was firmly 
located against the shaft's limiting face. The shaft was slotted into the 
cartridge, so that the anvil and cartridge were now in close approximation and 
the shaft was protruding from the narrow end of the cartridge. The anvil 
could now slide to and from the cartridge while maintaining alignment. This 
small assembly was then manually manipulated into the rig, so that the pin at 
the bottom of the shaft located into the hole at the top of the post. The 
cartridge was fixed in position in the same way as above. The anvil could still 
slide freely, allowing the gap-set to be adjusted to 1.3 mm before the post 
was fixed in place by the grub screw. The rig was now set up for firing DLUs 
at a narrow gap. The standard DLU was removed from the rig and the tests 
started. 
The first test was of type 1, performed on a 25 mm DLU. Just as in the rig's 
set-up procedure, the shaft was removed from the main rig before the anvil 
was attached to it. After the shaft was slotted into the cartridge, with its top 
end protruding from the cartridge, the aligner was slotted onto the top end of 
the shaft and slid into the DLU, tightly abutting with it just as the staple gun 
would. The DLU was then loaded into the rig in the same way as during the 
set-up procedure. The cross-head was returned to the zero position. 
Through the software, the test was started, and the graph of displacement 
(pusher stroke) in mm versus force in Newtons was recorded. 
The test information was saved to disc and the graph was printed, and the 
test repeated on a new 25 mm DLU. This test was intended to provide the 
overall variation of axial pusher forces across the driver's stroke for a DLU in 
normal use. 
Test type 2 was performed on each of the two DLUs which had just been 
used in the previous tests. Since the later tests on the knife-less DLUs would 
not involve their teflon rings, the used teflon rings from the empty DLUs now 
being tested were replaced by those of the knife-less DLUs. The drivers 
were pushed back to their start positions, the DLUs were loaded into the rig 
as before and the test performed. The aim was to measure only the varying 
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force of the penetration of the knife into the teflon across the stroke and the 
friction in the system. 
Test type 3 was performed on the knife-less 25 mm DLUs, this time recording 
the force variation for firing staples and friction across the stroke. 
Test type 4 required the use of the two DLUs fired in test type 3, whose 
drivers were pushed back to their start positions before being tested. This 
test was designed to isolate and record the driver friction within the DLU 
when fired. 
The same sequence of tests was performed for the 28 and 31 mm DLUs, with 
all results recorded on disc and the graphs printed out. The post in the test 
rig, whose position determines the anvil height, was loosened and readjusted 
Figure 5.4. Test rig set-up procedure 
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before being fixed in a position which gave the wider 1.7 mm gap-setting 
using the standard DLU. 
Test types 1 to 4 were then run through again, using this new gap-setting, for 
all three DLU sizes. 
As explained in section 3.3.2.1, there were only two cartridges of each size 
which had the knives removed. These were reloaded with spare staples for 
tests of type 2 at the wider gap-setting, and with spare teflon rings for tests of 
type 3. However, a shortage of 31 mm DLUs meant that the type 3 tests for 
31 mm DLUs had to use the same teflon ring as was used in the previous 
firing. 
Before the tests of type 5 could be performed, sections of the porcine 
intestines had to be prepared. The tests on the large intestines were 
performed at a later date than those of the small intestines, and were 
performed on a fresh gut. In both cases, the process of collecting, 
transporting and preparing the gut of a single pig was exactly as described in 
the previous chapter until the point where it was freed of adhesions. At this 
point, tubular sections of approximately 7 cm length were cut from either the 
large or small intestines, using the Canadian scissors. The tubes of gut, 
contained in a large deep plastic tray, were cleaned thoroughly using more 
isotonic Ringers solution 
lofted shaft 
It was decided that, since the tubes had to be 
ular oi 
Figure 5.5. Aligner put in place 
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purse-stringed at one end for the tests, the purse-string sutures ought to be 
inserted during this preparatory stage, so that the level of tissue handling 
could be kept to a minimum outside the fume cupboard. The stainless steel 
purse-string insertion instrument (USSC) was used because the instrument 
automatically produces the necessarily regular purse-string bites and also 
provides a guide for the scalpel when trimming the excess tissue from the 
purse-stringed edge, ensuring that the purse-string sutures were placed 
approximately 2 mm from the trimmed edge. Prolene 2/0 (Ethicon) sutures, 
commonly used for purse-stringing, were inserted into one end of each strip 
using this method (see figure 5.6). As before, the gut was kept wet in the 
isotonic solution during the entire gut-sanitising process through to the tests, 
although in this instance there was no need for any solution other than 
Ringers. 
Only full and unmodified DLUs were used for the tests on tissue. The first 
tests were performed on the 25 mm DLUs with small intestinal tissue. A tray 
partly filled with Ringers solution and containing the prepared tissue samples 
was placed near the materials testing machine. The gap was set to 1.3 mm. 
The anvil, shaft, cartridge and aligner were attached to each other as they 
were for test types 1 to 4. The shaft, with anvil attached, was then slotted out 
of the cartridge, leaving the aligner in place in the cartridge. The purse- 
stringed end of a tube of small intestine was slipped over the anvil before the 
purse-string was tied, maintaining regular bunching of tissue and taking care 
to avoid tissue folding as it was secured to the shaft. A tube of small intestine 
was then slipped over the staple end of the cartridge, purse-stringed end last, 
until the purse-string was approximately circumscribing the staples. The 
shaft was then slotted back into the cartridge, leaving approximately 1 cm 
between the cartridge and anvil to allow the purse-string around the cartridge 
to be tightened and secured onto the shaft. The resulting assembly of DLU, 
shaft, aligner and tissue was then carefully manipulated into the test rig and 
/ 
-l 
Figure 5.6. Inserting purse-string sutures 
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the test performed as in test type 1. The same procedure was applied to the 
repeat test and to the tests on 25 mm DLU at the wider gap. 
5.2.3 RESULTS 
An example of the raw data from each of the test types is presented in 
graphical form in graphs 5.1- 5.5. The full set of graphs is in Appendix 3. 
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Figure 5.7. Inverted stapled anastomosis 
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Two tests are regarded as "misfirings", where the main cartridge casing 
separated from the plastic bayonet component (the part which normally abuts 
with the main instrument) during the final stage of staple deformation. The 
information from these tests is considered valuable for two reasons: 1- If the 
test started to go awry during the later stages, and the measurements prior to 
this seem to be within normal limits, then, bearing in mind the expense of the 
tests, that earlier information should be collated with that of the other tests. 
2. Since the same problem hampered early attempts at any kind of 
experimentation, it ought, safety to personnel and kit permitting, to be 
examined. 
5.3 VISUAL IDENTIFICATION OF KEY FIRING STAGES 
In order to make sense of the variation of force which occurs during the firing 
of a DLU across its stroke, an understanding of the various elements 
contributing to the overall force profile was required. This section is a record 
of the attempts made to produce a set of pictures which visually describe the 
key stages. 
5.3.1 STAPLE DEFORMATION 
5.3.1.1 Photoqraphic investiqation 
It was considered that a visual record of staple deformation would improve 
the understanding of the deformation sequence and the identification of any 
key stages of deformation. To achieve this, a 28 mm DLU was modified (see 
figure 5.10) to allow observation of a single staple being fired into an anvil. 
The DLU was fixed onto an original EEA stapler, which was itself mounted in 
a heavy vice, to allow a high-speed video recording of the deformation of one 
staple as the instrument was fired manually. An NAC HSV400 video camera 
was used. 
The camera was mounted orthogonally to the staple's line of fire, and a close- 
up recording was made, as shown diagrammatically in figure 5.9, showing 
clearly what happens to a staple as it is fired. This film was used to identify 
distinct stages of staple deformation, and a series of stills was extracted from 
key points on the film. The stills were used in conjunction with the activity 
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described in section 5.3.1.2, below, to produce a diagram for each of the key 
points. 
5.3.1.2 Dimensioninq 
The same cartridge that was used for the photographic record was also used 
to measure the key lengths and distances travelled by the staples, the driver 
and the knife for each of the stages of staple deformation. The removed 
section of the cartridge casing allowed the direct measurement of the gap 
between the part of the driver which contacts the staples and the cartridge 
face. The measurements, made with vernier callipers, are as shown in 
figures 5.11-15. 
To measure the penetration into the anvil, and to provide a measure of the 
curvature of the anvil surface for load-deflection calculations, the profile of an 
anvil bucket was measured using a Taylor-Hobson Talylin 4 straightness 
measuring machine. The anvil assembly was placed in an annular support so 
that the anvil buckets were horizontal and concave-up, as shown in figure 
5.10, and the machine's stylus was brought down onto the uppermost surface 
of the anvil. The anvil was then manipulated so that a single bucket was 
brought into alignment with the path of the stylus. The machine was then 
Figure 5.9. Photographic set-up 
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activated so that the stylus travelled over the bucket and a recording of the 
anvil profile was generated (shown In figure 5.11). 
Using the grid on the printout, vernier callipers were used to measure the co- 
ordinate of a series of 34 points along one half of the anvil bucket. The co- 
ordinates were then entered into a spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel 5) and 
shifted so that the vertically lowest point had the vertical co-ordinate 0, and 
the start of the bucket curve had the horizontal co-ordinate 0. These points 
can be seen in graph 5.6. 
By trial and error, and with the assistance of the software's facility to estimate 
curves, these plotted co-ordinates were used to produce a series of simple 
linear and parabolic curves which reasonably describe (one half of the 
symmetry of) the anvil curve. 
Figure. 5.10. Stylus measuring anvil bucket profile 
.4 
41 
Figure. 5.11. Stylus printout 
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The anvil profile is defined by equations A, B, C etc., delineated on graph 5.6. 
A: y= -0.6157x + 0.98 
B: y= -0.6066x + 0.9783 
C: y=0.5182x2- 1.9617x + 1.8589 
D: y=0.5726x2- 2.1956x 2.1045 
E: y=0.6872x - 1.5342 
An ISOMA Optical Projector was used to determine the dimensions of a 
staple and a cartridge slot, as shown in figure 5.12. 
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Graph 5.6. Co-ordinates of an anvil bucket profile 
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Figure 5.12.4.8 mm stainless steel staple and a staple cartridge slot 
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5.3.1.3 Results 
Staple deformation 
The diagrams in figures 5.14- 5.15, derived from the video stills (an example 
of which is given by figure 5.13) show the key dimensions which are used to 
mark the staple driver's position at each stage of staple deformation. This is 
a diagrammatic representation of the relationship between the staples and the 
knife, showing a staple and knife as adjacent to one another. In reality, they 
would be approximately one half of a cartridge diameter apart. 
The full set of stills is found in Appendix 4, and the length given for each 
stage is the distance travelled by the pusher. 
5.3.2 CUTTING OF TEFLON ANNULUS 
During the firing experiments, teflon rings of each size had been penetrated 
by a circular knife in a cleaving action. The depth to which the knife was 
driven into the annulus was dependant upon whether the annulus in question 
had been in a wide or narrow gap-set firing. 
Figure 5.13. Video stills of single staple deformation 
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In order to understand the mechanics of the penetration of the knife into the 
teflon, it was decided that analysis of the resulting crack in the teflon may be 
useful for any later theoretical analysis. 
5.3.2.1 Microscopic analvsi 
On the advice of a plastics expert, it was decided that the only measurement 
required was crack length, and that the means, therefore, of preparing 
samples need not be overly sophisticated. A teflon ring from a 31 mm DLU 
kn ife - 
cartridge 
2.6 
1.2 mni 10.2 mm 
teflon rin 
anvil 
driver 
Figure 5.14. Firing stage 1: no movement 
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teflon ring 
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Figure 5.15. Firing stage 2: 1st staples contact, initial elastic bending 
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which had been used in a narrow gap-set firing test was selected. A scalpel 
was used to radially section the annulus, before another radial cut removed a 
short length of the circumference. This was repeated for another three teflon 
rings of the same size which had been used in narrow-gap firing tests. Four 
samples were then taken from annuli from each DLU size, for both gap- 
settings. Each sample was marked according to the its donor ring. 
The photograph in figure 5.16 shows the equipment set up to record the 
images. A Zeiss stemi 2000-C stereo microscope had a JVC CCTV camera 
mounted onto it. The camera was linked to a JVC monitor and a Mitsubishi 
video printer, which could digitise the image on screen and produce a 
reasonable quality print of the image. A sample was placed under the 
microscope and brought into focus under various levels of magnification. A 
magnification factor of 35 produced the most manageable image on the 
screen. When each sample was placed under the microscope and the focus 
finely adjusted for that sample, it was found that by manipulating the 
microscope's table position, and therefore the angle at which the light hit the 
crack, the clarity of the image and the contrast between the crack and the rest 
of the specimen surface could be enhanced. A digital print was taken of each 
sample and the crack lengths measured and recorded. 
5.3.2.2 Results 
A typical print of the magnified image of the crack in a cut teflon ring is shown 
in figure 5.17. The individual crack lengths and average for each type are 
shown in table 1. 
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Figure 5.17. Section of cut teflon annulus 
ýamplle I narrow gap-set wide gap-set 
_ DLU size 1 
7 
2 3 4 T_ 2 3 4 
25 1 2T T-3-T- 0.99 1.41 U. -63- 7.4-T- TUF 0_79T 
28 0.91 0.89 0.71 1.03 0.33 0.63 0.29 0.48 
31 1.11 1.39 1.35 1.41 0.52 0.50 0.39 1 0.72 
Table 5.1. Crack lengths of teflon annulus samples 
5.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The combination of results from the force measurement tests typified by 
graph 5.1 and the visual accounts of staple deformation and teflon ring 
penetration point to an idealised version of a staple firing graph which looks 
like the one in figure 5.18, with diagrams of each of the stages of staple 
deformation and knife penetration shown for each of the key points on the 
graph. 
The key stages identified in graph 5.7 are listed below, with an attempt to 
match them to descriptions of the events which they mark. 
Graph 5.1 test - Full cartridge: 
Stage 1- Staples have to overcome friction only 
Stage 2: Staples contact anvil, 1 st increase in force as staple legs start to 
bend 
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Stage 3: Staples reach bucket (depth) limit, force increases as staple legs 
start to bow. 
Stage 4: As portion of staple legs outside cartridge bow beyond cartridge 
wall, friction increases between portion of staple legs still inside cartridge and 
cartridge wall. Staple legs deform beyond elastic limit. Maximum resistance 
from bending of staple legs is reached, force then drops because yield point 
has been exceeded across a large proportion of the staple leg lengths. 
Stage 5: As staples form "B" shape, strain hardening of legs produces 
increasing resistance. Co-incidentally, knife makes first contact with teflon 
ring, force increases as surface of ring elastically deforms. 
Stage 6: Knife eventually penetrates the surface of the teflon ring. After initial 
yield (crack opening), cutting forces at point remain consistent, but friction 
against knife due to teflon's increasing area of compression with depth of cut 
increasing. 
For each of the other test types, referring to graphs 5.2- 5.5, a preliminary 
account of what is actually happening is attempted: 
fo 
stage 1 
staple 
status 
knife/ teflon ring 
relationship 
2 
Fl 
stroke 
ý-) C3 ý; j 6; a 
EZI =1 
Graph 5.7. Idealised DLU firing force graph 
Graph 5.2 test type- Empty cartridge: 
1 st incline: first point of knife contact, followed by elastic deformation. 
1 st peak: initial yield (crack opening). 
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trough: cutting forces and teflon's compression, friction against knife 
becoming significant. 
max. force- maximum force (knife). 
Graph 5.3- Full cartridge, no knife: 
1 st incline, 1 st peak, 1 st trough, 2nd peak, 2nd trough, max. force: all as 
Group 1, minus the knife readings at the end 
Graph 5.4- Empty Cartridge, no knife: 
the first peak, at the end of the driver displacement, is generally only slightly 
higher than the rest of the plateau which forms the reading for friction on the 
driver. The first incline is where the driver reaches it's maximum reach, and 
the max. force is simply more drive against solid resistance of the built-in 
stop. 
Graph 5.5- Full cartridge, tissue: 
as Group 1, but with significant overall addition from tissue resistance to 
stapling and cutting. 
Perhaps the clearest picture of staple closure comes from the video stills. 
The most sure points of reference are the first point of contact with staples 
and the first point of contact with the knife. 
One of the more unusual results was that of the separation of the cartridge 
casing components during some firings. This phenomenon never occurred 
with the smallest cartridges, but ruined several of the 28 and 31 mm DLUs 
before it was realised that the most likely cause (poor alignment of the 
equipment) may not lie in the main test rig, but with the alignment of the 
pusher as it comes down onto the driver, from outside the main rig. Later on 
in the experimentation, after appropriate modification, both the small and 
medium sized cartridges were fired without difficulty. Although two of the 
largest sizes of DLU started to disintegrate, their results were saved. They 
back up the theory that there is a stage of staple deformation, just prior to the 
peak stapling load, where a combined force of staples deforming against the 
cartridge walls is great enough to create a grip of the staples on the cartridge, 
pulling it away from its casing. No published information was found to 
suggest that such a phenomenon might occur outside the author's tests. 
However, the cardiothoracic surgeon with whom the author had most contact 
confirmed that the cartridges have occasionally disintegrated in the gun while 
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being fired. Unfortunately, the frequency of this kind of event can be 
described no more accurately than "very seldom, but it does happen. " 
Modern single use circular staplers, which are now used approximately three 
times as often as the older DLU reliant EEAs, have a cartridge casing which 
is bonded to the outer shaft, and are therefore unlikely to experience this 
problem. 
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Chapter 6 Analysis of results 
The results from the tests described in chapters 4 and 5 are analysed in this 
chapter, the pdnciple objective being to inform further discussion which may 
prove or disprove the hypotheses from section 2.2. If this objective is met, a 
clearer understanding of the design constraints within which an MIT circular 
stapler ought to function will also be gained. 
6.1 STAPLER FIRING 
The overall objective of the work in this section is to identify some way in 
which the load and energy requirements of the proposed actuator could be 
made to be less demanding. As stated in section 2.1.1, it is assumed that 
radical departure from the established stapling and cutting mechanisms 
should be avoided for safety reasons. It is therefore necessary that close 
attention be paid to the existing mechanisms if an understanding of how 
modifications will affect the firing load is to be developed. 
6.1.1 FORMING A CLOSED STAPLE 
6.1.1.1 Assumptions 
Before the theoretical model of the forming of a closed staple is developed, a 
few assumptions and information based on those assumptions should be 
stated. 
Telephone conversations with sales staff from suppliers of wire for surgical 
applications lead the author to believe that surgical wire implants the size of 
staples would be made from annealed 300 series stainless steel. In the 
ASTM document designated F 1350- 96, i. e. the Standard Specification for 
Wrought 18 Chromium- 14 Nickel- 2.5 Molybdenum Stainless Steel Surgical 
Fixation Wire (UNS S31673), Appendix X1 (Rationale) states: "The primary 
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reason for this specification is to characterise the mechanical properties of 
annealed stainless steel wire for implant applications. " Section 5.3 states: 
"The wire shall meet the requirements of USP [United States Pharmacopoeia] 
for Nonabsorbable Surgical Sutures". There are no BSI or ASTM standards 
for surgical staples (the DLUs tested are of American origin), but the wire 
gauge of the staples lies within the range specified here. The wire gauge 
range is excessively wider than that which would normally apply to wire thread 
for surgical suturing, and includes a range which is not wide enough for bone 
staples (which are not usually referred to as "sutures"). By default, then, it is 
assumed that the 00.28 mm stainless steel wire specified in this standard is 
intended (and used) for the manufacture of stainless steel sutures such as 
ligating clips and soft tissue staples. 
In the analysis of the mechanics of staple deformation, the notation favoured 
by Datsko is used [86], where S is engineering stress, (T is the true stress, n is 
the engineering strain and 6 the true strain. 
The empirical data used to specify the mechanical properties for each wire 
gauge shows that the ultimate tensile strength Su of the wire increases with 
decreasing wire diameter, probably due to the complex combined effect of 
cold working (drawing) and annealing. For 00.28 mm wire, only Su and % 
elongation are given. When asked by telephone, the ASTM could not supply 
yield stress or Young's modulus values for this wire. The yield stress Sy is 
required for analysis of the mechanics of staple closing, and a standard Sy 
characteristic for this material would be virtually meaningless without 
accounting for the variation of properties with respect to wire gauge. For this 
reason, Sy is estimated according to Datsko's plastic stress-strain equations, 
using the empirical data supplied. 
The strain strengthening exponent, m, is given by 
In(I + n,, ) 
= In(I + 0.3) = 0.26 Eqn. 6.1, 
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where n,, is the nominal strain at ultimate load. The stress coefficient a, is 
expressed in terms of Su and m: 
co Su 
0.26 
860 e 1588.18 Nmm -2 Eqn. 6.2 0.26) 
Sy, the yield stress (at 0.2% plastic strain) is given by 
Sy = uo (0.002) m 
-311.02 N -2 mm Eqn. 6.3 A 
Figure 6.1 shows the curved staple section BC, which joins the staple crown 
at point C and the staple leg at point B. It is assumed that in the 
manufacturing of the staple, section BC was formed through the bending of a 
straight piece of wire through 900, and that the oblique angle between each 
staple leg and crown is due to elastic recovery of the bent section. This being 
the case, the maximum yield stress at the inner and outer extremities of any 
cross-section along BC ought to be considerably higher than sections AB or 
BC, since the material will have undergone a strain-strengthening process. 
JBC 
--- ------- ----- 
Bi 
N 
D 
figure 6.1. Forming of a staple corner from 00.28 mm wire 
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To determine the yield load along AB, once again, Datsko's equations are 
used . 
With reference to figure 6.1, some neutral layer B'C will remain at the same 
length along BC after bending, lying at an in-plane distance N from the inner 
edge of the section shown. It is known from microscopic measurement that 
the distance d is reduced from 0.28 mm along the straight portions to 0.19 
along BC, and it is this value which is used for d (it is also known that the 
maximum section width along BC on a plane coming out of the page is 0.33 
mm, and it is assumed that the cross sectional shape is constantly elliptical 
along BC). The value of N is given by the formula 
N=R 1+ 
d 
R 
= 0.08mm Eqn. 6.4 
For the maximum strain, it is assumed thatEODandSID, the maximum tensile 
(outer) and compressive (inner) strains, are equal. 
ForSOD, 
OD = In 
R+d 
R+N 
= 0.22 Eqn 6.5 
According to Datsko's strain-hardening equation, 
UOD =U OCOD 
m 
= 1070.01 Nmm- 
2 Eqn. 6.6 
Comparing this true stress with the engineering stress, 
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Sx = coEx' 
(e)-ox 
= ax 
(e)`- 
SOD 
-= 070f) 
( 
e)`OD 
= 857.02 Nmm -2 Eqn. 6.7 
This stress, which is only marginally less than S,,, is assumed to be equal to 
the maximum yield stress of section BC, since the yield stress will 
approximately equal the maximum stress once the level of deformation is in 
the plastic region, and since the yield stress should approach the value of S', 
at the higher levels of strain hardening. 
The coefficient of friction p between the staple cartridge and the staples was 
also needed. Staff at BASF helped to identify the cartridge material by 
performing a Fourier Transform Infra Red (FTIR) spectroscopy analysis on a 
melt press sample of the plastic. FTIR spectroscopy is used to identify 
organic materials. The results indicate that the plastic is polysulphone, a 
material which is often used in sterilisable medical products, particularly those 
which need good dimensional stability. However, the author could find no 
data onp between this material and stainless steel (or any other material), so 
a simple test was set up, where a cleaned sheet of stainless steel was placed 
on a flat surface and a cartridge placed on the sheet. The sheet was then 
raised to the point at which the cartridge moved, and the height of the raised 
sheet edge noted. This was repeated several times until the author was 
satisfied that the plate was sifting at the angle from the horizontal at which the 
cartridge would move if given a light push. The coefficient of sliding friction 
was then taken to be the vertical divided by the horizontal distances between 
the upper and lower sheet edges. It was found that p is 0.29. It is assumed 
that this value of u will be close top for the staples and cartridge. 
The Avesta Sheffield Technical Advisory Centre advised that a value of 190 
GlPa be used for Young's modulus for the staples, and that a co-efficient of 
sliding friction p between the staples and the stainless steel anvil would be 
approximately 0.4. 
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Ignoring contact stresses, if the staple crown is pressed against the staple 
driver within the cartridge (say, during assembly), the legs and crown would 
be orthogonal and the section BC bent to its elastic limit (as determined 
above). If the staple is released, the bent section will exert a load on both of 
the adjacent leg and crown. However, the cartridge slot width is slightly less 
than the staple crown width. It is assumed that the slot is designed to contain 
the staple in such a way that the staple legs will exit the slot parallel to each 
other, which requires that the legs be in contact with the cartridge wall along 
the entire length of the legs. This means that the crown is the only section 
which is free to deform. 
Along staple length BC, the section is assumed to be elliptical, with 
dimensions as shown in figure 6.2. 
The second moment of area in bending BC is then taken to conform to that of 
an elliptical cross section in bending, i. e. 
IAA 
- 
; rab' 
4 
1.11 X 10-4 MM4 Eqn. 6.8 
If the curved portion BC is bent to form a 900 corner between the crown and 
leg, then Sy at the outer edge of BC will be 857.02 NMM-2 . 
Assuming 
n 
A 19mm 
U. 33 mm 
figure 6.2. Elliptical cross section of curved staple length BC 
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constant deformation along BC, the curved length will be under a moment 
MBc, where 
MBC 
= 1.00 Nmm Eqn. 6.9 
It is assumed from eqn. 6.9 that any lateral load on the staple point must 
produce a moment greater than Mat the point B before deflection of the 
curved section BC has to be taken into account. 
6.2.1.2 Mechanical analysis of staple firing 
When the staple contacts the anvil, two forces are exerted upon the staple 
point: 
1. Rs, normal force exerted by anvil surface and 
2. Rf, friction force exerted by anvil surface, parallel to anvil slope 
R, and Rf may be resolved into R, which itself may be broken down into 
horizontal and vertical components, as shown in figure 6.4. 
If P and W respectively represent the net vertical and horizontal components 
of all forces on the staple point, then from figure 6.4, it can be deduced that 
A -;. -ý 
cartridge 
staple 
Figure 6.3. Moment exerted by staple contained by cartridge 
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p 
tan V/ 
Eqn 6.10 
where V is the angle between R and the horizontal. V is dependant upon the 
anvil slope at the point of staple contact. To find V, the anvil curve is required. 
The curvef(u) of the anvil bucket profile, as established in Chapter 5, shifted 
so that the first point of contact is at the origin, is given by 
x=0.525U2 -0.573u Eqn 6.11 
Eqn 6.11 is used to define 0, the angle between the anvil slope and the 
horizontal, thus: 
tan0 =- 
dx 
du 
Eqn 6.12 
while 0 is the compliment of the angle of friction, arctanp. As seen in figure 
6.4, V/ may be expressed as 
figure 6.4. Forces acting on staple at initial staple-anvil contact 
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Combining eqns. 6.10,6.12 and 6.13 gives 
0 dx 
) 
tan (180 -(900-arctanu))+arctan- A 
v= 180, - (0 + 9) Er- qn 6.13 
which, since p=0.4, may be rewriften 
P T, - Eqn. 6.14 
tan 111.80' + arctan 
dx 
du 
The most straightforward approach to a strut problem, using Euler's theory, is 
not suitable for this problem because: the ratio of the member length (4.12 
mm) to the radius of gyration k (= ý(IIA) = 0.07 mm) is 58.9, which is less than 
the Euler validity limit of 80; the eccentricity of loading is at the largest 
possible extreme and therefore not negligible; and the lateral loading makes 
the definition of the end condition for an Euler load difficult. 
As shown in figure 6.5, an appropriate representation of the staple leg and 
anvil immediately after initial contact may be an adaptation of the classic 
model of a strut with both ends pinned and a central concentrated lateral load, 
using an equivalent length and accounting for eccentricity. 
If the overall horizontal load on the leg comes purely from the reaction to the 
anvil (i. e. there is no tendency to bow into the cartridge wall), then the 
proposed model ought to be sufficient. As can be seen in figure 6.5, the 
horizontal load from the anvil is in the desired direction on first contact, and 
should remain so until either the model becomes invalid (e. g. if the elastic limit 
is reached at some point on the staple) or V/ reaches 900 (i. e. 0 reaches the 
angle of friction). 
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With reference to figure 6.5, the moment at any point on the staple leg may be 
defined thus: 
M= EI 
dy= 
P(y + e) + W(L - x) dX2 Eqn 6.15 
let n' =P]e => 
dY22W 
EI j7-n y=n e+-(L-x) Eqn 6.16 
1 
EI 
which is a second order differential equation (DE) suitable for expression in 
operator form, with D =- 
d, 
i. e. dx 
'I' 
L 
w 
Strut Mth central 
concentrated lateral 
load 
Staple leg- 
strut Mth concentrated 
lateral end load 
figure 6.5. Classic central concentrated lateral load on strut in 
comparison with Staple leg as an eccentrically loaded strut with lateral 
end load 
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(D 2_n2 )y 
=n2 e+ (L - x) Eqn 6.17 EI 
As D-->O, a particular solution (PS) is given, where 
-e- 
(L 
- x) Eqn 6.18 p 
The complimentary function (CF) for a DE of the form of eqn. 6.16 is 
Acosnx + Bsin nx Eqn 619 
so the general solution (= PS + CF) for eqn. 6.16 is 
=A cosnx+ Bsin nx-e- 
w 
(L - X). Eqn. 6.20 p 
From eqn. 6.20, the slope of the strut is given by 
-i- . ay 
- -An sin nx + Bn cos nx +w dx p 
w 
at x= 0, 
A-0, 
so Bn+W =O, =>B=- dx p nP' 
rw. and atx= L, y= 0, SO 0=Acosm --smnl-e, 
nP 
w 
sin nl +e 
A= nP 
cosnl 
Which means that the deflection curve may be expressed as 
w 
sin nl +e 
nP 
cos nl 
w. w 
cos nx - sm nx -e-- 
(L 
- xý Eqn. 6.21 
nP p 
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Since the point of maximum stress is of parficular interest, the maximum 
moment and therefore the second derivative of the expression for the 
deflection curve is required: 
dy 
w 
sin nl +e 
-n nP dx cos nl 
sm nx - cos nx p 
w 
sin nl +e 
nP d2Y =-n dX2 
EI 
dy 
max dX2 
cos nl 
cos nx + 
Wn 
sm nx p 
at x=0, therefore 
Mmax = -P 
w 
sin nl + e' 
nP 
cosnl 
Eqn. 6.22, 
Eqa 6.23 3 
Eqn. 6.24 
The next objective is to use a= 
My to define the maximum bending stress. I 
To define y, the position of the neutral axis is calculated using the formula for 
short eccentrically loaded struts, where y' is the distance of the neutral axis 
from the centroid and k is the section's radius of gyration: 
Ik2 
= -0.035, 
0.14 - (-0.035) = 0.175 mm 
eqn. 6.25 
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w. 
-0.175P nP 
sm nl +e 
Umax 
(bending) =I 
cosn/ 
Eqn. 6.26 
Since the strut is relatively short, the axial compressive stress must also be 
taken into account, so the total maximum stress (with the sign changed on 
eqn. 6.26 to give the maximum compressive stress due to bending) is 
p 
Umax (total) 
A 
w. 
- sm nl +e 0.175P nP 
II cos ni 
As established in section 6.1.1.1, the yield stress for this material is 
approximately 311 MPa (= 311 N MM-2) , so, at the yield point, 
P 
-+ 
A 
w 
sin nl +e 0.175P nP 
cos nl 
=311 
re-arranging eqn. 6.28 to give an expression for W, 
p 
W 311 
Icosnl) 
-e 
nP 
AP) x sin nl 
7- -- Eqn. 6.27 
Eqn. 6.2 8 
Eqn. 6.29 
which shows that, for any load P, there is a single value for Wwhich will bring 
the staple leg to the yield point. 
Equation 6.29 can be used to find the theoretical first yield point numerically. 
To explain the numerical method used, it should be noted that eqn. 6.29 was 
calculated as though V/ (where W= Pcotyl) is constant, as if the anvil were at a 
single slope. In reality, y/ is a variable, and although this makes eqn. 6.29 no 
less valid, a wide range of values of Wand P satisfy eqn. 6.29, even within 
realistic boundaries. However, bearing in mind that W is a function of the anvil 
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slope, then for any value of W, there is a single value of -, 5, the deflection of 
the staple point (negative because they co-ordinate of the deflected end 
remains stationary relative to the co-ordinate system), which would be 
reached as the yield point is approached. Initially, this theoretical value of -9 
will be to the right of the point of contact, i. e. in mid-air, until the changing 
value of -greaches that of u, the horizontal co-ordinate of the anvil. 
The numerical method capitalises on this coincidence of deflection values. 
Using the spreadsheet of Microsoft Excel 5, a first column of prospective 
values of P was entered, from 0.20 N to 1.04 N in increasing increments of 
0.04 N. Then a column for each major expression within eqn. 6.29 was 
created, so that each of these functions of P could be summed in a final 
column, giving specific values of W for each value of P. 
Next, an expression for -, 5 was required. Using eqn. 6.21, the deflection 
curve, at x=0, y=5, it can be seen that 
w 
sin nl + e' K7 nP 
cos nl p 
Eqn. 6.30 
Eqn 6.30 was then used to create a further column in the spreadsheet, 
showing the value of i5for each value of W. 
From eqns. 6.10- 6.14, the fact that there is a single value of yfor each case 
was used to calculate the corresponding value of u, the horizontal distance 
travelled along the anvil to reach the specific value of V/. The values of 9 and 
u for each loading scenario can be compared on the spreadsheet, as shown 
in graph 6.1. The load P at which these two values coincide, i. e. the point at 
which the necessary deflection required to reach yield stress equals the actual 
deflection, is the yield point. The lower of the two tabulated values of P which 
lie on either side 
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CL 
C5 
0 
-J 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
'o* 
.0 
0.4 
0.2 
9.9 
-0.4 -0.35 -0.3 -0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 
horizontal deflection 
0.15 
. . 0- 
--0-6 
Graph 6.1. Variation in gand u with P 
p 
0.200( 
0.240C 
0.280( 
0.320( 
0-360C 
0.400C 
0.440C 
0.480C 
0.520C 
0.560C 
0.600C 
0-640C 
0-680C 
0.720C 
0.760C 
0-800C 
0-840C 
0-880C 
0-920C 
0.9600 
1.0000 
1.0400 
nsqrd n ni 311 -P/A lcosni/Py Brace W 8 0.00349 0.05907 0.24336 307.752 0.00837 2.43465 0.11936 0.05397 
0.00419 0.06471 0.26659 307.102 0.00693 1.98809 0.11719 0.05418 
0.00489 0.06989 0.28795 306.453 0.00590 1.66919 0.11502 0.05439 
0.00558 0.07472 0.30783 305.803 0.00513 1.43007 0.11285 0.05461 
0.00628 0.07925 0.32650 305.154 0.00454 1.24414 0.11067 0.05482 
0.00697 0.08353 0.34416 304.503 0.00405 1.09545 0.10848 0.05503 
0.00767 0.08761 0.36096 303.854 0.00366 0.97383 0.1062 0.05524 
0.00837 0.09150 0.37701 303.204 0.00333 0.87252 0.10410 0.05546 
0.00907 0.09524 0.39240 302.555 0.00306 0.78684 0.10190 0.05568 
0.00976 0.09883 0.40721 301.905 0.00282 0.71343 0.09970 0.05589 
0.01046 0.10230 0.42151 301.255 0.00262 0.64984 0.09749 0.05611 
0.01116 0.10566 0.43533 300.606 0.00244 0.59423 0.09528 0.05633 
0.01186 0.10891 0.44873 299.956 0.00228 0.54518 0.09307 0.05655 
0.01256 0.11207 0.46174 299.307 0.00214 0.50162 0.09085 0.05677 
0.01325 0.11514 0.47439 298.657 0.00201 0.46266 0.08863 0.05699 
0.01395 0.11813 0.48671 298.007 0.00190 0.42762 0.08640 0.05721 
0.01465 0.12105 0.49873 297.358 0.00180 0.39595 0.08417 0.05743 
0.01535 0.12390 0.51047 296.708 0.00170 0.36717 0.08193 0.05766 
0.01604 0.12668 0.52194 296.058 0.00162 0.34091 0.07969 0.05788 
0.01674 0.12941 0.53317 295.409 0.00154 0.31687 0.07745 0.05810 
0.01744 0.13208 0.54416 294.759 0.00147 0.29476 0.07520 0.05833 
0.01814 0.13469 0.55494 294.110 0.0014 0.27437 0.07294 0.05856 
U 
-0.3285 
-0.2488 
-0.1875 
-0.1393 
-0.1005 
-0.0688 
-0.0423 
-0.0200ý 
-0.0009 
0.01549ý 
0.02985 
0.04248 
0.05367ý 
0.06365 
0.07261 
0.08070 
0.08804 
0.09472 
0.10083 
0.10645 
0.11162 
0.11641 
Table 6.1. Variation in required lateral load Wand required staple end- 
point deflection Por staple yielding and actual deflection u at varying 
values of P 
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)6 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 
-0.5 -0.0 
-1 
-1.5 
--2 
- -2.5 
- -3 
--3.5 
--4 
4.5 
0. 
Deflection 
Graph 6.2. Left staple leg curvature (exaggerated) at yield point 
of this intersection was then entered as the first value in the same 
cm 
cm 
4) 
cm 
m 
NM 
x 
spreadsheet, and the increment between increasing loads adjusted to a finer 
value (0.0002 N). From this, at the yield point, P=0.691 N, W=0.092 N, U 
ä= 0.0566 mm. 
A new spreadsheet was then created using eqn. 6.21, using the values of P 
and W at yield, showing the values of y for several values of x, increasing in 
small increments from 0 to 1. These co-ordinates plot the deflection curve of 
the staple leg at yield point, as seen in graph 6.2. 
If the above analysis provides a reasonable description of the reality of the 
initial deformation of a staple, then it reveals that after initial anvil contact, the 
staple points will undergo a lateral deflection of only 0.0566 mm before the 
part of the leg adjacent to the bent section starts to yield. If no strain 
strengthening took place, then a rapid increase in the deflection of the staple 
point towards the middle of the anvil bucket might then be expected. This is 
because yielding takes place at such an early stage in the deflection, and the 
second moment of area of the elastic core is proportional to D4. D4 is part of 
the denominator of the deflection formula, hence the rapid increase in 
deflection as "D " (albeit no longer a diameter) decreases with further yielding. 
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Re-introducing the strain strengthening effect, it is still true that the yielded 
fibres would strain at an increased rate while in the process of strain 
strengthening, increasing the P-, 5effect and so leading to rapid staple point 
deflection and increasing load. It can be seen from the video stills in appendix 
4 and the load-displacement DLU firing tests results that this is in fact what 
happens, and, as will be shown, this is not a critical part of the staple 
deforming process in terms of peak load. The necessarily complex load- 
curvature-moment calculations for the plastic deformation of a beam-column 
of non-rectangular cross-section, along with the assumptions about the nature 
of the plastic regions (88), are therefore omitted in favour of the above 
descriptive analysis. 
After the staple point reaches the bottom of the anvil bucket, the previously 
used equivalent strut length no longer applies, because the end conditions 
change. The staple point is no longer free to move laterally, and should now 
be treated as a pinned end. Regarding the leg's other end-condition, it is 
assumed that the staple loading and deflection may be simplified to a 
relatively straightforward representation which will provide an accuracy of 
description suitable to meet the objectives stated in section 6.1. In the 
assumed load-deflection scenario, as shown in figure 6.6, only a small portion 
of leg length at the end of the leg has undergone significant plastic 
deformation, so that as the point reaches the bucket bottom, that yielded 
portion is curved far more than any other portion. The curvature of this small 
portion allows almost all of the leg length to be regarded as deflecting from an 
initially straight member. With reference to figure 6.6, the deflected shape is 
assumed to have only one bow, which means that it may be treated as though 
it were pinned at both ends. As the leg is deflected further, the most extreme 
curvature will occur at the mid-span. It is assumed that any plastic yielding at 
the mid-span may be ignored, because it will not be allowed to yield to any 
great extent before the curvature at the end increases, so that what was the 
end of the effective length is now in contact with the cartridge wall, reducing 
the effective length and therefore changing the point of maximum curvature. 
This situation is analogous to a travelling pinned end whose displacement is 
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accompanied by a decrease in effective length, until the maximum possible 
portion of leg length is adjacent to the cartridge wall, after which the remaining 
leg length, the smallest effective strut length, is loaded up to and beyond the 
point of collapse. The first peak driver load P occurs at the point of this strut 
collapse load. The video stills in appendix 4 appear to confirm that this is a 
reasonable description of the real load-deflection scenario. 
If the changing effective length is viewed as a series of discrete lengths, then 
the load P will increase so that it corresponds with the collapse load for each 
decreasing discrete value of L. The co-ordinate system which was used in 
the earlier calculations is employed here to express driver displacement and 
the leg length which is against the cartridge wall. The geometry of the 
cartridge 
wall x 
R 
ar 
/Hrivar 
R 
P4 P4 
a. as staple leg 
reaches anvil 
bucketbottom, it 
becomes a strut 
of effective length 
L under load R 
R 
b. as driver 
displacement 
increases, R 
increases, strut 
deflects, effective L 
decreases 
R 
c. L decreases 
to minimum 
value, after 
which strut 
reaches 
collapseload 
R 
Figure 6.6. Staple leg load-deflection between reaching maximum lateral 
point deflection and maximum stapling load 
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changing strut is defined according to its own co-ordinate system, shown in 
figure 6.7. For any value of L, the moment M along any part of the leg may be 
defined thus: 
let n' 
I 
EI 
2 
M=EI Y=R(y+e) 
dX2 
d2 
ýý-n 
(y 
d2 x 
eqn. 6.31 
eqn. 6.3 2 
d 
expressed in operator form, with D= 
dx 
(D' -n 
2)y 
=n2e 
As D->O, a PS is given by y= 
8 
Figure 6.7. Co-ordinate system for effective strut 
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The CF is given by y=A sin nx +B cos nx, so the general solution (CF + PS) 
is 
y= Asinnx+Bcosnx-e eqn. 6.33 
Boundary conditions include x=0, y=0. Substituting into eqn. 6.33 gives 
B=e, 
and when x= L12, dy1dx = 0= nAcosn 
L 
-nesinnL =* A=etannL 222 
so the deflection curve may be written 
+e =e tan 
nL 
sin nx +e cos nx 2 eqn. 
6.34 
maximum deflection occurs when y=6, x= L12, which reduces eqn. 6.34 to 
8e=e sec nl 
3 eqn. 
6.35 
so that the maximum bending moment (= R(d + e) from eqn. 6.31) is 
Re sec nL " eqn. 
6.36 
2 
The maximum bending stress may now be written according to a= My1I 
(where y=0.175 mm, calculated according to eqn. 6.25): 
rmx (bending) _ 
0.175 Re 
sec 
nL eqn. 6.37 
12 
and the total stress, including axial compressive stress, is 
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a 
rmx(total) 
-R+0.175 
Re 
sec nL eqn. 6.3 8 A12 
The right hand side of eqn. 6.38 can now be re-arranged to give the Smith- 
Southwell formula, while the left hand side can be equated to the yield stress 
to give the collapse load for a given length: 
jNMM-2 
=R0.175e 
LR 31 1+2 sec - _ZEý Ak2 AEk2 
R 
eqn. 6.39 
may be solved for a given length numerically, using a similar spreadsheet- 
based method to that employed for eqn. 6.29. 
Before solving eqn. 6.39 for R, the range of L must first be determined. The 
start value is 4.12 mm, as used for eqn. 6.29. It is assumed that the curvature 
of the leg immediately prior to it approaching the shortest effective strut length 
condition will not be extreme, so that the final value of 2.09 mm, 
corresponding to the peak load, is estimated as though the effective strut lies 
straight between the anvil bucket bottom and the end of the cartridge wall. 
Table 6.2 shows how convergence is achieved for the value of R in eqn. 6.39 
using the spreadsheet for a single value of L. The spreadsheet method was 
repeated for 24 values of L, ranging from 4.12 mm to 2.09 mm. The 
horizontal and vertical components of R were calculated using R sinO and R 
cosO, where 0 is as shown in figure 6.6c. The value of the driver load P was 
then calculated using R cosO + 0.29R sinO, where 0.29 is the co-efficient of 
friction between the staple and cartridge. 
These calculations indicate that the overall driver load for a single staple 
ought to progress steadily from 2.99 N to 3.24 N, or 179.62 N to 194.5 N for a 
30-staple cartridge (see graph 6.3). This is clearly not approaching the peak 
load, which exceeds 700 N for the same cartridge. The next step is to check 
that these calculated loads actually correspond to any stapling loads. 
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R (trial) cr(y)*A Rey/ksqrd sec R(calculated) 
3.112 19.14989 15.56 1.03069 3.112355 
3.1121 19.14989 15.5605 1.030691 3.111823 
3.1122 19.14989 15.561 1.030692 3.111292 
3.1123 19.14989 15.5615 1.030693 3.110761 
3.1124 19.14989 15.562 1.030694 3.11023 
3.1125 19.14989 15.5625 1.030695 3.109699 
3.1126 19.14989 15.563 1.030696 3.109168 
3.1127 19.14989 15.5635 1.030697 3.108637 
3.1128 19.14989 15.564 1.030698 3.108106 
3.1129 19.14989 15.5645 1.030699 3.107575 
3.113 19.14989 15.565 1.0307 3.107044 
3.1131 19.14989 15.5655 1.030701 3.106513 
3.1132 19.14989 15.566 1.030702 3.105981 
3.1133 19.14989 15.5665 1.030703 3.10545 
3.1134 19.14989 15.567 1.030704 3.104919 
3.1135 19.14989 15.5675 1.030705 3.104388 
3.1136 19.14989 15.568 1.030706 3.103857 
3.1137 19.14989 15.5685 1.030707 3.103326 
3.1138 19.14989 15.569 1.030708 3.102795 
3.1139 19.14989 15.5695 1.030709 3.102264 
3.114 19.14989 15.57 1.03071 3.101733 
3.1141 19.14989 15.5705 1.030711 3.101202 
3.1142 19.14989 15.571 1.030712 3.10067 
3.1143 19.14989 15.5715 1.030713 3.100139 
3.1144 19.14989 15.572 1.030714 3.099608 
3.1145 19.14989 15.5725 1.030715 3.099077 
3.1146 19.14989 15.573 1.030716 3.098546 
Table 6.2. Spreadsheet for numerical calculation of strut collapse load R 
543210 
effective strut length L (mm) 
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Graph 6.3. Predicted load for varying effective strut length 
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Although there is no accurate way to map each of the 24 values of L onto 
individual driver displacements, a reasonable approximation can be made for 
the first and final calculated L values, which correspond with the driver 
displacements in figures 6.8a and 6.8b. 
The empirical load-displacement graphs from the firing tests show that the 
upper and lower calculated values of driver load P for this displacement range 
are reasonably close to the true values. Since the predicted load P is 
reasonably close to the actual load (see graph 6.4), then the peak load occurs 
after the last point on graph 6.3, approximately at the driver displacement 
stage shown in figure 6.8d. At this later stage, the staple leg forms a very 
acute angle with the anvil. The eccentricity of the effective strut is dependent 
upon the load being applied at the staple point. The staple point is defined by 
the angle of the small ground surface (see figure 6.9), which means that if the 
Figure 6.8. Video stills of staple deformation through point of peak load 
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point rotates, there is a limiting angle, beyond which both the point and the 
opposite edge of the ground surface will contact the anvil, thus removing the 
eccentricity of the loading and altering the end conditions. By simple 
geometry, the limiting angle is 7.90 for a straight member, as shown in figure 
6.9. Since the ground surface lies at 450 from the staple leg axis, the end of 
the leg must therefore reach an angle of 52.90 before the end conditions 
change. In figure 6.8c, the leg end is at approximately 350 from the (page) 
horizontal. Since the corresponding driver displacement is marginally less 
than that of the peak load, it is assumed that this change in end conditions 
does play a major role in the development of the peak staple firing load. 
To check this assumption, the value of R from the spreadsheet calculations for 
the eccentrically loaded L=2.09 mm is compared to the value which may 
have been given had the load been purely axial. The Rankine-Gordon 
formula is selected to achieve this comparison because it is intended for short 
struts. This formula requires that both the axial crushing load P, and the Euler 
load P, be known. P, is obtained by simple multiplication of the yield stress by 
the cross sectional area, i. e. 
31 lx7r XO. 28 2/4= 19.1499 N 
while P, is 259.0555 N 
eqn. 6.40, 
eqn. 6.41. 
The Rankine-Gordon formula, Le. 
I=1+I 
eqn. 6.42 PR Pc Pe 
gives a Rankine load of 17.832 N, which would require aP value of 18-566 N. 
For a 30-staple DLU, P would have to be 1114 N. This is compared with the 
actual load on graph 6.4. 
With reference to graph 6.4, the calculated values which define the 
boundaries of stages 1,2,3 and 4 are reasonably close to the reality of staple 
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firing, although the peak staple firing load is overestimated by approximately 
50%. It is assumed that the true peak load is less than the Rankine load 
because: the member is not an ideally straight column during the stage in 
question; some of the outer fibres are stressed beyond the elastic limit before 
the eccentricity is removed; and the length of the effective strut is almost 
certainly underestimated. 
6.2.1.3 Summary of staple forming 
To summarise the overall account of the staple firing load-displacement curve, 
referring to graph 6.4 and focussing on a 31 mm DLU, 
Stage 1- the driver experiences negligible friction before connecting with the 
staple, after which it has to overcome a little more friction caused by the 
slightly deflected staple legs pushing against the cartridge wall. 
Stage 2- the staple points contact the anvil surface, after which they follow the 
surface, but only until they deflect horizontally by approximately 0.06 mm. 
During this deflection, the driver has to exert a small load which grows at an 
increasing rate until it reaches 41 N. At this point the leg ends nearest the 
driver experience compressive yield at the "inside leg" outer surface. There is 
]round surface 
staple point 
Figure 6.9. Limiting angle for eccentricity of staple leg loading 
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no deflection of the curved staple sections at the top of the legs because the 
lateral load is not big enough to exceed the moment imposed on them by the 
cartridge wall. 
Stage 3- under the P-8 effect, the staple legs rapidly deflect while the extent of 
yielding initiated in stage 2 increases, and the driver load increases with the 
decreasing anvil slope (and possibly due to some strain strengthening), until 
the staple points reach the bottom of the anvil bucket. 
Stage 4- the legs start to bow convex-out towards the cartridge wall, and as 
the deflection is constrained by the wall, the point of staple-to-wall contact 
moves towards the end of the cartridge wall as deflection increases, 
shortening the effective strut length and requiring correspondingly greater 
1200 
x actual 
load-d is placement 
predicted stage 5 
curves for 31 mm DLU at 
end (peak) value small gap-set \\ 1000 
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Graph 6.4. Predicted loads leading to peak stapling load in comparison 
with actual firing load 
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driver load. This continues until the point of contact reaches the end of the 
cartridge wall. 
Stage 5- as the staples bow beyond the cartridge wall, they strain at an 
increasing rate, accompanied by an increasing driver load due to strain 
strengthening. During this deflection, the ground ends which define the staple 
points rotate (about the imaginary pin), until both the inner and outer leg 
edges contact the anvil. At this point, the ongoing load- moment-cu rvatu re 
relationship is interrupted, as the moment caused by the eccentricity of 
loading is removed. The driver load increases at a sharper rate, until the 
effective beam-columns reach their ultimate loads, the result of a complex set 
of influences which include buckling and bending of a member of changing 
curvature, as well as strain-strengthening. 
Stage 6- looking at a single left-hand staple leg, at the point of collapse, the 
driver load required to further deform the leg drops, and the most deformed 
leg region deflects further, creating a small radius of curvature at this region. 
This tightly curved section now approaches the anvil, forcing the still relatively 
straight leg (point) end to rotate anti-clockwise about the bucket bottom. As it 
rotates, it pushes the rest of the leg towards the cartridge wall, generating a 
reaction from the wall which forces the point to move laterally (to the right). 
The tightly curved section contacts the anvil near to the original point of anvil 
contact, and is pushed down the anvil curve, further forcing the straight leg 
end to move towards the anvil mid-point. As the curved part travels further 
into the anvil bucket, the side thrust on the leg end forces it to ride up the 
inner edge of the anvil buckets, partly guided by the ground surface of the 
staple end. During this period, the section of leg length nearest the cartridge 
is starting to bow convex-out. As the most deformed part finally approaches 
the bottom of the anvil, it makes the pointed leg end deflect away from the 
anvil in two ways: firstly, it has a three-point bend effect, where the portion of 
leg end which has cleared the anvil is pivoted back towards the cartridge; and 
secondly, as the leg portion being fed into the anvil from the cartridge starts to 
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curve and be formed by the anvil profile, it slides a little further down the anvil 
slope, pushing the most tightly curved part round a little further, causing it to 
rotate a little, thus causing the staple point to rotate a little more towards the 
cartridge. Comparing the driver displacement on the stills with graph 6.4, the 
start of the slight increase in load during this period coincides with the stage at 
which staple leg points meet each other at the mid-point of the anvil buckets; 
the load gradually drops back to its lowest "post-peak" load as the angle 
between the two leg ends diminishes. 
6.2.2 CLEAVING THE TEFLON ANULUS WITH THE CIRCULAR KNIFE 
As can be seen clearly in the scanned pictures in figure 5.17, the quality and 
depth of cut varies widely among tests of the same type. Some appear 
almost as hairline cracks, while others have much wider, plastically deformed 
crack openings. It had been hoped that the length of the crack for a given test 
type could be quantified within relatively small limits, so that a theoretical 
description of what happens during this cleaving operation could be 
developed. The obvious variation between similar test types makes the 
usefulness of the measurement of these crack lengths doubtful. 
The attempt to measure the crack tip radius failed because equipment with 
the necessary resolution was not available, which rules out the approach 
taken by Prof. Dr. H Hofer, who, in his 1998 presentation to Partwell (who 
specialise in the press cutting of plastic sheet), explained that cutting forces 
are not well understood when they include initial crack propagation, but that 
they could be modelled using the finite element method, provided that the 
knife dimensions were known. 
The raw firing force data is itself useful, in that it identifies what loads are 
required to cleave the teflon. It appears to reveal that the depth of cut within 
the range examined makes little difference to the peak load. Between initial 
contact and crack opening, it appears that the peak load remains relatively 
constant, irrespective of depth of cut. 
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Since there is little design modification proposed for this cleaving process in 
the main body of work, no further attempt is made to model it. It may be of 
interest that, based on a discussion with an expert, the recommendations for 
further work include a possible means of reducing the cleaving load. 
6.2.3 TISSUE PENETRATION AND CLEAVING LOADS 
Nwadike et al have published experimental data on the estimated forces 
required of surgical needles of various diameters to penetrate soft tissue [89]. 
This information is specifically intended for use in the design of an automatic 
suturing device [90]. It is reported that the 0.76 mm thick nylon 6 film, thought 
to be around 5 times tougher than human skin, is used as a tissue substitute, 
and is compared with tests on lamb skin and pig skin. It is concluded that 
variation in needle diameter has little effect on the penetration load, which 
varies according to skin strength and sharpness of the needle point. Average 
penetration loads ranged from 17.6N to 47 N. 
GI wall tissue ought to be less tough than skin, although a 30-staple IDLU will 
have 60 staple points simultaneously penetrating the tissue. It was 
anticipated that the load required to achieve penetration of the tissue by the 
staples might be relatively high, as might that of the knife to cleave the tissue. 
The experimental results shown in graph 6.3 help to demonstrate that the 
staple penetration and tissue cleaving actions require relatively small loads in 
comparison with the overall firing load requirement. A full set of graphs, 
showing similar comparisons for each of the DLU sizes and gap-settings, is 
provided in appendix 5. 
The staple point has to travel 0.5 mm before it leaves the cartridge, after 
which it must travel approximately 1.8 mm (depending on the gap-set) before 
connecting with the anvil. As might be expected, it can be seen on graph 6.3 
that the only discernible difference between DLUs fired with and without tissue 
which might be attributed to staple penetration occurs during this initial 
movement. 
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Similarly, at the stage where the knife point exits the cartridge (approximately 
3.6 mm into the overall driver stroke), the graphs also show that the knife 
requires a small but significant load to initially compress the tissue, increasing 
up to the point where it has to penetrate the tissue in order to travel into the 
teflon annulus. 
The results recorded during the experiments documented in chapter 5, having 
been transferred from their original Lloyd Dapmat software recordings onto 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, were used to infer the magnitude of the tissue 
cleaving and penetrating loads. There were two tests carried out for each of 
the DLUs at each of the two gap settings, with and without tissue. For any 
test type of the same DLU size and same gap-set, there are two tests with 
tissue in the DLU and a corresponding two tests without tissue. The loads of 
both tests without tissue were subtracted from each of the loads with tissue 
(for each corresponding stroke length). This allowed the maximum load 
difference at each of the two parts of the stroke identified on graph 6.3 to be 
recorded. The results are shown in tables 6.3- 6.6. 
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Graph 6.3. Comparison of 2 pairs of 31 mm DLU firing forces, with and 
without bowel tissue, at 1.3 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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The graphs help to give an indication as to the order of load size which the 
presence of tissue contributes to the overall IDLU load requirement. It had 
been hoped that a strong linearity might be apparent in the graphs, but the 
spread of these small amounts of data makes statistical analysis pointless, 
particularly since the way in which values have been inferred guarantees the 
largest possible variation (at the 1.3 mm gap-set, the load required to pierce 
tissue actually appears to decrease with higher numbers of staple points). 
Possible sources of error include the fact that the infinitely variable gaps were 
set manually, so that small differences in the relative positioning of the 
TEST TYPE MAX. CLEAVING LOAD (N 
25 mm DLU anastomosina thin tissue 89.3 99.9 123.2 105.7 
28 mm DLU anastomosinq thick tissue 184.2 213.6 201.8 231.2 
31 mm DLU anastomosinq thick tissue 1 3.1_ 174.3 166.3 135.4 
Table 6.3. Maximum tissue cleaving loads at 1.3 mm gap-set 
TEST TYPE MAX. CLEAV ING LOAD (N 
25 mm DLU anastomosing thin tissue 127.4 206.4 105.7 143.4 
28 mm DLU anastomosing thick tissue 182.7 132.4 1 
31 mm DLU anastomosinq thick tissue 209.0 232.7 232.7 248.7 
Table 6.4. Maximum tissue-cleaving knife loads at 1.7 mm gap-set 
TEST TYPE MAX. STAPLING LOAD (N) 
25 mm DLU anastomosinq thin tissue 62.2 49.6 75.1 64.8 
28 mm DLU anastomosinq thick tissue 42.0 40.4 69.4 67.9 
31 mm DLU anastomosing thick tissue 47.7 45.8 50.7 54.5 
Table 6.5. Maximum tissue-penetrating staple loads at 1.3 mm gap-set 
TEST TYPE MAX. STAPLING LOAD (N) 
25 mm DLU anastomosing thin tissue 14.9 24.8 19.5 29.8 
28 mm DLU anastomosing thick tissue 52.6 39.7 
31 mm DLU anastomosing thick tissue 36.2 33.6 48.4 46.9 
Table 6.6. Maximum tissue-penetrating staple loads at 1.7 mm gap-set 
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components may have produced large errors relative to the size of the small 
loads in question. It is also true that the DLUs donated by Autosuture were of 
various ages, some packaged, some loose, allowing the possibility of varying 
levels of friction within the samples. 
What can be said is that there is consistently an increase in staple penetrating 
load after the point at which the inferred maximum difference occurs, and after 
the point at which the staples would otherwise have contacted the anvil. This 
demonstrates that the staples must deform the tissue to a considerable 
compressive strain before they penetrate it. Similarly, the tissue consistently 
appears to compress the annulus surface by approximately 0.2 mm before 
yielding, allowing the blade tip to reach the annulus. 
The angle of a staple point has to be relatively wide, otherwise the point may 
fail during stapling, which may have a detrimental effect on the guidance of 
the point by the anvil in the later stages of deformation. This prohibits any 
arbitrary specification of a sharper point without further research. However, 
the knife does not have such a constraint. The metrology technique outlined 
in chapter 5 did not reveal the exact tip radius, but it did show that the blade 
angle is surprisingly wide. It is the author's experience that the knife of any 
DLU is in fact so blunt as to warrant no special handling considerations, and 
in a design where any energy saving is welcome, it is recommended that the 
knife be ground to a finer tip than is currently used. 
To summarise, the maximum excess load required to drive the 25 mm DLU 
knife through the thin tissue at a narrow gap-setting ranged from 
approximately 88- 123 N, the equivalent range for the wide gap-setting being 
105- 206 N. Using thicker bowel tissue, the same two gap-settings with a 28 
mm produced inferred results of 184- 231 N (narrow gap) and 132- 182 N 
(wide gap), while the 31 mm DLU ranges were 135- 183 N (narrow) and 209- 
249 N. Taking knife circumferences into account, the loads per mm of knife 
circumference were: 
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25 mm DLU, thin tissue: 2.46- 3.43 N (small gap), 2.93- 5.75 N (wide gap) 
28 mm DLU, thick tissue: 3.90- 4.90 N (small gap), 2.80- 3.86 N (wide gap) 
31 mm DLU, thick tissue: 2.39- 3.24 N (small gap), 3.70- 4.40 N (wide gap) 
The maximum excess loads required to drive the staples through tissue were 
25 mm DLU, thin tissue: 50- 75 N (small gap), 15- 30 N (wide gap) 
28 mm DLU, thick tissue: 40- 69 N (small gap), 40- 53 N (wide gap) 
31 mm DLU, thick tissue: 46- 55 N (small gap), 34- 48 N (wide gap) 
Taking the number of staples into account, the "load per staple" range was 
25 mm DLU, thin tissue: 2.27- 3.41 N (small gap), 0.68- 0.73 N (wide gap) 
28 mm DLU, thick tissue: 1.54- 2.65 N (small gap), 1.54- 2.04 N (wide gap) 
31 mm DLU, thick tissue: 1.53- 1.83 N (small gap), 1.13- 1.60 N (wide gap) 
6.3 STAPLER APPROXIMATION 
This section is primarily aimed at the establishment of which, if either, of the 
two criteria (potassium solution expulsion or load) proposed in section 2.1.4.1 
is the most suitable candidate for the assessment of tissue compression 
damage. 
6.3.1 POTASSIUM EXPULSION AND COMPRESSION 
As demonstrated in graphs 4.4- 4.7, the relationship between the recorded 
potassium expulsion and compressive strain of the tissue is not a clear one. 
However, in this context, strain is expressed as a relative measure of change 
in tissue thickness and is compared with an absolute measure of potassium 
output for specific thicknesses. To the extent that uncompressed tissue 
thickness varies, there is scope for misleading error in this comparison (a very 
thick piece of tissue would undergo a higher change in thickness to achieve 
the same strain as a compressed thin piece, and so the resulting volumes of 
expelled potassium solution ought to be different). 
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In order that the analysis of the results may take the original tissue thickness 
into account, it was decided that the measure of strain ought to be modified to 
reflect both the change in thickness and the absolute value of the original 
thickness. For each series of tests, the average uncompressed sample 
thickness T, was used as a normal thickness. The ratio Of T- Tn to Tn was 
used to adjust the value of strain for each sample to reflect the original tissue 
thickness. The right hand bracketed component of the modified expression 
for strain, c, given in equation 6.43 shows how the ratio is used to adjust the 
value of strain by a factor which will weight it according to the original tissue 
thickness. c is referred to as the compression index. 
c= 
(T - t) +T-T,, 
T Tn eqn. 
6.43 
Graphs 6.3- 6.6 show a comparison of c with the potassium output for each of 
the test types. 
Despite the compensation which was made for varying initial tissue thickness, 
there is little observable difference between these graphs and those of 
section4A which do not show an obvious correlation. There are many 
possible explanations for this, and a few of the less encouraging ones are 
acknowledged first, before an attempt is made to find a more positive 
outcome. 
One of the most puzzling points about these results is the fact that on both of 
the thin tissue compression graphs, the lower compression indexes generally 
appear to have produced some of the higher potassium expulsion levels. 
Although it is possible that poor execution of experimental technique may 
explain this, it is unlikely that such an error would be repeated only at the start 
of each series of tests. It is known that the cellular leakage of the potassium 
solution starts virtually at the moment of death, which admits the possibility of 
unregulated flow being significant enough to adversely affect the results. 
However, this would require that the fluid leaked from the tissue during set-up 
time be greater than that released by the most powerful compressive load 
1 
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used, which is unlikely, and does not account for the set-up time of the other 
tests. 
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Graph 6.6. Potassium output for 31 mm DLU with thick tissue 
Other possibilities include error at the experimental design stage. For 
example, rather than aiming for an optimal tissue area which would require 
minimum handling and maximum clearance of the anvil, a better objective 
may have been to ensure that the cut edge which defined each sample area 
was far wider than the anvil. It had been assumed that sufficient anvil 
clearance by the overhanging sample edge was all that was required of the 
cut sample size, when it may be true that standardisation of the sample sizes 
was more important than was realised. It is also possible that the expelled 
fluid could not be efficiently collected with the equipment and technique used, 
and that perhaps alternative compressing elements, such as two porous 
annuli of approximately the same inner and outer diameters as the anvil and 
cartridge, would have been better. Simultaneous testing on multi-headed 
loading equipment may also have contributed to standard isation. 
It is also possible that if the potassium expelled purely due to compression 
could be isolated without doubt as to its source, it would be non-uniform with 
respect to its distribution or concentration throughout the tissue volume. It 
could also be true that the surface is so irregular as to be immeasurable by 
the simple thickness measuring technique used. 
6.3.1.1 Correlation of potassium expulsion and compression 
Despite the reasons to doubt the usefulness of potassium expulsion as a 
compression damage indicator, there is another possibility which may lead to 
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a more positive conclusion. Before explaining it, it is necessary to outline a 
few facts about the tissue. 
By the wide-ranging account of much surgical experience, it may be safely 
assumed that each of the tissue layers of any GI section (see figure 1.10) has 
different mechanical properties in one direction. The mucosal layer is the 
softest, while the sub-mucosa is regarded as the toughest, and it is unclear as 
to how the muscular layers might react to compression. The behaviour of 
muscle is among the least understood of the soft tissues. It is known, 
however, that the muscles are responsible for the manufacture of collagen, 
which plays a major role in the mechanics of other soft tissues. It is also 
established that the GI tract is collagen-rich, and that the collagen fibrils are 
arranged in a biaxial layout (as might be expected where the fibres of two 
muscular layers lie normal to each other) [78]. Collagen fibrils normally lie in 
parallel alignment, and are shaped so that they are joined in a manner which 
is usually described as "crimped". If the collagen structure in GI tissue 
experiences longitudinal tension, the fibrils will uncrimp from each other far in 
advance of bearing major strain-inducing loads. It is generally accepted that 
the Poisson's ratio of soft tissue is approximately 0.5, i. e. it is a virtually 
incompressible visco-elastic material. For this reason, it may be said that the 
tissue will experience significant radial and circumferential tensile strain as it 
is compressed between the anvil and cartridge. 
It is likely that early on in the compression cycle, most of the compressive 
strain is borne by the soft mucosa, until it becomes stiff enough to cause a 
greater proportion of any further strain to be borne by the muscular layers. 
During this stiffening stage, the mucosa's disproportionate strain occurs near 
the outer surface of the tissue, and it is quite possible that it may prove more 
willing to yield leaked cellular fluid to the outer tissue surface than the inner 
layers, which are less easily strained and further from the surface. The erratic 
nature of this output may be explained by non-uniformity of the layers' 
boundary areas, particularly the outer layers as they undergo initial 
deformation, and by the possibility that the macro-structure of the mucosa, 
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when relaxed, may have some capacity to re-absorb expelled fluid. When the 
muscular and sub-mucosal layers are strained, there may be some kind of 
structural change, e. g. collagen uncrimping. Since the undamaged, sponge- 
like tissue structure has extra-cellular interstices, for example, in the collagen 
matrix, or within the mucosa, then there is more than a remote possibility that 
these interstices may increase in volume and re-absorb expelled solution, 
thus accounting for the apparently irrational lowering of fluid output. The 
structure may have a finite level of compression before it becomes damaged, 
one of the first indications of this damage being the increased ability to re- 
absorb expelled fluid. Alternatively, it could be that the soft outer layer is 
primarily responsible for re-absorption, after experiencing a distinct change 
which produces an absorption capacity which remains near constant within 
the limits used by surgeons. This general theoretical explanation of re- 
absorption due to structural change is partly inspired by the theory put forward 
by Kwan and woo [85], which suggests that straining of other soft tissue leads 
to change in the fibrous structure because of the damaged tissue's longer 
term response to collagen uncrimping. Fibrous stricture is a serious 
complication which follows approximately 3% of all circular stapled 
anastomoses. If it could be proved that the re-absorption capacity of intestinal 
tissue changes with changing compressive strain, then it would be established 
that there is some kind of structural change due to compression. Even if the 
nature of the change is unclearly defined, the change nonetheless represents 
potential tissue damage, and could satisfy the original objective of finding a 
simple means of defining compression damage. 
To test this theory, a further assumption is made: the relationship between 
expelled fluid and change in volume is approximately linear, but during initial 
compression, the measurable fluid output is erratic because it is partially re- 
absorbed when the tissue is relaxed. The linearity of the results can be 
statistically tested using two start points on the horizontal axis, the first 
including all of the data, the second excluding the apparently erratic data by 
moving further away from the smallest level of compression, and if the 
linearity improves with an acceptable level of confidence, then this may be 
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regarded as a positive result (the conclusion being that at the point at which 
compression starts to produce a linear potassium output, there is a structural 
change which should be interpreted as tissue damage). 
The correlation coefficient was calculated for each of the sets of data used to 
provide graphs 6.3-6.6, using the formula 
(X - x)(y - y-) 
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For the thin intestinal tissue data for the 25 mm and 28 mm DLUs, the r 
values are 0.082 and -0.182, respectively. Given that a perfect linear 
relationship should have r=1 or -1 , while non-linearity should have r 
approaching 0, these are not encouraging results. The different signs only 
emphasise that there is no unity in the types of relationship. The thicker 
tissue data were closer to the predicted linearity, with r=0.349 and 0.725. 
The first two data sets were treated in a manner which would remove the 
erratic data without an unfair selectivity. The method used was to draw a 
vertical line at the first point where all of the apparently erratic data lay on the 
left hand side of the line and remove all data to the left of the line. The r 
values for the 25 mm and 28 mm DLU results then became 0.797 and 0.458, 
respectively. An outlier was identified among the second set and removed, 
after which the r-value became 0.659. The data for the 28 mm DLU 
compressing thick tissue had a single outlier removed, and the r-value was 
transformed from 0.349 to 0.653. The last set of data was not adjusted. 
Graphs 6.7 and 6.8 show the adjusted data from the tests on compressed thin 
tissue with the 25 and 28 mm DLUs, respectively. 
It is perhaps ironic that the more pronounced linearity of the thick tissue 
compression test results prohibits their use as potential indicators of structural 
change due to compression. However, relating the compression index to the 
strains for the thin tissue tests in graphs 6.7 and 6.8, it appears that there may 
be an identifiable correlation between potassium solution output and structural 
change in small intestinal tissue due to compression. For tests using a 25 
mm DLU, the smallest strain at which the change appeared to happen was 
approximately 0.19 mm/mm, while for a 28 mm DLU, the lowest "linear' strain 
value was 0.29 mm/mm. 
6.3.2 LOAD AND COMPRESSION 
From graphs 4.4- 4.7, the early indications are that there may be an 
exponential relationship between compressive strain of intestinal tissue and 
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loading, which is in accord with the observed behaviour of soft tissue in other 
situations [78]. 
To further utilise the results, the full stress-strain history for each test is first 
compared with the other tests of its type, e. g. there are four tests where small 
intestines are compressed to a thickness of 1.43 mm. Using the Microsoft 
Excel 5 spreadsheet, the strain is calculated for each recorded data point on 
each stress-strain curve. Two typical examples of the way in which this 
affects the results are shown in graphs 6.9 and 6.10 (the full set of graphs are 
in appendix 2). Graph 6.9 shows the stress-strain relationship at low levels of 
compression, while graph 6.10 corresponds to the same series of tests at the 
higher compression levels. 
The lower compression results appear to be more erratic than the higher 
ones, and frequently appear to show some compression at negative strains. 
The test material is not naturally flat, so that the measurement of thickness 
must have an inherent error, and the load at this compression is always 
relatively small in comparison to the loads required to produce the bigger 
strains. It is assumed that the explanation for the less predictable low-load 
behaviour lies in the irregular first contact of the compressing member on the 
irregular tissue surface. 
Focussing on the curve of graph 6.10, there appears to be a sharp increase 
in gradient at the 0.22- 0.25 mm/mm strain range. All of the graphs which 
show larger strain levels have a similar incline. In order that this possible 
trend may be made more clear, the information from all tests for compression 
of the same tissue type and DLU size is gathered and presented in graphs 
6.11- 6.14. Within this wider context, these graphs all show the same 
tendency for a sharp increase in load at approximately the same level of 
compressive strain. There is a slight "spur"on the graphs, most clearly 
evident on graph 6.11, which might indicate that the possible range for 
compression before the increase in required load is wider than may be 
defined by the results accumulated here. What is also evident is that, 
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although the trend to a sharp incline appears to be clear, the actual strain at 
which this occurs is not so sharply defined. From the two graphs showing thin 
tissue compression results, a 25 mm DLU strained thin tissue to between 
approximately 0.19 and 0.34 mm/mm before reaching the point of sharp 
increase in gradient with a corresponding load range of 2.7- 2.9 N (stress 
range: 13.9 x1 
0-3_ 14.9 x 10-3 N MM-2), while the equivalent range of a 28 mm 
DLU was approximately 0.21- 0.33 mm/mm, with a load range of 2.9- 3.1 N 
(stress range: 12.7 x 10-3_ 13.6 x 10-3 N MM-2) . For the thick tissue tests, the 
same approximate strain ranges for 28 and 31 mm DLUs were respectively 
0.28- 0.40 and 0.19- 0.40 mm/mm, with corresponding respective load ranges 
of 2.8- 3.2 N (12.3 x 10-3_ 14.0 x 10-3 N MM-2 ) and 2.9- 3.3 N (11.2 x 10,3_ 12.8 x 
10-3 NMM-2 ). 
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Graph 6.15 shows that there is consistently a length of the stress strain 
curves adjacent to the identified points of increasing stiffness, where the 
stiffness apparently starts to increase, then becomes near constant for a short 
period, before experiencing the previously described pronounced increase in 
stiff ness. 
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It is believed that when any (intact) parts of the GI tract are distended due to 
internal pressure, the relationship between radial stress and strain is an 
exponential one [78]. It would appear that the similarity between the way in 
which GI tissue reacts to compressive strain due to internal pressure and due 
to direct transverse loading is at best limited. The outer layers of a pressure- 
distended vessel experience circumferential strain but little radial or 
longitudinal strain. Relative to its orientation while part of a whole vessel, a 
section of tissue strained in a circular stapler will experience significant strain 
along all three axes, the least of these being circumferential strain. Further, 
the radial compression of the outer layer depends on changing stiffness as 
opposed to distance from the outer surface. This, along with the fact that the 
strained material is polytropic, might explain why there is apparently such a 
marked difference in its behaviour under different directional loading. 
6.3.3 SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF TISSUE COMPRESSION TESTS 
When compressed to various levels of strain, using the criterion of change in 
load, thin (small intestinal) tissue appears to undergo a sharp increase in 
stiffness at a strain which can lie approximately between 0.19 mm/mm and 
0.34 mm/mm, with a corresponding stress range of 12.7x 
10-3 
-14.9 x 
10-3 
N MM-2. Within this stress range, the higher stresses were encountered by the 
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Graph 6.15. Identification of possible tissue yield point 
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smaller DLU. Using the criterion of change in rate of expelled potassium 
solution, the indication is that a structural change occurs at a minimum strain 
of 0.19 mm/mm. 
For thick (large bowel) tissue, a similar sharp increase in stiffness occurred 
between strains of approximately 0.19 and 0.40 mm/mm for 28 and 31 mm 
DLUs. The stress range was 12.3 x1 0-3_ 14.0 x 10-3 N MM-2, with the 28 mm 
DLU accounting for both the smallest and largest stresses. The expulsion of 
potassium from thick tissue appears to be approximately linear with 
compressive strain within the strain range tested, although there is no obvious 
change in the rate of expulsion which might signify structural change. 
Given a more extensive set of test results, it is possible that the strain range 
could be wider, and more importantly, that the minimum strain could be less. 
6.3.3 DISCUSSION 
The evidence in general over the appropriate level of compression for 
anastomosed tissue appears contradictory. One school of thought says that, 
since many surgeons have been tying sutures as tightly as possible, with 
good success rates, that compression is of no importance [12]. The other 
view is based on statistical evidence, which shows that surgical staplers do 
seem to create anastomoses which are more prone to stricture [84]. This is in 
some agreement with those who believe that disturbance of the fibrous 
structure due to excessive strain may be one of the more important ways of 
assessing strain damage [85]. 
From the present research, it is believed that there may be a correlation 
between tissue compression resulting from approximation of the cartridge and 
anvil, while the compression of tissue due to the staples themselves appears 
to be of less importance, which is why the comparison of staples and sutures 
is not a fair one. Since a sealed joint is of extreme importance, the staples 
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have to close to a height which is less than the uncompressed tissue 
thickness. The closed staple height includes the anvil bucket depth 
(neglecting elastic recovery), while the compressive tissue strain does not. 
This guarantees that if the driver only came as far as the cartridge edge, the 
tissue has to be compressed by at least 0.7 mm (approximately) before the 
closed staple height can equal the uncompressed tissue thickness. Given 
that this compression represents a large proportion of most tissue thickness, it 
is suggested that the staples should be closed to a smaller height than the 
compressed tissue thickness resulting from approximation, so that the tissue 
does not have to be compressed by more than 15 % of its relaxed thickness 
(i. e. less than the 19 % reduction in length which appeared to mark the start of 
structural change in the tests) by the approximation of a stapler, but can be 
tightly stapled, undergoing only the highly localised compression experienced 
by hand-stitched tissue. 
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Chapter 7A Circular Stapler for MIT 
This chapter has two main sections, the first of which is a description of an 
anastornotic stapler head design which closely conforms to the PIDS in 
chapter 2. In the second section, the design is used as a focus for the 
discussion on how the experimental results and theoretical modelling from 
chapters 4,5 and 6 may be used to affect circular stapler designs for the 
better. 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The overall body of work is based upon practical objectives, which is why a 
design for a circular stapler is presented. The elements of the design 
concept conform to the PIDS drawn up in chapter 2 and utilise the more basic 
load requirement data acquired from the tests in chapters 4 and 5. The 
design provides a frame of reference for discussion of the research results, in 
terms of how the experimental work in general and the theoretical explanation 
of the results described in chapter 6 might be used to predict design 
constraints for the improvement of this and, to a lesser extent, other designs. 
Had the design task been executed with the sole objective of generating the 
best possible concept for the job, it is likely that the concept presented here 
would differ in some ways from the perceived ideal. However, this design 
was proposed with the intention that it be used to build a prototype, and the 
specialised manufacturing resources required to produce aPrototype from a 
clean sheet design were assumed to be unavailable. Some sub-concepts are 
already well-established, and, in those instances where there is little 
significant difference between the ideal and the existing concepts, the 
established designs are used, so that a working prototype could be built 
which would utilise existing components. 
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7.2 AN MIS CIRCULAR STAPLER HEAD DESIGN 
In the first part of this section, a brief overview of the basic concept is 
presented, providing a context for the second part, in which a detailed 
description of the more complex design elements and the problems which 
they address is given. 
7.2.1 DESIGN OVERVIEW 
As with all circular staplers, the cartridge and anvil constitute the two major 
assemblies of the prototype design (see figure 7.7). 
7.2.1.1 The anvil assembi 
The prototype design uses the USSC's swivelling low profile anvil assembly 
(described in section 1.6) with only a slight modification; the plastic location 
collar which is moulded around the main anvil stem has the added feature of 
four machined recesses, with a dimple in each recess (see fig. 7.1). The 
collar is normally used to locate the centre-shaft onto the anvil assembly on 
initial connection, before meshing with a spline during the last few millimetres 
of 
ý 
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anvil 
stem 
0 
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Figure 7.1. Modified anvil assembly 
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approxima. ion, thus finely aligning the staples and anvil buckets. The 
modified version retains its original purpose, although it has to locate with a 
more irregularly shaped centre-shaft, and has the added function of shielding 
the sharp edge of the centre-shaft (described in section 7.2.2.1) after 
connection. 
7.2.1.2 The cartrid-qe assembl 
The cartridge assembly consists of five major sub-assemblies: the centre- 
shaft, the cartridge, the firing mechanism, the locking mechanism and the 
casing. 
7.2.1.2.1 Centre-shaft 
Some simple tests were conducted, where a load was passed through the 
biopsy channel of a flexible endoscope using a purpose-built low-friction 
cable and a set of hand-held scales to test the endoscope's deflection under 
loads of the same range as the that of the tissue compression test results. 
No deflection was detected at all, which was taken as confirmation that direct 
transmission of approximation forces through a flexible shaft of similar 
stiffness to a large colonoscope is safe. 
The centre-shaft consists of a rigid hollow tube which is crimped onto a 
flexible inner shaft, which takes the form of a flexible plastic cable (see fig. 
7.2). When the anvil assembly is attached, it can be made to slide to the 
desired gap from the cartridge because the relatively thick cable can be made 
to slide through the flexible extension before being fixed at the control end. 
The flexible centre-shaft allows considerably wider extension of the anvil from 
the cartridge than all other staplers, allowing it to conform to PIDS sections 
1.20 and 1.24, as shown in section 2.1.2.2. The centre-shaft conforms to PIDS 
section 1.22 up to a point, i. e. it will not collapse under the anvil's connecting 
load if the connected anvil is (axially) extended up to 60 mm from the 
cartridge. Beyond this extension, the end of the centre-shaft will have to be 
gripped during anvil connection. The flexible centre-shaft negates the 
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problem of absorbing the extra rigid shaft length into the flexible extension 
(shown in section 2.1.2.3), without compromising either the pre-stapling work 
space offered to the surgeon for final tissue set-up adjustments and checks, 
or the need to keep the overall head length to a minimum (for 
manoeuvrability). 
The extruded cable has an irregular section, which serves two purposes: it 
prevents the shaft from turning when sliding, and it leaves room for other, 
smaller controlling elements to run alongside it through the outer flexible 
extension. 
The tube has two diametrically opposed slots, within which sit the clasps 
which are taken from the CEEA. The clasps are bonded to a rubber annulus 
which sits inside the tube. These are part of the locking mechanism, 
described in section 7.2.1.2.4. 
If the both assemblies are to be suitable for side-on joining procedures, all 
current staplers require the use of a third piece, the ancillary trocar. This 
small sharp object must be disconnected and withdrawn after use (particularly 
integral 
clasps 
sprung hook 
plastic cab 
fle 
low tube 
cartridge assembly 
Figure 7.2. Flexible centre-shaft 
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undesirable for MIT). The end of the tube is shaped as an integral trocar, 
eliminating the need for a third piece. When connected to the anvil stem, one 
of the locating recesses on the stem's plastic collar mates with and shields 
the trocar's sharp edge. The dimple on the trocar reciprocates with the 
dimples within the recess, so that when the anvil is inserted into the centre- 
shaft, its final position is signalled by a light snap fit. The four recesses are 
shaped so that the anvil should be twisted through no more than an eighth of 
a turn to achieve the snap fit (mesenteric alignment between two bowel ends 
would otherwise be difficult). On final approximation, the spline at the end of 
the hollow shaft finely aligns the staples and anvil buckets, as in existing 
staplers. 
Should the surgeon wish to disconnect the anvil and cartridge, the dimple is 
shaped so that the load required to overcome the snap fit is almost thrice the 
connecting load. These loads are similar to those of existing models, which 
are easier to attach than to detach so that the anvil remains connected 
despite tissue inertia and friction during tissue approximation. 
7.2.1.2.2 Staple cartridge 
This sub assembly, which includes the staples, the cartridge, the knife and 
the driver pieces, is a modification of that of the CEEA model. The driver 
component has been reduced in length through the removal of the sloping 
-1-4-- 
staple 
slots 
cartridge 
modifie( 
driver 
flat 
surface 
figure 7.3. Staple cartridge sub-assembly arrangement 
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members, so that the firing load will now be circumferential. The length to be 
travelled by the staples is reduced by placing the staples nearer to the 
outside edge of the cartridge. 
Because of the considerable load which is placed on the driver, the relatively 
thick stainless steel plate is positioned behind the driver, so that the flat 
surface of the plastic driver does not deflect to a camber due to radial 
variation in the load on the plastic driver (see figure 7.3). 
7.2.1.2.3 Firing mechanism 
The combined cylindrical cam and spiral power spring mechanism provides 
the necessary load for the staple driving component in the cartridge assembly 
via the stationary cam followers, which drive the moving cam axially (see fig 
7.4). The roller followers are mounted into a (hidden) piece which is fixed to 
the shaft housing. The spring nests inside (and is attached to) the moving 
outer cylinder, while the arbour is a collar which slides over the hollow shaft 
which houses the sliding centre-shaft. During action, the collar, spring, cam 
and outer cylinder all travel axially. Of these, only the outer cylinder does not 
revolve, constrained as it is by the keys fitted into the outer casing (not 
shown) which mate with its slots, so that there is moving contact between the 
cam-piece and the moving outer cylinder. How simple the bearing between 
housing for slots 
centre-shaft 
moving 
outer 
cvlinder 
sliding 
collar 
"__--6pring 
cam 
piece,, ". 
cam 
surface roller 
Figure 7.4. Firing mechanism 
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these two pieces should be is dealt with later, in section 7.2.2.3, where the 
cam and spring are described in more depth. 
There are two identical cam surfaces which span the circumference of the 
cam cylinder, and which, along with the radius of the 08 mm needle-bearing 
roller followers (the smallest available), limit the maximum turn to 
approximately 158'. 
The two rollers balance each other to help prevent unbalanced jamming 
forces. However, as explained in section 5.4, circular staplers have been 
known to jam during firing, which is why a minimum of three slots on the 
moving outer cylinder is thought necessary to maintain good axial alignment 
of the cylinder. The plate from the cartridge assembly is in flat contact with 
the moving cylinder, so that the mechanism drives the pusher through the 
length of a full firing stroke. The followers are positioned at the proximal end 
of the assembly (rather than immediately behind the cartridge plate) so that 
the aspect ratio of the moving part is at its greatest, reducing the potential for 
jamming and uneven load distribution over the staples. 
7.2.1.2.4 Locking mechanism 
clasps 
rubber cap 
sprung h 
flexible cable 
Figure 7.5. Locking mechanism 
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The clasps are identical to those of the Premium Plus CEEA, except for their 
shorter length. These clasps are usually machined from the CEEA's centre- 
shaft, so that they are effectively two strip-springs which are an integral part 
of the shaft. However, the spring length is too long for the proposed design, 
which is why they are cut from the CEEA and bonded to the rubber annulus in 
the tube. The pins and holes are sized using a yield stressSy (shear) of 0.6 Sy (tens) 
of 303 stainless steel, using the widest pin diameter to reduce the risk of the 
clasps being split by the pins. 
When the centre-shaft is extended, the rubber annulus to which the clasps 
are attached allows the clasps to deflect easily when the anvil stem passes 
over them as the anvil is being attached (see fig. 7.5). The pins have a 
clearance fit over the clasp holes. When fully approximated, the clasps are 
laterally constrained between the wider shaft housing and the anvil stem, so 
that the v-shaped part of the clasps is locked into the notch on the anvil stem. 
The v-shaped part bears the full firing load. 
In order that the anvil may provide the necessary resistance to the firing load, 
the clasps themselves have to be locked axially. With reference to figure 7.5, 
the hollow circular block and all of the parts mounted on it sit inside the 
centre-shaft's tube (not shown). The sprung hooks are connected by a light 
compressive strip spring which pushes them outward. When the centre-shaft 
tube travels through the instrument, the hooks are laterally constrained by the 
housing shaft and stay withdrawn until the anvil approaches its fully 
approximated position, at which point the hooks are free to move laterally, 
locking the whole assembly against the base of the housing shaft. The cable 
Figure 7.6. Pivoting piece for release mechanism 
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release mechanism is omitted from figure 7.5 for clarity, and consists of a 
simple collar on a light helical compression spring which slides over the hooks 
when pulled by a thin cable from the control end. 
7.2.1.2.5 Release mechanism 
The release mechanism relies on a simple levering action of the piece shown 
in figure 7.6, which is able to encompass the central moving parts. It 
achieves the maximum pivoting effect by "rocking" over the under-surface of 
the major load-bearing area, from the position shown in figure 7.7 when 
pulled by direct cable transmission, allowing it to lever a catch in the opposite 
direction via another smaller member. The catch sticks through a hole in the 
outer part of the load-bearing surface and obstructs the path of the adjacent 
spring-loaded cam piece, so that when the small attached cable is pulled the 
loaded firing mechanism is released. 
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7.2.1.2.6 Casing 
The casing serves the same purpose as it does in all other circular staplers, 
i. e. to encapsulate the mechanism and to hold each of the sub-assemblies in 
relative position to each other. It also has to be loaded by the torque which is 
placed on it's slots from the keys which transmit the load exerted on the 
moving outer cylinder by the spring. 
7.2.1.2.7 Overall design concept 
Figure 7.7 shows how the previouslly designed sub-concepts may be brought 
together to form the overall favoured concept. Although referal to the 
previous sketches is essential for understanding of the drawing, care has 
been given to the scale of the drawing, the volumes and thicknesses of the 
parts being allocated in accordance with their relative stress levels. 
The flexible outer cable is an extruded multi-lumen cable, the like of which 
can be acquired easily from various suppliers of medical tubing (see 
appendix 1). 
7.2.2 FIRING FORCE AND FIRING MECHANISM CHOICE 
The firing force P of a DLU can, depending on the gap-setting and DLU size, 
exceed 1.5 kN. Although this is the peak value, the total energy requirement 
is consistently high for any gap-setting, as can be seen from the graphs in 
appendix 3. 
The stapler's design constraints include the need to generate P within a small 
volume with minimum (preferably zero) impulse. The demanding 
specification which this places upon the firing mechanism warrants a more 
detailed account of this part of the design and the rationale behind its 
selection. As discussed in the next section, the research has direct 
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implications for the constraints on this specification, whether they be applied 
to this or another concept. 
7.2.2.1 Concept selection 
Early firing mechanism design concepts involved small electro-mechanical 
devices such as linear stepper motors and rotary solenoids to power the 
stapler, where, since the firing stroke is short, the small loads of these 
devices, driven through larger distances, might have been multiplied. One 
early design concept, which had a telescoping centre-shaft and combined a 
lead-screw driven by an a. c. stepper motor (to approximate the anvil and 
cartridge and bear the reaction to the firing load) with a compressed helical 
spring (to produce the firing load on release), was the subject of an early 
provisional patent application. However, although it was realised that the 
load requirement would be substantial, the actual loads recorded during the 
experiments were greater than anticipated, effectively ruling out such 
devices. 
The biggest load required from the firing mechanism occurs near the end of 
the firing stroke. If the actuator were to take the form of a pre-loaded spring, 
the position of this load presents a problem, since the force from the spring is 
at its least at the end of the stroke. For example, using a straightforward 
axially compressed spring design (e. g. helical wound spring, disc spring 
stack), the spring would have to exert the peak firing load near the end of its 
deflection, which means that, barring an infeasibly low spring rate (or a very 
long spring), the load exerted by the spring at the start of firing would be 
significantly larger than the peak firing load, requiring highly stressed 
members to contain the spring. The use of a pyromechanical protractor was 
also considered, and this is expanded upon in the suggestions for further 
work. 
In summary, the preferred firing mechanism was chosen because: the power 
spring is thought to be the best source of power in terms of large energy 
capacity, small size and least likelihood of producing unwelcome (possibly 
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tissue-destroying) impulse; the cam profile's varying slope translates the load 
from the spring through 900 into the necessary firing load with as much 
mechanical advantage as possible, which helps to minimise the spring's 
required energy capacity, keep stress levels down, control the distribution of 
the spring's energy output and overcome the spring's inherent disadvantage 
of having a load-deflection profile which is almost opposite to that which is 
required; this arrangement not only eliminates the need for the maximum 
spring load c to exceed the peak firing load Pmax, but actually reduces c to 
approximately one sixth of Pm,,,. It is also unlikely to create an impulse at the 
end of the stroke, since it exhausts most of the spring energy and has no 
internal parts which are likely to impact against each other. 
7.2.2.2 Spring selection 
During the initial attempt at evaluating this concept, a crude estimate was 
made of what would be required of such a spring. The width of the spring 
strip was the most critical factor, because it determined the extent to which 
this assembly would affect the overall cartridge length, which should be as 
short as possible. Using a trial and error approach with standard spring 
design calculations, the estimated spring strip width was (at around 60 mm) 
longer than would be preferred, although not unacceptable. However, using 
customised software, George Emmott (Pawsons) Limited asserted that a 
precipitation hardened 17.7 stainless steel spring could fit respective arbour 
and drum dimensions of 12.5 and 25 mm, turn through 1200 with 
a starting torque of 5 Nm, and need be no wider than 25 mm. Since this 
spring specification included a strip thickness of 1.2 mm and the standard 
calculations are inappropriate for strip thicknesses exceeding 0.6 mm, it was 
assumed that further spring calculations were futile. Instead, a specialist 
spring-maker would be approached with final specification of arbour and 
drum sizes, start and finish loads, and turning requirement, requesting the 
narrowest possible strip width. However, because this specification would 
express the spring's material limits, a worst case stress scenario was 
assumed, i. e. that the spring strip length should be minimal and that the 
loaded spring must dissipate most of its stored energy through most of its 
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maximum turn, so that the spring's maximum (pre-yield) load would be 
exerted on the firing mechanism (friction in the system prohibits complete 
energy dissipation). 
7.2.2.3 Cam and sprinq soecification 
Graph 7.1 gives a multiple plot of the results from the tests where 31 mm 
heads were fired with tissue, which shows the most basic requirement of a 
stapler with variable closed height with minimum height of 1.3 mm. An 
arbitrary curve is fitted so that it encompasses all of the known possible 
loads, with a clearance of approximately 10% of the peaks. Each of the fitted 
curve segments runs into its neighbouring curves without a change in slope, 
avoiding sudden changes in load. The curve segments are: 
0 to 1.5, 
1.5 to 2.5, 
2.5 to 3, 
3.0 to 3.8, 
3.8 to 4.6, 
4.6 to 5, 
5.0 to 5.8, 
5.8 to 6.1, 
P= 20s + 50 
P= loos 2 
-280s+275 
P= 1108.89 s2- 5324.44 s+ 6580.54 
P= -1328.89 s2+ 9302.23 s -15359.45 
P= 1594.67 s2_ 12916.81 s+ 26856.73 
P= -2923.55 s2+ 28650.00 s- 68749.09 
P= 584.64 s2- 6430.99 s+ 18951.21 
P= 2512 s2- 28796.96 s+ 83812-55 
The main forces within the mechanism are shown in figure 7.8. At the end of 
the cam's turn, and the end of the driver's stroke, P is approximately 1.6 M 
Assuming a coefficient of friction of 0.1 (lubricated steel on steel), the 
required end spring load Wwould approachfp, or 0.16 M. This is 
approximately equal to the required starting load (with respect to spring 
possibilities), and practically impossible to achieve. On the question of an 
appropriate level of bearing simplicity, it was estimated that an axial roller 
bearing could reducefp to a negligible load with little compromise of the 
overall instrument size, and that the bearing ought therefore to be included, 
despite the added complexity and cost. The cam's roller followers were 
selected over knife-edge followers for a similar reason, since, as the cam 
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Graph 7.1. Required firing force for a variable gap 31 mm DLU 
approaches the end of its turn, the pressure angle a decreases and the total 
cam-follower friction for a knife-edge follower approachesfp. 
Sincef, is now considered to be negligible, then F sin a, the total horizontal 
force acting from left to right on the cam, may be described thus: 
Fsina =W 
momng key 
moving A cylinde 
cylinder s lot 
direction (keyway) 
W pop. 
cam cam 
direction 
-0 
roller-, "" roller' mounting 
Figure 7.8. Loads within the firing mechanism 
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The main downward component of the vertical load on the cam surface 
comes from the firing load, while, assuming thatp = 0.1, the friction from the 
horizontal load on the slot from the spring will create a downward load of 
0.1 W. If F cos a is the total upward force on the cam, then 
F cosa = P+OAW 
and from eqns 7.1 and 7.2, 
tan a= P+O. IW 
w 
Eqn 7.2 
r, - Eqn 7.3 
where P =f(s), according to Graph 7.1, and W =f(x) ==+c, assuming that 
the spring rate is constant (as advised by George Emmott (Pawsons) 
Limited). 
Eqns. 7.1 and 7.2 show that the work done in the directions of the spring 
deflection EHand the main axis Ev, may be expressed in terms of the spring 
energy E, and the stapler firing energy Ep, where 
X2 
Ew =If (x)dx, Eqn 7.4 
Ep = 
S2 
f (s)ds Eqn 7.5 11 
i. e. 
EH= Ewg Eqn 7.6 
Eý, = Ep + O. lEw Eqn 7.7 
and, since Ev = 
EHi 
E;, = 1.111 lEp Eqn 7.6 
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Using the spreadsheet of Microsoft Excel, Ep was calculated for stroke length 
s, increasing in small increments, using the equations of the fitted curve 
segments shown in graph 7.1, each of which were integrated according to 
eqn 7.5. The start energy is taken to be zero, and the final energy for each 
segment is used to determine the integration constant for the following 
segment. Ew was then calculated according to eqn. 7.6. 
The maximum energy requirement of the spring E. (,,,,. ) was now known, and 
the circumferential length Xthrough which it would travel was already 
determined. Imagining that the spring rate was constantly zero, then, since W 
= mx + c, Wj = Ew(, ax)IX. Now, assuming that the spring must release all of its 
energy, c= 2Wj and m= -clX. In accordance with eqn 7.4, 
M2 
Ew = 
[2 
x+ cxl, 
17- 
Eqn 7.8 
One of the roots of this quadratic function of x gives the optimal value of x for 
each value of s. Before the cam profile (x against s) could be plotted, the 
value of a had to be checked using eqn. 7.3, particularly at the lower values 
of x, to ensure that the pressure angle remained within safe limits. This 
required that the value of W be calculated. The pressure angle was initially 
71.90 (see appendix 6), which is very high. Using graph 7.1 as a guide, an 
arbitrary limit was set at s=2.5 mm, before which a would be set at a lower 
angle by trial and error, where a would not abruptly change as the cam 
turned through to the next segment. It was shown (see appendix 6) that the 
value of alpha for the constant gradient cam section could be set at 44.80 and 
would smoothly join the following section at the same angle. This value of a 
is unusually high (301 is a normal recommended maximum except for low 
loads, although "low" is not defined), and this specific sub-optimal condition 
has a higher spring energy and starting load requirement. Alternatively, if a 
lower initial value of a was used (as in appendix 6), the spring would have a 
significant energy deficit towards the end of the uniform slope section, 
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requiring an equally significant increase in the spring energy requirements 
(and so increased mechanism length and stress within the device). 
From this attempt to design a stapler, it was concluded that the possibilities 
for the design of an anastornotic stapler which conformed to the PIDS are, 
while not entirely remote, likely to be operating at the stress limits of its 
materials. Given the normal working location of such a device, this was 
deemed a reasonable cause for concern. Balanced with the potential 
benefits, this was thought worthy of further investigation. 
7.3 USING THE THEORY TO IMPROVE THE DESIGN 
After showing how the basic experimental data along with the PIDS might 
contribute to the generation of a design concept for an MIS circular stapler, 
an attempt is made to show how the conclusions drawn from the analysis 
might be put to practical use. 
7.3.1 THE FIRING LOAD 
As explained in section 2.1.2.1, the principle reason for the limited success of 
previous flexible circular staplers appeared (prior to experimentation) to be 
the magnitude of the firing forces. The high magnitude was confirmed by the 
experiments documented in chapter 5. The aim of this section is to 
demonstrate possible ways in which this load might be reduced. 
7.3.1.1 Staple firi 
The staple firing load can exceed 700 N, and the staple firing requires 
approximately 65% of the total firing energy requirement. It is reasoned, 
therefore, that the current universally employed staple firing technique 
represents a design constraint which is unfavourable to MIT circular stapling 
and should warrant particularly close attention when exploring alternative 
means of reducing the firing load. Such an exercise is itself tightly 
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7.3.1 .1 Stade firina 
The staple firing load can exceed 700 N, and the staple firing requires 
approximately 65% of the total firing energy requirement. It is reasoned, 
therefore, that the current universally employed staple firing technique 
represents a design constraint which is unfavourable to MIT circular stapling 
and should warrant particularly close attention when exploring alternative 
means of reducing the firing load. Such an exercise is itself tightly 
constrained, since, as explained in section 2.1.1, the stapling and cutting 
functions ought to remain essentially unchanged for safety reasons. 
With particular attention to the peak firing load, it was shown that the 
generation of the smallest radius of curvature on the staple leg is responsible 
for the peak load. One obvious way to remove this problem might be to 
weaken the legs before final assembly. However, to simply weaken the legs 
at the point of highest stress may not solve the problem, since this will almost 
certainly entail a fixed closed staple height, as well as adding to the 
complexity of the overall manufacturing process. 
It is also possible that the staple points could be ground at the supplementary 
angle to the present one, so that the initial benefits of the eccentricity will not 
be so pronounced, but that the effect which seems to be responsible for the 
peak load might also be lessened. 
Alternatively, rather than changing the staples, it may also be possible that 
the geometry of the anvil or the cartridge would prove to be more suitable for 
change. The peak load is one of the core problems, since it plays a major 
role in defining the overall stapling energy requirement. The magnitude of the 
peak load is due to the reduced effective strut length compared to the true leg 
length. The reduction of the peak load by increasing the effective strut length 
towards the true leg length is therefore a reasonable objective. As a 
preliminary guide to checking the worth of such an endeavour, the value of 
the effective strut length in eqns. 6.41 and 6.42 can be replaced by the value 
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of the maximum leg length to give the changed Rankine load, which is 12.16 
N for a single leg, as opposed to 17-83 N for the shorter length. Although this 
is not an accurate appraisal of the potential improvement, it shows that this 
order of change in length makes a significant difference to the effect of 
loading on the leg, and is taken as a positive indication for further 
investigation. 
The reason for the change in effective leg length is that the cartridge walls 
prevent the legs from arching out at their full length. That said, it has been 
shown that the walls play a role in the final forming of the staple, since they 
provide the surface against which the leg ends can react and be forced to 
move laterally (see section 6.2.1.3, Stage 6). 
It is suggested that the optimum wall shape is not the current one, where the 
walls are parallel with the enclosed staple legs, but one with a curvature 
which would allow the legs to bow at a length approaching the maximum 
possible, as shown in figure 7.9. However, for the sake of safety in the 
absence of complete knowledge of the USSC design rationale, two 
assumptions have to be made about the DLUs. The first is that since the 
DLUs include small staple-guiding slots within the two small walls of each of 
the larger slots (see fig. 5.12), then it is necessary that similar guiding slots be 
included in curved walls. The second assumption is that any changes will 
most probably need changes to the size and curvature of the anvil buckets. 
To test the feasibility of this proposal, an estimate is made of the new 
deflected staple leg shape and the required changes in cartridge and anvil 
geometry. 
In the case of a 1.3 mm gap-setting, it is known that the staple legs start to 
bow into the cartridge walls after driver displacement s is approximately 2.65 
mm (see appendix 4). Although an exact solution which would define the leg 
curvature and lateral deflection for specific values of s is not available, a worst 
case scenario, in terms of maximum possible leg deflection, can be 
constructed by considering that the midpoint of the leg behaves exactly like a 
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staple legs 
, modified cartddge 
walls, with arches 
Figure 7.9. Modified cartridge walls 
displacement is used to define h by h=4.08 - As. 0 can now be expressed by 
O= arctan 0.564/(4.08 - As), while 1 is calculated by Pythagoras, leading to 
the expression for 0,0 = arccos (11L). The hinged member will move through 
the volume of the cartridge at (0 - 0)0. 
Figure 7.11 (which is drawn to scale) shows that a cartridge wall whose 
shape is altered so that it imposes no strain on the collapsing idealised 
straight s 
deflecte 
cartddi 
wall 
anvil 
8mm 
Figure 7.10. Theoretical hinged staple defining cartridge wall shape 
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hinged staple is feasible, since the maximum slot width is not greatly 
increased and the shape is suitable for what is already a complex injection 
moulded polysulphone piece. 
However, the anvil modification is less encouraging. With reference to the 
lower projected staple shape, as the hinge reaches the top of the anvil, It will 
have deflected horizontally by approximately 1.3 mm, as opposed to the 
maximum of 0.56 mm for the unmodified shape. This is inadequate, primarily 
because the outer anvil slope has to be very steep to allow the hinge's lateral 
load to push the leg to the centre, which exhausts the scope for lateral 
deflection too rapidly (in other words, the hinge runs out of slope) before the 
staple point can be made to travel back up towards the cartridge. Variations 
on the same shape, rearranging the bottom point and the inner and outer 
slopes, show no potentially acceptable compromise. 
After examining the possibilities for new anvil shapes, the shape shown in 
figure 7.11 was thought to be likely to accommodate the modified cartridge. 
The outer anvil curve has a slightly raised ridge; the raised part in the anvil 
bucket is referred to as the fulcrum. It is intended that figure 7.12 be used to 
show how this proposed concept works. For brevity's sake, most of the 
cartridge wall, 
adjacent to staple 
leg 
trace of hinged 
staple leg 
movement 
staple hing g 
lateral 
ý16-:, 
modified 
cartridge wall, 
defined by trace 
staple /crown 
uter anvil slope 
modified anvil 
buckets, 
def i ned by 
, wider staDle 
Figure 7.11. Cartridge and anvil modified to allow hinged leg deflection 
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diagrams show a single idealised hinged staple in several similar stages of 
deformation. Referring to figure 7.12, then, 
Stage 1: the fulcrum has to be aligned with the staple leg point before 
contact, so that it deflects the point inwardly. The modified cartridge allows 
full staple legs to be deflected. 
Stage 2: as the deflecting staple approaches the angle which negates its 
eccentricity, it contacts the fulcrum and pivots so that the staple point moves 
laterally, contributing to ease of lateral deflection, while the moment arm on 
the hinge is such that the ratio of bending to axial loading is higher than on 
the unmodified staple, reducing the driver load requirement. The ridge is a 
small mound at the edge of the anvil which protrudes into the tissue by 0.3 
mm. It causes early contact between the hinge and the anvil and so helps to 
limit the maximum hinge deflection. 
Stage 3: the inward lateral deflection of the hinge has to be very limited, 
otherwise significant axial load would be applied through the upper leg half, 
l' , -, 2: 22 
Z 
'ZZ /ZZ 
17 
/ 
/ 
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/ 
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Stage 4 
Figure 7.12. Effect of proposed new anvil and cartridge on staple 
deformation 
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.. 
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\ 
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defeating the purpose of the design. The hinge remains the zone of 
maximum deformation as the levering effect of the fulcrum becomes more 
pronounced, and the staple leg point starts to move towards the cartridge 
Stage 4: final staple shape retains the basic tissue-hook function for each 
leg, but does not involve tissue penetration; rather, the tissue is held in slight 
compression by the staples. The final level of compression may be varied, so 
that the shape is suited to variable closed staple height. Bearing in mind that 
a real staple will experience less lateral deflection and more curvature, it is 
unlikely that the "hinge-angle" would be so acute. It is equally unlikely that 
the anvil shape for a real staple would have to have such extreme features, 
and may not need the ridge feature. 
7.3.1.2 Knife cleaving 
Although the analysis does not give an account of the firing of the knife into 
the teflon ring, it should be noted that there is a possibility for a great 
reduction of this load, as outlined in the suggestions for further work. 
7.3.2 TISSUE APPROXIMATION 
In section 6.3.3, the point was made that tissue compression made by the 
approximating anvil and cartridge should be kept to a minimum, and that the 
closed height of the staples need not determine the gap-setting for a safely 
performed anastomosis. 
To implement this, the design presented in figure 7.7 need barely be modified 
at all. If the base of the load bearing part is fixed to the shaft by a screw 
thread, then all that is required, conceptually, is that the design be modified 
to allow the user to adjust the position of the base on the shaft. This 
is the 
part which determines the position of the hooks, which in turn 
determine the 
position of the anvil relative to the main body of the instrument. 
This could 
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easily be ergonomically designed to become a dial indicator which is set 
according to measured tissue thickness. 
The staple height may be controlled purely by this varying anvil setting, 
where the pusher protrudes past the cartridge by a fixed distance, or could be 
prevented from compressing the tissue too excessively at lower gap settings 
by adding a stop to the stem which would limit the driver position. 
stop added 
here 
base 
Figure 7.13. Modification to allow adjustable gap-setting 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 
An extensive review of circular stapling technology and its applications has been 
carried out, providing a thorough understanding of the field. This understanding 
was applied to the formulation of a product design specification for an improved 
circular stapler. The shortfalls in technical knowledge required to implement the 
specification were identified. These shortfalls concerned the understanding of 
tissue compression requirements and stapler firing requirements for a remotely 
controlled, minimally invasive circular stapler, and formed the basis of four 
hypotheses. The hypotheses have been tested through a series of experiments 
which were designed to replicate the tissue compression and staple firing 
functions, both in whole and in part. 
The main conclusions drawn from the present work are: 
1. If the approximation of circular staplers compresses small or large bowel 
tissue to less than 81 % of its relaxed thickness, there is a strong likelihood 
that the tissue will experience some form of mechanical yielding. The risk of 
damage to the compressed tissue may therefore be greatly increased. More 
numerous experiments may show that this thickness percentage is higher. 
2. In the in-vitro compression testing of a single tissue sample, the continuous 
measurement of load with increasing tissue strain is a superior compression 
damage assessment criterion to the single measurement of total expelled 
potassium solution. 
3. During staple deformation, it is theoretically possible that the peak load 
required during the firing of a circular stapler may be reduced. This may be 
achieved through modification of the staples, or through modification of the 
cartridge walls and the anvil, with no modifications to the staples. 
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4. There is no appreciable variation in the loads required to penetrate and cut 
tissue, with respect to varying compressive strain and original tissue 
thickness, whether the tissue be from the small or large intestine. 
Further, it has been shown that, theoretically, major limitations of known circular 
staplers may be overcome. For example, a circular stapler head may be 
attached to and controlled through a flexible extension, where the stiffness of the 
extension may be similar to that of a flexible endoscope, as opposed to that of 
the Flexistap BC, whose extension stiffness severely compromises its versatility. 
The gap between the cartridge and the anvil may greatly exceed the current 
limitation of between 50 and 60 mm, widening the possibilities for minimally 
invasive entry, while the inclusion of an integral trocar reduces the in-situ 
handling requirements. 
It should be understood that the tissue in question is porcine. Since porcine 
intestine is widely believed to be similar to human intestine, there is a strong 
likelihood that conclusions 1,2 and 4 will also apply to the stapling of human 
intestines. 
8.1 DISCUSSION 
Conclusion 1 implies that a circular stapler should compress appositioned tissue 
through the approximation of the anvil to a compressive strain which is less than 
0.19mm/mm. This does not mean that the staple driver should be constrained 
in the same way. The staple driver may extend beyond the cartridge, so that the 
closed staple height may at least equal the gap setting, with a similar localised 
compression to that of hand-stitching. 
It had been hoped that a reasonably clear and simple description of how cellular 
fluid expulsion is affected by compressive strain might be established. The 
biggest obstacle to a safe claim that this objective has been met is the size of 
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the data sets. It had been hoped that two sets of sixteen test results for each 
tissue type would have provided the means to establish such a relationship, but 
the need to remove a significant amount of the data cannot be ignored. Had the 
theoretical account of what happens during such tests been the only means of 
understanding the results, then the validity of the outcome would have to be 
considered as seriously compromised, and a positive result could only be 
claimed with extreme caution. However, the theory is further validated by the 
other criterion, and gives a "best" compression which is close to that reported 
through surgical experience. The conclusion ought to be applied to stapler 
design because it slightly decreases what is believed to be a useful margin of 
safety by surgeons who have researched the same topic from different 
perspectives, and will at best be an improvement, at worst no lesser than 
existing devices. 
8.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
8.2.1 CLINICAL TRIALS 
In order that the conclusion reached over safe tissue compression levels might 
be shown to be useful in surgery on patients, it is suggested that a group of 
surgeons be involved in trials, where an unintrusive gap set recording means is 
devised and used to record gap-settings used, along with tissue thickness 
measurements. A follow-up monitoring of the incidence of post-operative 
stricture and possible relationships with gap-setting could then take place. 
8.2.2 A POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT IN UNDERSTANDING POST-OPERATIVE 
STRICTURE 
Despite the limitations of the data from the potassium tests, there was a good 
co-incidence between the potassium and load measurements for the value of 
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strain at which the tissue structure of small intestine starts to change 
dramatically, and there appears to be a near linear correlation between bowel 
wall tissue compressive strain and potassium output over the same strain range. 
There is a possibility that the higher collagen levels which are known to be in the 
small intestine may have some bearing on the difference in results for the two 
tissue types, and this may provide a clue as to the understanding of the 
mechanisms of stricture. If investigative work were to be undertaken to prove or 
disprove such a relationship, it is recommended that (collagen rich) oesophageal 
tissue be included in the tests, since up to 12% (depending on age group) of 
oesophageal anastomoses develop stricture. The author is unaware of any 
explicit description of a possible connection between post-operative stricture 
following CSA (normally attributed to blood-flow factors, staple line structure and 
staple line disruption during anvil withdrawal), collagen content and 
compression, and strongly believes that an interesting, worthwhile research 
programme could be developed from this. 
8.2.3 A MEANS OF CONTINOUS MEASUREMENT OF CHEMICAL OUTPUT 
DURING IN VITRO TISSUE COMPRESSION 
On a related point to the above, with respect to conclusion 2, the weakness of 
the potassium measurements lies in the fact that only the total potassium output 
is measured for each test. When compared with the load results for the same 
tests, the potassium results have an inherent disadvantage because the load is 
measured continuously with increasing strain, while only a single value of the 
strain at which potassium output might change can be estimated from the 
results, i. e. the largest among the samples. The chemical output from cells due 
to compression, whether it be potassium or some other criterion, may be 
measurable continuously through the use of large (circa 500 ml) beakers 
containing a standard solution. The solution might be a mildly electrolytic 
solution, so that a small electrical cell could then measure the change in 
conductivity of the electrolytic solution as submerged tissue is compressed 
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against the plate. If a tripod were placed inside the beaker, a flat plat could be 
placed on the tripod, the beaker placed on top of a magnetic stirrer, and the 
whole assembly placed under an appropriately fitted crosshead of a materials 
testing machine. The stirrer would help to ensure a near-instantaneous, 
continuous response to the tissue's chemical output. A similar arrangement 
might be used to compare the total output with that of the present work, where 
the solution might be an appropriate salt solution, which will readily accept 
potassium ions (or the elected measured output chemical) into solution, giving a 
measurable total output. 
,, ssing 
ýr 
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Figure 8.1. Possible continuous potassium output measurement rig 
8.2.4 STRESS VS STRAIN 
In small intestinal tissue, the range of applied pressure over which the rate of 
change of stiffness increases may be narrower than the strain range. 
This may 
well be a useful conclusion for other applications, although it 
is presently 
considered that pressure sensing by surgical staplers presents too 
big a risk of 
mistaken source of pressure. 
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8.2.5 STAPLE LINE STRUCTURE 
As well as conforming to the requirements summarised in section 2.1.2.5, the 
staple line structure may also play a role in minimising the risk of stricture and 
allowing an anvil to pass through it with minimal disruption. This raises two 
questions about staple spacing: 
1. Should there be a single or double row of staples? 
2. How widely spaced should the staples (and knife) be? 
The first question has been answered through comparison of the older Russian 
SPTU circular stapler (which inserted single rows of staples) with its Western 
counterparts, showing that double rows are more haemostatic and so safer [42]. 
The second question, dealing with basic staple line dimensions, must therefore 
account for minimised stricture risk and for easy, safe anvil withdrawal through 
the staple line. The manufacturers have different views on the problem. 
The dimensional differences (which are similar across the range of stapler sizes) 
between three brands of 25 mm circular stapled anastomosis (CSA) shown in 
figure 2.3 help illustrate the different opinions. All staples are 4 mm long, and all 
outer staple rows are approximately 23 mm in diameter. Ethicon and Bieffe 
Medital use relatively compliant staple lines, so that a rigid anvil or cartridge can 
pass through the flange with the minimum of disruption. A more compliant staple 
line is produced by a radially small flange size (or wide stoma), which creates 
15.0 16.4 25.0 
EEA 
(22*4mm staples) 
ILS Flexistcp 
(20*4mm staples) (20*4mm staples) 
Figure 2.3. CSAs created by 25 mm heads of three different brands 
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less surface resistance for the anvil, and by fewer (and so circurnferentially wider 
spaced) staples, which lessen the structure's rigidity. The USSC assert that 
since CSAs carry a small but significant risk of stricture, staple line rigidity ought 
not to be compromised, as it is futile to have a staple line which accommodates 
safer withdrawal but which carries increased risk of post-operative failure. 
Theoretically, the opposing views each appear to have one major advantage and 
disadvantage; Ethicon and Bieffe Medital CSAs allow rigid assemblies to pass 
through the flange with less wound disruption than the USSC's, but at the 
expense of lessened resistance to stricture. The situation is vice versa with 
USSC CSAs. The extent to which staple spacing affects either the risk of 
stricture either inherently or by the way it affects the damage to the tissue during 
end-piece withdrawal is not quantified in the literature, so there are no clear 
weightings with which to appraise either approach. To confuse the matter 
further, the withdrawal of a rigid anvil through any CSA type frequently requires 
external manipulation, so any easing of the anvil passage, lessening this 
requirement, ought to be welcome for a remotely controlled MIT stapler. 
An early objective of this research was to show that the optimal combination of 
anvil type and staple line need not be a compromise, so that the most rigid 
staple line may be used with the least disruptive anvil. This might have been 
achieved through a study of success rates of current staple lines and the 
development of a new anvil. However, the USSC's relatively recent swivelling 
anvil slides through the flange with such ease that it renders the aim of anvil 
development for MIT outdated. 
Since a suitable anvil for MIT is now established which is virtually independent 
of staple line dimensions, there is no need for compromise, so the objective 
should be to identify and utilise the safest existing relationships between staple 
line dimensions and incidence of stricture (17.221. 
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Involvement in the collation of surgical data or a review of results from several 
surgical sources in the literature may yield enough data to reveal trends which 
relate the rates of stricture occurrence in CSAs to the dimensions of their 
structures. If there is found to be statistical evidence of superior results from 
specific dimensions, or ratios of dimensions, then the dimensions of those staple 
lines which are proved to be safer ought to be adopted in designing any new 
circular stapler. 
8.2.6 KNIFE FIRING LOAD 
During the writing period of this thesis, the author was made aware of the 
potential for vibrational cutting methods. An acknowledged expert was 
consulted and practical advice received. It was estimated that the knife cutting 
load could be reduced to a minimum of 10% of the load as required by the 
standard method (probably less). This has been achieved for a range of 
applications where hard rigid members such as nails or staples are required to 
penetrate various plastics and rubbers. 
The implications which a theoretical reduction in knife load by 90% would have 
for the design are extremely beneficial, as shown below. It is therefore 
recommended that, in balancing the benefits of success with the cost of failure, 
the benefits be weighted heavily. 
Graph 8.1 shows the final 3.6 mm of driver displacement for a 31 mm DLU, using 
the two pairs of tests for the isolated stapling loads at the two gap-settings, 
summed with the relevant knife firing loads. The fitted curve covers the energy 
requrements for any gap setting between the two which were used 
experimentally. By fixing the position of the staples relative to the firing 
mechanism, the energy requirement may be reduced further so that the 
maximum requirement is that of the smallest gap. The first movement of the 
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pusher (not shown) is unsuitable for this kind of optimisation, being limited by 
the cam's maximum pressure angle. 
The fitted curve encompasses the two gap-settings chosen for the experiments, 
although it could be made less energy-intensive using a design where only one 
internal stroke is required for any gap setting. The sections of the fitted curve 
are defined by the following equations: 
S=0-0.13: P=100s 2+ 194s + 187.67 
S=0.13- 0.58: P= 1291.1088s 2- 225.00953s + 222.01149 
0.58- 1.32: P=-1 325.7049s 2+ 2810.4943 - 658.28453 
S=1.32- 1.56: P= -689.36664s + 1651.6237 
S=1.56-2.1: P=1111.8813s 2_ 4158.436s + 4357.4976 
S=2.1- 2.6: P=-1 022.9309s 2+ 4807.7753s - 5057.0244 
S= 2.6- 3.6: P= 1083.2869s 2- 6144.5572 + 9181.0078 
1200 
1000 
800 
z 
600 
400 
200 
0 
pusher displacement (mm) 
Graph 8.1. Predicted load requirement for reduced knife-load 
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The two spreadsheets (i. e. the one which gives the initial fixed pressure-angle 
curve and the one which uses the above equations) which define the overall cam 
profile for the smallest detent spring-load are given in table 8.1, while the actual 
cam profile is shown in graph 8.2. 
The smallest start (detent) load required of the spring is 157.5 N, requiring 
approximately 2685 mJ of energy, as opposed to the 249.2 N (4546 mJ of 
energy) required by the design which is focussed on in chapter 7. This 
represents a stress reduction of 37% for the instrument in the loaded condition, 
and a spring energy reduction of 41%. 
8.2.7 PYROMECHANICAL PROTRACTORS 
Alternatively, Leafield Engineering protractors were considered, after they were 
suggested by MSc student Mark Dewhirst. These pyromechanical devices act 
with great speed and force across short distances, although consultation with 
the company by the author left doubt as to their energy capacity, as well as the 
inherent problem of probable large impulse. Despite this, the cost effectiveness 
and small size of these powerful little actuators lend weight to their credibility as 
worthy of more in-depth investigation (including damping possibilities), 
particularly since the smaller ones could be mounted behind a circular stapler 
driver in a circular array of between three and six units without occupying more 
space than the actuator suggested in chapter 7. 
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3.6 109-9.929 2077.691 - 
2539.4 0.000536 145.1086 -4.14596 35 35 1.28E-05 1.05E-08 6E-07 
Table 8.1. Cam and spring requirements for knife with Piezo element 
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Graph 8.2. Cam profile for knife with Piezo element 
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Appendix 1 Reasons for specifying a long flexible shaft 
If a circular stapler was to conform to the general requirements of MIS, the 
first consideration is access to the surgical site. The choice of entry 
approach is, in order of preference: through a natural orifice (mouth or anus), 
through an incision which is already required for the procedure, or through an 
incision made for the purpose of instrument entry only [29]. For an MIS 
instrument, the preference should be the same, but with the ability to place 
far greater emphasis on the preferred options. Where incisions are 
necessary, they should be very small. 
anal entry 
The preferred entry option is through a natural orifice. In the case of anal 
entry, the widest stapler can usually fit through into the rectum, although a 
slotted anoscope can ease the friction [2]. Once through the rectum, an 
advancing stapler is confronted by the S-shaped path of the sigmoid colon. 
The rigid stapler shaft could be forced through the sigmoid, or the organ 
could be mobilised to allow easier passage. Either way, tissue trauma is 
unavoidable, before the anastomosis site has even been reached. Further, 
the stapler could not progress much further than the sigmoid, simply because 
there is no more available shaft length. 
oesophageal entry 
For oesophageal entry through the mouth, the surgeon has to consider that 
the current devices have to be forced through the throat. The oesophagus is 
a narrow organ which is suited to the smaller CSAs (implying that the throat 
will not be greatly widened during entry), but the most obtuse angle 
achievable between the mouth and oesophagus is such that the throat bears 
significant loading as the rigid shaft is passed through it. Although 
unquantified, it is known that this loading creates enough friction on the soft 
pallet to tear it apart during withdrawal. Clearly, such an extent of tissue 
trauma is not desirable. One surgeon proposed the insertion of a wide, 
flexible tube into the throat, creating an entry tunnel which would protect the 
soft pallet. While this appears to be an improvement, it only partially 
addresses the core problems of access; there would still be prolonged 
traumatic stretching of tissue while the stapler was in place and being set up, 
and the mucosal layer would also be traumatised by the unusual lateral 
pressure caused by leverage from the throat, both detrimental to healing. For 
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oesophageal anastomosis from that direction, other options include entry 
through an incision such as through the front bottom left or right of the neck, 
above the rib cage. This involves cutting the clavicle (collar bone) and 
manubrium (bone articulating the collar bone with the top of the rib cage), 
and so could hardly be described as MIS. As with anal entry, the surgical 
possibilities are limited by the instrument's reach. 
The joining of two sections of oesophagus after resection is rare (as opposed 
to joining the upper remnant to the stomach) for two reasons. The first 
reason is beyond the scope of this research, suffice to say that if the surgeon 
excises a liberal volume of tissue on either side of a tumour (to excise 
undetected sub-mucosal cancer spread), then there is little point in trying to 
preserve the very small remaining lower oesophagus when there is an easier 
alternative. The second reason is related to ease of entry in this area. Even 
when the oesophagus is exposed in open surgery, it is a difficult organ to 
access, since it lies within the rib-cage, behind the wind-pipe and the heart. 
Open surgery on the oesophagus gives direct access to only a limited section 
of its entire length, so that any attempt to join two oesophageal ends after 
resection has to be done within a very confined space. It is possible that 
either of the cut ends can be lost under the sternum through a slip of the 
hand, and be practically impossible to retrieve manually. 
Using current instruments, then, it is perhaps understandable that the 
practise of entering the oesophagus from the top end is currently rare, as is 
the anastomosis of two ends of oesophagus (by CSA, after resection). The 
alternative, described more fully in chapter one, is to preserve the upper 
remnant only, excising the top of the stomach with the diseased specimen 
(oesop hag ogastrectomy), then to approach the oesophagus through the 
stomach, so that the final anastomosis of the stomach and oesophagus 
(oesophagogastrostomy) lies high in the chest, or even in the neck. Typical 
entry procedures are hardly MIS, e. g. the stomach and duodenum are 
mobilised through a large abdominal incision before the oesophagus is 
prepared through a second incision, resulting in broken ribs. The stapler, 
without the anvil, is inserted into the stomach through an incision in the 
stomach wall (gastrotomy), and the trocar on the centre-shaft is advanced 
through the top of the stomach. The anvil is then attached before the entire 
instrument and mobilised stomach are advanced into the chest. The anvil 
finally enters the oesophagus, which is secured onto it, after which the stapler 
is used to create the CSA. 
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entry through incisions 
A CSA which is created using MIS techniques might not always be possible 
by instrument entry through the mouth or anus. If we consider that an 
anastomosis may be necessary for a section of ileum deep in the pelvis, then 
we may have to accept that this surgical site could not feasibly be reached 
via either natural orifice, since it is (intraluminally) several metres away from 
both. Assuming that the abdomen will have to be opened for entry, an 
instrument with a flexible shaft could enter through an incision in the 
intestines (enterotomy) near the anterior, allowing the stapler head to 
approach the awkward area intraluminally through the incision, so that the 
portion of anterior intestines would not need to be mobilised and brought out 
to access the portion behind them. In this case, specific entry incisions are 
not eliminated, but the extent of surgery required for access once inside the 
body is greatly reduced. 
If entry through either natural orifice could be done with reduced mobilisation, 
the trauma associated with mobilisation would be reduced, as would the time 
required for preparation. To achieve this without incurring the penalty of 
tissue trauma due to forcing the lay of the lumen to adopt the shape of the 
instrument, the stapler would have to negotiate the anatomical bends. If the 
penetration through either orifice was increased, the number of potential CSA 
sites which could be accessed this way would be increased accordingly. 
CSA operations on the stomach and upper intestines (including duodenal 
ulcer treatment) could be performed through the mouth, while CSAs might be 
performed several feet into the large bowel using the anus as an entry port. 
The short, rigid shafts on the current instruments impose such basic 
restrictions on the surgeon that all who expressed an opinion (including staff 
from both suppliers) were in no doubt that a circular stapler with a long, 
flexible shaft would be a definite improvement, more so if the shaft could be 
guided. This design solution has been attempted by several parties (see 
section 1.7), although the current response from both of the bigger 
manufacturers is the provision of staplers with curved shafts. Primarily 
intended for eosophagogastric anastomoses, the curved shaft helps to guide 
the stomach around the posterior of the heart and wind-pipe, lessening the 
disruption to each. This is a tendency towards an improvement on a solution 
which is fundamentally limited. An MIS circular stapler should have a long 
flexible shaft. 
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During the early stages of this project, it was believed that the objective of 
including a long, flexible extension in the design might have been met by 
developing a stapling head for use with a flexible endoscope. Auxiliary 
instruments such as small graspers are often attached to an endoscope's 
distal end hood, which protects the fibre-optics from such attachments, and 
cable-controlled via the instrument/ biopsy channel. It was hoped that a 
stapler head might be attached to such an endoscope as an auxiliary 
instrument, thus economically and effectively fulfilling the requirement for a 
long flexible shaft with a device which is commonplace in any theatre. 
Endoscopy Services Limited (ESQ, an endoscope modification and 
refurbishment specialist, recommended the relatively robust Olympus CF 
MOIJI colonoscope. However, further consultation with Keymed, the UK 
supplier of Olympus endoscopes, revealed that the fibre-optic bundles in 
flexible endoscopes have recently been found to sustain serious damage 
when compressed axially by the reaction force from the operation of larger 
attachments such as wire tissue snares. Since such forces are clearly lesser 
than those needed to fire a stapler and such endoscopes typically cost 
around El 8,000, and especially since Keymed expressed doubt over the 
likelihood of endoscope manufacturers approving of the stapler as an 
auxiliary instrument, it was decided that the instrument should have its own 
shaft. 
There is an abundance of suppliers of tubing of numerous cross-sectional 
shapes, thicknesses, diameters and materials. An example of their literature 
(from 1998) is shown below. 
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Appendix 3. Load-displacement graphs of DLU firing test results 
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Graph A3.4. Test type 1: full 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.5. Test type 2: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.6. Test type 2: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.7. Test type 2: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.8. Test type 2: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.9. Test type 3: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting without 
circular knife 
Lloyd Instruments Data Analysis Package 
Graph A3.1 0. Test type 3: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph AM 1. Test type 3: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
Lloyd Instruments Data Analysis Package 
Graph A3.12. Test type 3: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.13. Test type 4: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.14. Test type 4: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.15. Test type 4: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.16. Test type 4: empty 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.17. Test type 5: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting with 
small intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.18. Test type 5: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting with 
small intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.19. Test type 5: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting with 
small intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.20. Test type 5: 25 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting with 
small intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.21. Test type 1: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.22. Test type 1: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.23. Test type 1: 28 rnm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.24. Test type 1: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.25. Test type 2: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.26. Test type 2: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.27. Test type 2: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.28. Test type 2: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.29. Test type 3: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.30. Test type 3: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.31. Test type 3: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.32. Test type 3: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.33. Test type 4: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.34. Test type 4: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.35. Test type 4: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.36. Test type 4: empty 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.37. Test type 5: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.38. Test type 5: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.39. Test type 5: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.40. Test type 5: 28 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.41. Test type 1: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.42. Test type 1: 31 mrn DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.43. Test type 1: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.44. Test type 1: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.45. Test type 2: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.46. Test type 2: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.47. Test type 2: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.48. Test type 2: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
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Graph A3.49. Test type 3: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.50. Test type 3: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.51. Test type 3: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.52. Test type 3: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.53. Test type 4: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.54. Test type 4: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.55. Test type 4: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.56. Test type 4: empty 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting 
without circular knife 
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Graph A3.57. Test type 5: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.58. Test type 5: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.3 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.59. Test type 5: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Graph A3.60. Test type 5: 31 mm DLU fired at 1.7 mm gap setting with 
large intestinal tissue 
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Appendix 4. Staple firing video stills 
As reported in Chapter 5, a high speed video recording of the firing of a single 
staple was made. From this recording, a series of key stages in the staple- 
closing deformation were identified. The prints which were then taken at each 
of the stages are shown here. 
Because of the large scale magnification and the orthogonal camera position, 
it was assumed that these stills could be treated as scaled up drawings, from 
which the position of the driver relative to the cartridge could be measured. In 
the first still, the gap between the two staple points is known to be 4.00 mm, 
and it was found that the gap on the picture was 31.0 mm, giving a scale 
factor of 7.75. Beneath each still, the gap 1 between the driver and the edge 
of the cartridge wall (at the surface which compresses the tissue) is given in 
brackets, using direct measurements from the stills scaled down by the above 
factor. This staple was fired at a narrow gap-setting, for which the total driver 
displacement s when the staple contacts the anvil 2.09 mm, when 1=3.48 
mm. The final figure under each still is the driver displacement, calculated 
using the sum of 2.09 mm with 3.48 - 1. 
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Before contact Figure A7.1. Still 1: (3.48 mm) 
2.09 mm 
Figure A7.2. Still 2: (3.29 mm) 
2.28 mm 
Figure A7.3. Still 3: L= 3.20 mm 
2.37 mm 
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Figure A7.4. Still 4: L= 3.05 mm 
2.52 mm 
Figure A7.6. Still 6: L= 2.85 mm 
2.72 mm 
Figure A7.5. Still 5: L= 2.92 mm 
2.65 mm 
Figure A7.7. Still 7: L= 2.79 mm 
2.78 mm 
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Figure A7.8. Still 8: L= 2.71 mm 
2.86 mm 
Figure A7.9. Still 9: L= 2.61 mm 
2.96 mm 
Figure A7.1 0. Still 10: L= 2.43 mm Figure A7.1 1. Still 11: L= 2.21 mm 
3.14 mm 3.36 mm 
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Figure A7.12. Still 12: L= 1.85 mm Figure A7.13. Still 13: L= 1.59 mm 
s=3.72 mm s=3.98 mm 
Figure A7.14. Still 14: L= 1.35 mm Figure A7.15. Still 15: L= 1.20 mm 
s=4.22 mm s=4.37 mm 
Figure A7.16. Still 16: L= 0.63 mm Figure A7.17. Still 17: L= 0.39 mm 
s=4.94 mm s=5.18 mm 
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Appendix 5. Comparison of firing loads with and without tissue 
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Graph A5.1. Comparison of 2 pairs of 31 mm DLU firing forces with and 
without bowel tissue at 1.3 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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Graph A5.2. Comparison of 2 pairs of 31 mm DLU firing forces with and 
without bowel tissue at 1.7 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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Graph A5.3. Comparison of 2 pairs of 28 mm DLU firing forces with and 
without bowel tissue at 1.3 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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Graph A5.4. Comparison of 2 pairs of 28 mm DLU firing forces with and 
without bowel tissue at 1.7 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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Graph A5.5. Comparison of 2 pairs of 25 mm DLU firing forces with and 
without small intestinal tissue at 1.3 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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Graph A5.6. Comparison of 2 pairs of 25 mm DLU firing forces with and 
without small intestinal tissue at 1.7 mm anvil-cartridge gap-setting 
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Appendix 6. Cam profiles 
Tables A6.1 - A6.3 are taken from the spreadsheets used to calculate cam 
profiles. Table A6.1, overleaf, shows that if a cam surface for the driving 
mechanism in section 7.2.1.2.3 is calculated according to a theoretical 
optimum energy efficiency, the initial pressure angle (in the column headed 
16 alpha") is unacceptably high. The following page shows table A6.2, which 
has two parts. The first of these has a constant pressure angle, which is fixed 
at just under the recommended 300 limit, until the energy optimised curve 
meets it at the same slope. It is clear from the column headed "E(w) 
(excess)" that there is a substantial energy deficit before the cam reaches the 
end of the fixed slope. 
Table A6.3 shows that a higher fixed slope is feasible, if a little high for a safe 
pressure angle, and still requires that valuable spring energy be wasted. It 
also needs a higher detent load on the spring and its restraining grooves in 
the casing. 
Graphs A6.1 and A6.2 show the actual cam profiles which correspond to 
tables A6.1 and A6.3, respectively. 
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s P E(p) E(W) c m x(l st root) W AJpha Alpha 'S (W=mx+c) (degre 
0 50 0 0 219.6085 -5.77917 0 219.6085 1.254144 71.85717 0 
0.1 52 5.1 5.666667 219.6085 -5.77917 0.025812 219.4593 1.245798 71.37896 0.1 
0.2 54 10.4 11.55556 219.6085 -5.77917 . 
0.052655 219.3042 1.237481 70.90244 0-2 
0.3 56 15.9 17.66667 219.6085 -5.77917 0.080532 219.1431 1.229194 - 
70.42762 0.3 
0.4 58 21.6 24 219.6085 -5.77917 0.109443 218. - 976 T 220-937 6- 9.95453 - 0.4 
0.5 60 27.5 30.55556 219.6085 -5.77917 0.139392 218.8029 1.21271 69.48-317 0.5 
0.6 62 33.6 37.33333 219.6085 -5.77917 0.170381 218.6238 1.204514 69.01358 0.6 
0.7 64 39.9 44.33333 219.6085 -5.77917 0.202414 218.4387 1.196349 68.54575 0.7 
0.8 66 46.4 51.55556 219.6085 -5.77917 0.235491 218.2475 88-215 68-0797 0.8 
0.9 68 53.1 59 219.6085 -5.77917 0.269616 218.0503 1.180112 67.61546 , 0.9 1 70 60 66.66667 219.6085 
. -5.77917 0.304793 217.847 1.172041 67.15302 1 1.1 72 67.1 74.55556 219.6085 1 -5.77917 0.341023 217.6376 1.164002 66.69241 1.1 
1.2 74 74.4 82.66667 219.6085 -5.77917 0.378311 217.4221 1.155995 66.23362 1.2 1.3 76 81.9 91 219.6085 -5.77917 0.416658 217.2005 T 14802 -65.77-668 1.3 1.4 78 89.6 99.55556 219.6085 -5.77917 0.456069 216.9728 1.140077 65.32159 1.4 
1.5 80 97.5 108.3333 219.6085 -5.77917 0.496546 216.7388 1.132166 64.86836 1.5 
1.5 80 97.5 108.3333 219.6085 -5.77917 0.496546 216.7388 1.132166 64.86836 1.5 
1.6 83 105.6333 117.3704 219.6085 -5.77917 0.538265 216.4977 1.120536 64.202 1.6 
1.7 88 114.1667 126.8519 219.6085 -5.77917 0.582086 216.2445 1.101607 63.11742 1.7 
1.8 95 123.3 137 219.6085 -5.77917 0.629044 215.9731 1.075764 61.63674 1.8 
1.9 104 133.2333 148.037 219.6085 -5.77917 0.680183 215.6776 1.043567 59.79198 1.9 
2 115 144.1667 160.1852 219.6085 
. -5.77917 
0.736551 215.3518 1.005744 57.6249 2 
2.1 128 156.3 173.6667 219.6085 1 --5.77917 0.799206 214.9897 0.96318 55-18612 2.1 
2.2 143 169.8333 188.7037 219.6085 -5.77917 0.869215 214.5851 0.91688 52.53336 2.2 
2.3 160 184.9667 205.5185 219.6085 -5.77917 0.947657 214.1318 0.867928 49,72862 2.3 
2.4 179 201.9 224.3333 219.6085 -5.77917 1.035627 213.6234 0.81742 46.83471 2.4 
2.5 1 200 220.8333 245.3704 219.6085 -5.77917 , 1.134236 213.0535 0.766403 43.91164 2.5 2.5 200.0025 220.833 245.37 219.6085 -5.77917 1.134234 213.0535 0.766397 43.91132 2.5 
2.6 233.0924 242.5326 269.4807 219.6085 -5.77917 1.247576 212.3985 0.695793 39.86601 2.6 
2.7 288.3601 268.6603 298.5114 219.6085 -5.77917 1.384511 211.6071 0.599675 34.35887, 2.7 
2.8 365.8056 301.434 334.9266 219.6085 -5.77917 1.557006 210.6103 0.498534 28.56388 2.8 
2.9 465.4289 343.0716 381.1907 219.6085 -5.77917 1.777339 209.3369 0.406447 23.28769 2.9 
3 587.23 395.7913 439.7681 219.6085 
. -5.77917 
2.058252 207.7135 0.329202 18.86187 3 
3 587.23 395.791 439.7678 219.6085 1 -5.77917 2.05825 207.7135 0.329202 18.86187 3 
3.1 706.8301 460.588 511.7644 219.6085 -5.77917 2.406553 205.7006 0.2755931 15.79031 3.1 
3.2 799.8524 536.007 595.5633 219.6085 -5.77917 2.816294 203.3326 0.2430111 13.92351 3.2 
3.3 866.2969 619.39 688.2111 219.6085 -5.77917 3.27493 200.6821 0.222656 12.75726 3.3 
3.4 906.1636 708.079 786.7544 219.6085 -5.77917 3.769494 197.8239 0.210481 12.05967 3.4 
3.5 919.4525 799.416 888.24 219.6085 -5.77917 4.286406 194.8366 0.204604 11.72295 3.5 
3.6 906.1636 890.743 989.7144 219.6085 -5.77917 4.811311 191.8031 0.204383 11.7103 3.6 
3.7 866.2969 979.402 1088.224 219.6085 -5.77917 5.328947 188.8116 0.210154 12.04094 3.7 
3.8 799.8524 1062.735 1180.817 219.6085 -5.77917 5.823079 185.9559 0,223413 12.80061 3.8 
3.8 799.8868 1062.738 1180.82 219.6085 -5.77917 5.823099 185.9558 0.223403 12.80008 3.8 
3.9 736.1017 1139.715 1266.35 219.6085 -5.77917 6.28638 183.2784 0.23832 13.65471 3.9 
4 704.21 1211.932 1346.591 219.6085 -5.77917 6.727252 180.7305 0.245187 14.04817 4 
4.1 704.2117 1282.578 1425.087 219.6085 -5.77917 7.164639 178.2028 0.241972 13.86395 4.1 
4.2 736.1068 1354.845 1505.383 219.6085 -5.77917 7.618569 175.5795 0.228885 13-11415 4.2 
4.3 799.8953 1431.922 1591.024 219.6085 -5.77917 8.11031 172.7376 0.208319 11.935781 4.3 
4.4 895.5772 1516.998 1685.554 219.6085 -5.77917 8.662657 169.5455 0.183702 10.525361 4.4 
4.5 1023.153 1613.265 1792.517 219.6085 -5.77917 9.300471 165.8595 0.158188 9.06348 4.5 
4.6 1182.621 1723.912 1915.457 219.6085 -5.77917 10.05153 161.5189 0.13393 7.673641 4.6 
4.6 1178.592 1723.912 1915.457 219.6085 -5.77917 10.05153 161.5189 0.134377 7.69921 4.6 
4.7 1324.691 1850.761 2056.401 219.6085 -5.77917 10.93821 156.3947 0.116158 6.655388 4.7 
4.8 1412.318 1989.349 2210.388 219.6085 -5.77917 11.94141 150.597 0.105117 6.022772 - - 
4.8 
4.9 1441.475 2133.829 2370.921 219.6085 -5.77917 13.03013 144.3051 0.098794 
&. 660505 4.9 
5 1412.16 2278.354 2531.505 219.6085 -5.77917 14.16891 137.7239 0.096287 5.516811 5 
5 1412.26 2278.354 2531.504 219.6085 -5.77917 14.1689 137.724 0.09628 5.516427 5 
5.1 1359.647 241-7.744 268-6.382 219-6085 -5.77917 15.32132 131.064 0.095187 5.453795 5.1 
5.2 1318.728 2552.494 - 2836.104 - 219.6085 -5.77917 16.494 124.2868 0.093098 5.334104 5.2 
5.3 1289.501 2683.774 2981.971 --il 9.6-085 -5.77917 17.70153 117.3083 0.089909 5.151391 5.3 
5.4 1271.966 2812.754 3125.282 219.6085 -5.77917 18.96235 110.0218 0.085546 4.901446 5.4 
5.5 1266.125 2940.604 - 3267.338 219.6085 -5.77917 20.30054 102.2882 0.07997 4.581946 5.5 
- 5.6 1271.976 - 3068.494 3409,438 219.6085 -5.77917 21.74902 93.91718 0.073164 4.191967 5.6 
5.7 1289.521 3197.594 3552.882 219.6085 -5.77917 23.3558 84.6313 0.06511 3.730526 5.7 
- 5.8 1318.758 3329.074 3698.971 219.6085 -5.77917 25,19783 73.98589 0.055732 3.193206 5.8 
5.8 1318.756 3329.074 3698-971 219.6085 -5.77917 25.19784 73.98586 0.055732 3.193209 5.8 
5.9 1378.965 3461.031 3845.59 219.6085 -5.77917 27.36256 61.47557 0.044354 2.541295 5.9 
6 1489.43 3601.433 4001.592 219.6085 -5.77917 30.30798 44.45351 0.029748 1.704458 6 
6.1, 1650.149, 3755.305, 4172.561, 219.6085, -5.77917, 37.99982 0.001058. 6.41 E-071 3.67E-05 6.1 
Table A6.1. "Optimal" cam has too high a pressure angle 
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p alpha(start F(start) W(start) c m E(P) W(actual) E(W) E(w) Final x 
(28.8 deg) (required) (required) 
_ 
(actual) (excess) 
0.6 62 0.502843 _ 74.87705 36.08466 249.1394 -6.556299 0 249.1394 0 0 0 
0.7 64 0.502843 77.29244 37.24868 249.1394 -6.556299 6.3 247.9473 39.25607 32.25607 0.181818 
0.8 66 0.502843 79.70783 38.4127 249.1394 -6.556299 12.8 246.7553 78.34869 64.12646 0.363636 
0.9 68 -6.502-843 82.12322 39.57672 249.1394 -6.556299 19.5 245.5632 117.2779 95.61118 0.545455 
1 70 "0.502843 84.53861 40.74074 249.1394 -6.556299 26.4 244.3712 156.0436 126.7102 0.727273 
1.1 - 72 16.. 502843 86.954 41.90476 249.1394 -6.556299 33.5 243.1791 194.6458 157.4236 0.909091 
1.2 74 0.502843 89.36939 43.06878 249.1394 -6.556299 40.8 241.9871 233.0846 187.7513 1.090909 
1.3 76 0.502843 91.78477 44.2328 249.1394 -6.556299 48.3 240.795 271.36 217.6933 1.272727 
l4 78 0.502843 94.20016 45.39682 249.1394 -6.556299 56 239.6029 309.4719 247.2496; 1.454545 
E 
11 5 .5 
80 0.502843 96.61555 46.56085 249.1394 -6.556299 63.9 238.4109 347.4203 276.4203 1.636364 
1ý 1.5 80 0.502843 96.61555 46.56085 249.1394 -6.556299 63.9 238.4109 347.4203 276.4203 1.636364 
1.6 83 0.502843 100.2386 48.30688 249.1394 -6.556299 72 237.2188 385.2053 305.2053 1.818182 
1.7 881 0.502843 106.2771 51.21693 249.1394 -6.556299 80.3 236.0268 422.8268 333.6046 2 
1.8 95 0.502843 114.731 55.291 249.1394 -6.556299 88.8 234.8347 460.2849 361.6182 2.181818 
1.9 104 0.502843 125.6002 60.5291 249.1394 -6.556299 97.5 233.6427 497.5795 389.2462 2.363636 
2 115 0.502843 138.8849 66.93122 249.1394 -6.556299 106.4 232.4506 534.7107 416.4885 2.545455 
2.1 128 0.502843 154.5849 74.49735 249.1394 -6.556299 115.5 231.2586 571.6784 443.3451 2.727273 
2.2 143 0.502843 172.7003 83.22751 249.1394 -6.556299 124.8 230.0665 608.4827 469.816 2.909091 
2.3 160 0.502843 193.2311 93.12169 249.1394 -6.556299 134.3 228.8745 645.1235 495.9013 3.090909 
2.4 179 0.502843 216.1773 104.1799 249.1394 -6.556299 144 227.6824 681.6009 521.6009 3.272727 
2.5 200 0.502843 241.5389 116.4021 249.1394 -6.556299 153.9 226.4903 717.9148 546.9148 3.454545 
2.5 200.0025 0.502843 241.5419 116.4036 249.1394 -6.556299 153.8999 226.4903 717.9148 546.9149 3.454545 
2.6 233.0924 0.502843 281.5044 135.6622 249.13941 -6.556299 839.01951 225.2983 754.0652 -178.1787 3.6363641 
2.7 288.3601 0.502843 348.2509 167.8286 249.13941 -6.5562991 1579.607 224.1062 790.0522 -965.0667 3.818182 
2.8 365.8056 0.502843 441.7814 212.9027 249.1394 -6.556299 2377.88 222.9142 825.8758 -1816.214 4 
S p c m E(p) E(w) x(l st root) W alpha alpha s Sigma h 
(W=MX+C (degrees) 
0.3 365.8056 222.9142 -6.556299 0 0 0 222.9142 0.521366 29.87209 2.5 186.33361 
0.4 465.4289 222.9142 -6.556299 25.979817 1 28.86646 0.129743 222.0635 0.427326 24.48398 2.6 175.52071 
0.5 587.23 222.9142 -6.556299 58.631533 65.14615 0.293515 220.9898 0.347924 19.93456 2.7 162.2668 
0.5 587.23 222.9142 -6.656299 58.63153 65.14614 0.293515 220.9898 0.347924 19.93456 3 162.2668 
0.6 706.8301 222.9142 -6.556299 123,55268 137.2808 0.621527 218.8393 0.29174 16.71548 3.1 148.1563 
0.7 799.8524 222.9142 -6.556299 199.10363 221.2263 1.007351 216.3097 0.257472 14.75203 
3.2 136.3244 
0.8 866.2969 222.9142 -6.556299 282.62638 . 
314.0293 1.439206 213.4783 0.236017 13.5228 3.31 126.8486 
0.9 906.1636 222.9142 -6.556299 371.46293 412.7366 1.904912 210.425 0.223165 12.78642 
3.4 119.8086 
1 919.4525 222.9142 -6.556299 462.95528 514.3948 2.391713 207.2334 0.216951 12.43036 
3.5 115.2881 
1.1 906.1636 222.9142 -6.556299 554.44543 616.0505 2.886117 203.9919 0.216703 12.41615 
3.6 113.3756 
1.2 866.2969 222.9142 -6.556299 643.27538 714.7504 3.373781 200.7947 0.222774 
12.76403 3.7 114.165 
1.3 799.8524 1 222.9142 -6.556299 726.78713 807.5413 3.839439 197.7417 0.236734 
13.56388 3.8 117.75641 
1.3 799.8523 222.9142 -6.556299 726.78713 807.5413 3.839439 197.7417 0.236734 
13.56388 3.8 117.7564 
1.4 736.0655 222.9142 1-6.556299 803.31725 892.5747 4.272572 194.9019 0.252455 14.46459 3.9_ 121.2954 
1.5 704.172 222.9142 -6.556299 875.06334 972.2926 4.684441 192.2016 
0.259695 14.87942 4 121.7844 
1.6 704.1719 222.9142 -6.556299 945.21476 1050.239 5.092828 189.5241 
0.256325 14.68635 4.1 119.1069 
1.7 736.0653 222.9142 -6.556299 1016.9608 1129.956 5.516555 186.746 
0.242559 13.89762 4.2 113.1395 
1.8 799.852 222.9142 -6.556299 1093.4909 1214.99 5.975597 183.7364 
0.220891 12.65609 4.3 103.7512 
1.9 895.532 222.9142 -6.556299 1177.9943 1308. 
. 883 6.491362 180.3549 0.194912 11.16763 4.4 90.80167 
2 1023.106 229142 -6,556299 1273.6604 1415.178 7.087184 
176.4485 0.167943 9.62241 4.5 74.13793 
2.1 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
1182.572 
1182.572 
1328.67 
1416.298 
1445.454 
1416.14 - 
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--ý2-2 
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1537.418 
1677.314 
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10.56799 
11.62992 
171.8463 
171.8464 
-ý-6-6 
. 
4235 
160.2866 
153.6273 
146.665 
0.142267 
0.142267 
- 0.123081 
0.111443 
0.10478 
0.102148 
8.151276 
8.151286 - 
- 7.052018 
6.385203 
6.003461 
5.85267 
852669 
4.6 
4.6 - 
- 4.7 
4.8 
4.9 
5 
5 
53.58907 
53.58923 
33.55653 
18.65681 
9.081853 
5.051019 
5 050991 
2.5 1416.14 222.9142 -6.556299 1934.1781 2149.087 - 
11.62991 146.665 0.102148 5. 
787535 5 1 5 
. 
264738 3 
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Table A6.2. Sub-optimal cam shows energy requirement deficit 
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p alpha(start F(start) W(start) c m E(P) W(actual) 
_E(W) 
E(w) Final x 
(44.8 deg) 
_ 
(required) (required) ýactual) lexcess) 
0.6 62 0.781605 96.97467 68.31082 239.2484 -6.29601 0 _ 239.2484 0 0 0 
0.7 64 0.781605 1001029 70.5144 239.2484 -6.29601 6.3 238.1036 37.69758 30.69758 0.100762 
0.8 8 8 , 66 0.781605 103.2311 72.71797 239.2484 -6.29601 12.8 236.9589 75.23819 61.01597 0.201523. 0.9 9 9 68 0.781605 106.3593 74.92155 239.2484 -6.296011 19.5 235.8142 112.6218 90.95517 0.3022851 
1 1 70 0.781605 109.4875 77.12512 239.2484 -6.29601 26.4 234.6695 149.8485 120.5152 0.403046 
1.1 . 1,1 72 0.781605 112.6157 79.3287 239.2484 7 - -6.29601 - 
33.5 233.5247 186.9182 149.696 0.503808 
1.2 
F 
1 2 74 0.781605 115.744 81.53227 239 2 484 -6 2 9601 -40.8 232.38 223.831 178.4977 0.60457 
11.3 1.3 3 76 0.781605 118.8722 83.735851 239.2484 -6.29601 48.3 231.2353 260.5868 206.9201 0.705331 
1 1.4 1.4 4 78 0.781605 122.0004 85.93942 239.2484 1 -6.29601 56 230.0905 297.1856 234.9634 0.806093 
1. 1.5 1.5 5 80 0.781605 125.1286 88.143 239.2484 -6.29601 63.9 228.9458 333.6275 262.6275 0.906854 
1.5 15 1.5 80 0.781605 125.1286 88-143 239.2484 -6.29601 63.9 228.9458 333.6275 262.6275 0.906854 
1 1.6 1.6 83 0.781605 129.8209 91.44836 239.2484 -6.29601 72 227.8011 369.9124 2W9124 1.007616 1.7 88 0.781605 137.6415 96.9573 239.2484 -6,296011 80.3 226.6564 406.0403 316.8181 1.108377 1.8 95 0.781605 1 48.5902 104.6698 239.2484 -6.29601 88.8 225.5116 442.0113 343.3446 1.209139 1.9 104 0.78 1 605 162.6672 114.5859 239.2484 -6.29601 97.5 224.3669 477.82 53 369.4919 1.309901 
2 115 0.781605 179.8724 126.7056 239.2484 -6.29601 106.4 223.2222 513.4823 395.2601 1.410662 
2.1 128 0.781605 200.2058 141.0288 239.2484 -6.29601 115.5 222.0774 548.9824 420.6491 1.511424 
2.2 143 0.781605 223.6674 
- 
157.5556 239.2484 -6.29601 124.8 220.9327 584.3255 445-6588 1.612185 
2.3 160 0.781605 E 0.2572 176.286 239.2484 -6.29601 134.3 219.788 619.5117 470.2894 1.712947 
2.4 179 0.781605 12 
ý 
$84 -6.29601 1441 218.64321 654.5408 494.5408 1.813709 
2.5 200 0.781605 1 312.8215 2203575 1 2392484 -6.29601 153.91 217.49851 689.4131 5184131 1 914471 
v L; Im E(P) Ez(W) x(l st root) IW alpha alpha 
(W=MX+C) (degrees)- 
0 200.0025 220.3603 -6.29601 000 220.3603 0.781605 44.78265 
0.1 233.0924 220.3603 -6.29601 19.272117 21.41346 0.09731 219.7477 0.711149 40.74584 
0.2 288.3601 220.3603 -6.29601 38.562133 42.84681 0.194983 219.1327 0.614913 35.23191 
0.3 365.8056 220.3603 -6.29601 60.08805 66.7645 0.304302 218.4445 0.513156 29.40167 
0.4,465.4289 220.3603 -6.29601 86.067867 95.63096,0.4367 217.6109 0.420077 24.06866 
0.5 587.23 220.3603 -6.29601 118.71958 131.9106 0.603822 216.5587 0.341712 19.57863 
0.5 587.23 220.3603 -6.29601 118.71958 131.9106 0.603822 216.5587 0.341712 19.57863 
0.6 706,8301 220.3603 -6.29601 183.64073 204.0453 0.938546 214.4512 0.286371 16.40783 
0.7 799.8524 220.3603 -6.29601 259-19168 287.9908 1.332264 211.9724 0.252655 14.47609 
0.8 866.2969 220.3603 -6.29601 342.71443 380.7938 1.772956 209.1978 0.231562 13.2675 
0.9 906.1636 220.3603 -6.29601 431.55098 479.5011 2.248192 206.2057 0.21893 12.54375 
1 919.4525 220.3603 -6.29601 523.04333 581.1593 2.744953 203.0781 0.212823 12.19387 
1.1 906.1636 220.3603 -6.29601 614.53348 682.815 3.249473 199.9016 0.21258 12.17991 
1.2 866.2969 220.3603 -6.29601 703.36343 781.5149 3.747116 196.7685 0.218546 12.52175 
1.3 799.8524 220.3603 -6.29601 786.87518 874.3058 4.222302 193.7767 0.232266 13.30788 
1.3 799.8523 220.3603 -6.29601 786.87518 874.3058 4.222302 193.7767 0.232266 13.30788 
1.4 736.0655 220.3603 -6.29601 863.4053 959.3392 4.664297 190.9939 0.247722 14.19342 
1.5 704.172 220.3603 -6.29601 935-15139 1039.057 5.084594 188.3477 0.254842 14.60137 
1.6 704.1719 220.3603 -6.29601 1005.3028 1117.003 5.501337 185.7239 0.251528 14.4115 
1.7 736.0653 220.3603 -6.29601 1077.0489 1196.721 5.933734 183.0015 0.237992 13.63596 
1.8 799.852 220.3603 -6.29601 1153.579 1281.754 6.402169 180.0522 0.216695 12.41568 
1.9 895.532 220.3603 -6.29601 1238.0824 1375.647 6.928487 176.7385 0.191173 10.9534 
2 1023.106 220.3603 -6.29601 1333.7485 1481.943 7.5365 172.9105 0.164691 9.43612 
2.1 1182.572 220.3603 -6.29601 1443.7666 1604.185 8.252811 168.4006 0.139491 7.99223 
2.1 1182.572 220.3603 -6.29601 1443.7647 1604.183 8.252798 168.4006 0.139491 7.992239 
2.2 1328.67 220.3603 -6.29601 1569.6704 1744.078 9.096844 163.0865 0.120667 6.913696 
2.3 1416.298 220.3603 -6.29601 1707.2866 1896.985 10.05204 157.0726 0.10925 6.259591 
2.4 1445.454 220.3603 -6.29601 1850.7673 2056.408 11.08853 150.546B 0.102716 5.88517 
2.5 1416.14 220.3603 -6.29601 1994.2665 2215.852 12.17218 143.7242 0.100134 5.737279 -- 0.100134 5.737278 2.5 1416.14 220.3603 -6.29601 1994.2661 2215.851 12.17218 143.7242 
2.6 1363.523 220.3603 -6.29601 2132.7539 2369.727 13.26917 136.8175 0.099019 5.673398 
2.7 1322.598 220.3603 -6.29601 2266.5646 2518.405 14.38448 129.7955 0.096879 5.550746 
2.8 1293.367 220.3603 -6.29601 2396.8676 2663.186 15.53187 122.5716 0.093605 5.363191 
--- 115.0366 0.089124 5.106418 
- 
1275828 220.3603 -6.29601 2524.8319 2805.369 16.72865 
107.0487 0.083393 4.778072 3 1269.981 220.3603 -6.29601 2651.627 2946.252 17.99738 
3.1 1275.828 220.3603 -6.29601 2778,4221 3087.136 19-36876 98.41446 0.076398 4.3773 --ý2-29.318 3.903302 - -i -2 -Y2--0.360 3 6.29601 06.3865 229.318 20.88725 88.85404 0.068125 -i9- 3.2 
- 
93.367 
-ý-2-0 - -T(- --d-374. O 99 22.62347 77-92275 0.058504 3.35206 3.3 1322.598 . 3603 -6.29601 
036.6894 
3.3 1322.598 -220.3603 -6.2-9601 3036-6887 3374.099 22.62346 77.92282 0.058505 
3.352065 
3.4 1382.803 220.3603 -6.29601 3171.1423 3523.491 24.71786 64.73644 0.046564 
2.667894 
3.5 1493.264 220.3603 -6.29601 3314.1293 3682.366 27.56669 46.80018 0.031233 
1.789507 
3.61 1653.9791 220.3603 1 -6-29601,3470.675,3856.306,34.98834,0.073393,4.44E-05,0.002542 
Table A6.3. Sub-optimal cam has lower pressure angle 
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